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ABSTRACT 

The infrastructure built by the Civilian Conservation Corp (CCC) in the 1930s 

and 1940s are considered historic properties and national heritage assets.  Research 

examines two questions concerning historic CCC properties: 1) are the CCC properties 

being cared for and managed; and 2) would these properties benefit from having cultural 

heritage management plans?  A two-part focus centers on the CCC improvements and 

structures made to park lands throughout the US.  First, a site survey of the CCC 

structures and improvements in Mackenzie Park (within the Lubbock, Texas municipal 

parks system) is used as a case study.  Second, results of an email survey sent to state 

park managers of Texas, Arkansas, California, Nevada, and National Park Service parks 

determines the extent of CCC involvement at each park and the heritage management 

practices at those locations.  The research results confirm that most CCC structures are at 

risk and would benefit from heritage management plans administered by the owning 

agencies. 

The CCC structures and improvements are experiencing increasing pressure for 

removal or renovation, and installation of newer facilities at local, state, and federal park 

systems to meet visitor and recreation business demands.  Heritage management 

programs are specific vehicles that can provide park managers and park system 

administrators a process to protect these historic resources and guide renovation activities 

in a manner that will preserve the integrity of the resources as well as implement 

acceptable upgrades to the existing resources. 
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 1

CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 

 
The infrastructure built by the Civilian Conservation Corp (CCC) in the 1930s 

and 1940s now are considered historic properties, and a national heritage asset (Steely, 

1986:2, 16; Utley, 1998:50; Otis, 1986:1, 62, 80).  Given that situation, the questions 

asked are 1) are the CCC properties being cared for and managed, and 2) would these 

properties benefit from having cultural heritage management plans.  The focus of this 

research centers around the CCC improvements and structures made to park lands 

throughout the US, and specifically in Mackenzie Park.  That park is within the Lubbock 

(Texas) municipal parks system, and is used as a case study. 

The driving force behind the introduction of the CCC program was the need for a 

temporary work force that would lessen the unemployment rate of American workers 

during the Great Depression.  The CCC program was implemented as a poverty relief 

program and an economic rescue plan.  Administered by the National Park Service 

(NPS), the agency directed work projects that would address natural conservation needs 

and provide employment to utilize an unskilled labor force (Steely, 1986:8; Otis, 

1986:11; Paige, 1985:6).  

A set of questions is posed that should be considered when forming management 

and preservation strategies for cultural heritage structures and sites that depict a 

population’s past, people, and as objects of cultural heritage.  The first question asks if a 

need exists for a heritage management plan to identify, conserve, manage, and protect 

various structures in a landscape.  The second question asks if the structures under 

consideration are of sufficient importance and significance to be conserved.  In order to 
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address these questions, a framework must be laid that establishes the significance and 

value of CCC structures and landscapes, and that also sets forth a legal and philosophical 

basis for cultural heritage management and tourism.  

HERITAGE MANAGEMENT  

The discipline of heritage management incorporates the principles and practices 

commonly used in museums and historic houses to determine the conservation demands 

of historic resources and structures, impacts of use on the resources, and the preservation 

of the historic fabric for current and future generations to enjoy and learn about the 

significant contributions of the peoples who developed those resources.  The accepted 

principles and practices include sites, structures, modified terrains, and evidence of daily 

life of peoples past and present; as well as the intangible value of cultural heritage, 

sustainable development, heritage tourism, and the interpretation of each.  Heritage 

management is comprised of the natural and cultural heritage aspects, and the 

preservation of those aspects.  These aspects overlap and can be intertwined.  The natural 

settings in which structures and modified landscapes were designed and built are 

examples of these commingled aspects.  The development of recreational resources by 

the CCC during the 1930s and 1940s are excellent examples of the adaptation of natural 

landscapes for human habitation and use. 

Heritage Management is an evolving field of study for managing cultural and 

natural heritage.  Cultural heritage management focuses on past and present peoples.  It is 

the vehicle that is used to guide the process for conserving and managing the monuments, 

structures, sites, and objects that relate to the historical legacy of each, and to the people 

who built them, or with whom they are associated.  King (1998:182) defines historic 
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resources as human constructions that exhibit design features reflecting the times and 

functions and thought processes of the peoples who designed and built them.  Cultural 

resources are the parts of the physical environment (natural and built) that have cultural 

value to some socio-cultural group (King, 1998:9).   

These structures and the natural and altered landscapes associated with the legacy 

of those peoples are subsets of the broader concept of heritage management.  These 

subsets should be viewed as dynamic, not static, parts of daily life that blend into heritage 

management, and incorporate the concepts of heritage and national patrimony and 

historic sites and properties.  An aspect generally not considered within cultural heritage 

management is the natural landscape that exists around the historic and cultural subsets.  

In most cases, the natural landscapes surrounding historic and cultural sites are not 

examined to determine the impact they have had on the development of those sites and 

the growth of the peoples who constructed them.  This aspect should be taken into 

account to interpret the sites fully and the significance each presents.  The relevance of 

the natural landscape is a vital issue when attempting to determine the factors and 

conditions that may have influenced the development of cultural heritage sites.  By 

including the natural landscapes into the examination of historic and cultural sites, a more 

complete interpretation of the sites and the influences that prompted the development of 

each is possible.    

CULTURAL HERITAGE MANAGEMENT 

Cultural heritage management is considered a derivative of heritage management 

that incorporates the individual historic, cultural, and altered landscapes, and focuses on 

the importance each component may have on the economic impact to local communities.  
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It also includes the intangible aspects of the historic legacy that has influenced the 

development of those people and communities.  The individual characteristics of cultural 

heritage management must be understood before employing the process that determines 

whether the structures or objects in question meet the criteria of heritage management. 

RESEARCH CONFIGURATION  

The research is divided into four parts. The first part outlines the process 

necessary for identifying structures and sites constructed by the CCC during the 1930s, 

and determine if a current management plan addresses the conservation and protection 

needs of those resources.  The second part analyzes the results of an e-mail survey that 

was sent to national and state park managers at sites that contain CCC structures.  The 

survey has been developed to determine the extent of CCC construction at various 

locations throughout the National Park System, Texas State Parks, and parks in several 

other states; and provides valuable information that assists in determining the 

significance of the CCC improvements.  The third portion analyzes CCC structures and 

sites in Mackenzie Park to develop criteria and characteristics for establishing their 

significance and value.  Lastly, the CCC structures found in Mackenzie Park are used as a 

case study to examine the issues it presents.  The case study documents the current 

number and condition of CCC improvements at Mackenzie Park.  It explores the need for 

a heritage management plan to protect and conserve the historic resources found in the 

park. 

HISTORY OF MACKENZIE PARK 

Mackenzie Park originally was established as a park under a lease agreement with 

the Texas State Parks Board in 1935.  With the park’s inclusion in the state park system, 
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it became eligible for CCC improvement consideration.  The park was operated by the 

City of Lubbock as a part of the Texas State Park system until 1995, when ownership was 

returned to the municipality.  As a result of the design phase of the park’s development, 

structural plans, specifications, landscape modifications, and materials lists were 

designated for use throughout the park.  Of the 22 structures outlined for the park, native 

stone was quarried locally as building materials.  Parking areas were delineated with 

concrete bumpers or native rock borders.   

With the exception of several water crossings, culverts, and buildings, six of the 

original structures remain within the park.  The main focus of the CCC improvements 

center on the existing swimming pool, and consisted of constructing a bathhouse with 

dressing rooms and restrooms, spectator seating shelter, and picnic areas.  The landscape 

and waterway modifications, roadways, foot bridges, water fountains, and picnic areas 

make up the remainder of the CCC improvements.  Other projects constructed by the 

CCC are the improvements to the golf course clubhouse, construction of a caretaker’s 

residence, a multi-purpose building, and pedestrian bridges over the waterway, a 

reflection pond, water and wastewater systems, roadways, low-water crossings, and 

culvert renovation, ball fields, prairie dog enclosure, and landscape modifications with 

extensive vegetation plantings. 

ENDING COMMENTS 

The political and economic climate of the early 1930s that led to the development 

of the CCC was turbulent, chaotic, and for some portions of the United States, life 

threatening (Lacy, 1976:11; Mack, 2003:236).  Leaders in the US government were 

searching for means and methods that would provide employment and income for the 
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destitute peoples throughout the land.  The CCC, a portion of the New Deal program 

presented by President Franklin D. Roosevelt, was established as a method of providing 

jobs, developing outdoor landscapes, and constructing structures that both assisted with 

the preservation and use of natural resources of the country.  The CCC projects, of which 

Mackenzie Park is one, were significant because they were of a particular architectural 

style, incorporated natural building materials, and were constructed by mostly unskilled 

young men. 

Heritage management is a discipline that assists in identifying and preserving 

sites, structures and modified landscapes that were developed by past peoples.  A set of 

questions is considered concerning heritage management and its importance in 

identifying significant cultural accomplishments, their value and significance, and the 

need for further preservation and protection of those resources.  By using the concepts of 

heritage management and developing a heritage management plan, structures like those 

built by the CCC can be assessed and if warranted, preserved to assist in presenting the 

significance of the resources to future generations. 
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CHAPTER II 
PHILOSOPHY OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

MANAGEMENT 
 

As a concept, cultural heritage management is focused on the identification, 

evaluation, and protection of a people’s legacy from the past, the sites and structures that 

exist today, and the information and interpretation that is passed on to future generations.    

Cultural heritage management as a field of study is concerned with the present day, and 

how the past is dealt with in the present day, the achievements of modern people, objects 

of aesthetics, the interaction of people with the natural environment, and the planning of 

community or town development (Ashworth and Howard, 1999:26-28).  On the other 

hand, Middleton (1994:3) defines cultural heritage management as consisting of a 

powerful underlying commitment and attitudes of protection and conservation for the 

posterity of the cultural aspects and material evidence of a community’s past and present.  

He also implies that the intrinsic, intangible, and cultural values of heritage as well as the 

use of heritage management as a tool to present the past for existing and future 

generations.  Cultural heritage management communicates the modified landscapes and 

built environment of places, the origins, and character of the human endeavor that 

brought people in general and local populations in particular, to their present state of 

development.  

Various other definitions have been posited for cultural heritage.  One relates to 

the places of the natural or cultural environment that have aesthetic, historic, scientific, or 

social significance, or other special value for future generations as well as the present 
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community (Douglas et al., 2001:143).  Another is the process that promotes an 

awareness of the past, a characteristic that is unique to people (Cleere, 1989:5).   

The National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) defines cultural heritage as 

sites/objects that are important if they are associated with events that have made a 

significant contribution to the broad patterns of history.  It also considers sites and objects 

that are associated with the lives of persons significant in one’s past, and embody the 

distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction.  The National 

Register provides that sites or objects that represent the work of a master, or that possess 

high artistic values be considered.  Another aspect of the National Register is that objects 

or sites that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack 

individual distinction, or have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in 

prehistory or history are considered important (NRHP, 2006:2).  The United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) defines cultural heritage as 

monuments, or groups of buildings and properties with historical, aesthetic, 

archaeological, scientific, ethnological, or anthropological value (UNESCO, 2006:1). 

PRINCIPLES OF CULTURAL HERITAGE MANAGEMENT  

A basic principle behind the concept of cultural heritage management is that all 

monuments and sites should be protected in their own right, and in all their variety 

(Cleere, 1989:27).  The monuments, artifacts, and sites throughout a cultural landscape 

are important in that they effectively convey valuable information about the cultural 

heritage to present and future generations.  They also can be the one factor that connects 

the cultural landscape with oral testimonies that recall previous residential patterns, 

industrial development, and past societies (Drake, 1994; 101). 
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CULTURAL HERITAGE IDENTIFICATION     

Schemes identifying cultural heritage vary.  Schuster’s (1997:18) model divides 

items of historical importance into six major groups.  These groups are: environmental 

assets-landscapes; natural preserves; cultivated areas and modified natural landscapes; 

landmarks of historic and/or architectural importance; monuments that may testify to the 

spirit of an era; ensembles of monuments whose settings and relationships are relevant to 

the past; urban historic fabrics, streets, housing patterns, or neighborhoods; and moveable 

artifacts that denote aspects of cultural traditions.  Ashworth and Howard’s (1999:7-15) 

model denotes seven categories: nature ― plants, animals, ecosystems, and geologic and 

geomorphologic features; landscape ― areas conserved for their aesthetic appeal and 

cultural evidence; monuments ― memorial sculpture or buildings of heritage; artifact ― 

objects made by and collected by humans; activities ― examples of proud heritage 

passed on to future generations; people ― keepers of heritage, royal families; and sites. 

They also stress the importance of keeping in mind these aspects, including the 

actual and mythical heritage connected to actual places without physical evidence, when 

considering these categories.  The concept of intangible heritage centers on the 

significance of traditions and ethnic cultures of a people, and can be associated with 

items that may be considered as objects of heritage.  Almost anything can be listed, and 

even nothing can be made into heritage (Ashworth and Howard, 1999:15).  UNESCO 

describes intangible heritage as oral traditions and expressions, including languages, 

performing arts, social rituals and practices, festival events, and traditional craftsmanship.  
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Such examples are included in inventories of cultural property that will be protected 

(UNESCO, 2006:1).  Another definition of intangible heritage notes it as the non-

physical aspects of a culture, that can be reflected in a people’s music, dance, drama, folk 

life, unwritten languages, scriptures, prose, and poetry (Douglas et al., 2001:143). 

HISTORIC STRUCTURE IDENTIFICATION 

The identification of historic structures and developing a value scale that assists in 

establishing significance for the structures is an important aspect of cultural heritage 

management.  The concepts used to determine historic significance can be clarified by 

viewing the sites and structures in terms of qualitative variety, quantity, context clarity, 

preservation integrity, and environmental surroundings (Glassow, 1977:415).  With the 

use of these standards as a foundation for the process of establishing significance for 

historic sites and structures, a sense of the object’s value to society can be developed.   

Procedures that establish the significance of objects and sites document their 

development in historical contexts involving economic development, land-use planning, 

building design, and construction (Alanen, 2000:vii).   The use of these contexts has 

prompted the understanding of the objects being preserved and the reasons for preserving 

the structures and sites.   This process provides the vehicle that establishes the value, the 

concept of worth, of the sites, and objects directly link them to memories and historic 

nostalgia of peoples and their communities. 

The NPS has presented a set of criteria to assist in determining significance of 

historic sites and structures.  A structure or site is significant if it can be related directly to 

broad aspects of prehistoric or historic American life; make up a portion of the complete 

American story; and/or is associated with an American who through their works or 
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associations earned a place in history; or to sudden, dramatic events in American history 

(Tainter and Lucas, 1983:708).  The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) 

describes significant sites and structures as those being associated with events that 

contribute to broad patterns of American history; are associated with the lives of 

significant persons of American past; embody distinct characteristics of a type, period, or 

method of construction, represent the work of a master, possess great artistic value, or 

represent a significant contributor who lacks distinct individual acts of themselves are of 

limited importance, but that they may have been part of an important group or movement; 

and or have yielded or may yield important information to American prehistory or 

history.  Any portion or combination of these aspects can qualify a site or structure as 

potentially significant (Tainter and Lucas, 1983:709).   

Over time, the cultural objects and modified natural landscapes seen as artifacts 

and monuments have been regarded from different perspectives, ranging from mystical 

reverence to an assessment of monetary value, and from items of national sentiment to 

subjects of detached research (Cleere, 1989:24).  The primary focus of cultural heritage 

management is to develop the significance and perceived heritage value of the resources, 

and recognize and accept the importance of heritage.  A secondary aim is to blend 

nostalgic remembrance in a process of connecting the roots and origins of the heritage 

tourist with the past (Douglas et al., 2001:149).   

One characteristic of culturally important sites and structures located in the 

community is their potential impact on the local economy.  Local communities may look 

closely at the items of cultural heritage that have been erected in the past, their impact on 

the present economy, and the placement of the structures within the current landscape of 
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the community.  This process aids in promoting the heritage management goal of 

establishing the worth of the assets and the need for preservation and protection.  Local 

governmental entities may look to the places, objects, and intangible elements that have 

been deemed valuable by the populace, and develop heritage tourism strategies that can 

be used to capitalize on their presence without adversely impacting those resources 

(Douglas et al., 2001:147).  Economic impact is a result of the revenue generated from 

local to international visitors who travel to view and appreciate the structures and 

associated landscapes.  Those heritage tourists inject funds into the local business 

community, the travel industry, and the food and lodging support industries. 

SCIENCE OF CULTURAL HERITAGE MANAGEMENT 

Cultural heritage management as a science is similar to natural resource 

management.  Natural resource management is concerned with the identification, 

conservation, and protection of natural resources, such as air, water, soil, and energy.  

The natural resources meet the needs or wants of a society, and are denoted in terms of 

appraisal (Barrow, 1999:136).  The basic concept of natural resource management is to 

sustain or restore the integrity of the ecosystem complex, and to supply products, such as 

food, wood, water, and wildlife in a manner that is consistent with demand, and sustained 

production for future needs (Holechek, 2001:10).  Like natural resource management, the 

cultural heritage management concept includes the identification of significant sites and 

structures, development of strategies that allow for sustainable use of the resources, 

protection processes, and promotional methods that market the resources to potential 

users.  
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The philosophy of cultural heritage management includes a wide diversity of 

attitudes and dispositions concerning the relevance and importance of the discipline.  

Among this diversity, the most pertinent aspect to this research is that cultural sites, 

objects, and structures are important in and of themselves.  Within a framework of 

national and international communities, they provide vital insight into the thought 

processes of various peoples that influenced the development and construction of those 

resources.  UNESCO and International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) are 

examples of organizations found throughout the world that recognize the importance of 

the cultural resources and strive to protect and preserve them.  Modified landscapes 

provide evidence that earlier peoples used the landscapes and geographical areas due to 

certain qualities of the area, and influenced the evolution of daily life, as well as the 

growth of spiritual and philosophical health of their populations. These areas are 

associated with important events and citizens of an era, and provide a value basis to 

current and future generations, thus establishing their worth and the need to preserve 

them. 

LEGAL ASPECT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE MANAGEMENT 

Cultural heritage management and the laws that promote it are based on concepts 

of conservation and protection for preserving the common areas of a society for the 

enjoyment and use by all its members.  These concepts are derived from the common 

pool concept that originally was developed in American law.  This concept states that 

common pool resources are held in trust for the benefit of the entire population.  It helps 

to promote correct behavior and right thinking as derived from Hebrew kingdoms of the 

Old Testament, Calvin’s government in Geneva, and Puritanical governments in 
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Massachusetts Bay (Young, 1967:32).  The rules and laws of cultural heritage 

management are rooted in the early laws developed in Colonial America that were based 

on English Common Law (Kirk, 1974:17; Young, 1967:32; Holmes, 1946:19).  

Controlling the common areas for the entire populace of the country is one aspect of the 

laws of the Constitution, as the basis for American law and as upheld in Mayor, 

Aldermen and Inhabitants of New Orleans v. US, 35 U.S. 662 (1836) (U.S. Supreme 

Court, 1836).   

The World Commission on Environment and Development met in 1987 and 

presented the Brundtland Report that is based on the common pool resources concept.  

That report stated that development of resources should meet the needs of the present, 

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (Barrow, 

1999:157).  The issue of holding and utilizing a resource or segment of the resource for 

development is made very clear through the writings of Hardin (1968).  Due to 

population growth and finite resources, an abundance of population will deplete the finite 

resources available, thereby dooming humankind (Hardin, 1968:1245).  Recent changes 

in the concept of common pool resources have brought a new emphasis on establishing 

rules and regulations that specify the rights and duties of the pool participants that create 

a public good for all those involved with the resources (Burger et al., 2001:19).   

Cultural heritage sites and objects fall into the grouping of common pool 

resources, and as such, the development of similar rules and regulations are vital to the 

protection of them.  Various rules and regulations have been implemented to protect 

those resources and affect the context within which conservation and preservation can be 

encouraged (Schuster, 1997:49).   
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Several international guidelines have been formulated to place obligations on 

national governments to identify and protect the cultural heritage resources found in sites 

throughout the world (Schuster, 1997:35).  These guidelines have been suggested and 

approved by a council of attending parties that have an interest in the preservation of 

cultural heritage resources.  ICOMOS, UNESCO, the International Centre for the Study 

of Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROM), and the International 

Council of Museums (ICOM) are a few of the organizations found throughout the world 

that work to protect cultural resources through education and awareness, and imposing 

behavioral constraints through treaties, conventions, charters, and codes of practice.  

Behavioral constraints that are implemented to affect cultural resource preservation do so 

through developing agreements with national governments to adhere to the recommended 

provisions (Schuster, 1997:34-35).   

At times, the use of recommended constraints and guidelines are not sufficient to 

protect cultural resources adequately, and specific laws have been enacted to meet the 

preservation needs of affected resources.  In the US, laws such as the National Historic 

Preservation Act (NHPA) have brought a sense of stability and provided federal funding 

for the preservation of cultural heritage and historic sites (Ashworth, 2000:26). 

Regulations and laws that are put into place by governmental bodies are considered hard 

regulations in that they clearly state a series of actions that are allowed or prohibited, and 

a set of penalties that can be enforced in the violation of those laws.  In the US, the  

Antiquities Act of  1906, the National Trust for Historic Preservation, and the 

Archaeological Resource Protection Act are examples of laws and programs that have 

been enacted with the sole purpose of identifying and preserving historical resources 
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found across the country.  The protection of national patrimony has been the main focus 

of all American laws pertaining to objects of antiquity (Butler, 1987:821).    

The Antiquities Act of 1906 provided protection to historic ruins or monuments 

found on federal property, allowed for the designation of national monuments, and 

established the permitting process that allowed examination of ruins and archaeological 

sites found on federal property (Stipe, 1987:157).  The Historic Sites Act of 1935 

solidified the move to preserve historic sites and structures in America.  This act was 

implemented to preserve historic sites for public use for the benefit of the people of the 

US.  It also laid the groundwork for the development of a comprehensive national historic 

preservation program, and set out criteria for the acquisition and preservation of property 

(Stipe, 1987:162-163).   

Public Law 81-408 of 1949 laid out the parameters of the National Trust for 

Historic Preservation to facilitate public participation in preserving sites and objects of 

national significance.  The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 was a tool to assist 

local governments and individuals in preserving common heritage, through the creation 

of districts and structures as eligible properties that can be considered under the Act 

(Stipe, 1987:169).  The Section 101 of the Act allowed the development and maintenance 

of the National Register of Historic Places, a list of properties of local, state, and national 

historical, cultural, and architectural significance.  Subsequent amendments to the act 

established the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation to advise the Executive and 

Legislative branches of the federal government on historic preservation issues, and 

established State Historic Preservation Officers.  Section 106 provided a requirement that 

any adverse effects or impacts due to development be considered for any districts, sites, 
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buildings, structures or objects included or eligible for the National Register (King, 

1998:15-16; Tainter, 1983:708).   

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 provided for environmental 

protection and required federal agencies to complete environmental impact studies and 

consider the results of those studies during the review process of development on federal 

lands (King, 1998:18).  The Archeological Data Preservation Act of 1974, also known as 

the Moss-Bennett Act, assisted in developing policies and procedures to implement 

archaeological and historic preservation into everyday operations of federal agencies, 

with the Corp of Engineers process depicted as the model of proper management.    

The American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 presented as US policy the 

respect and right of Indian tribes to the free expression of their religious traditions.  The 

Archeological Preservation Act of 1979 defined archaeological resources and prohibits 

excavation and/or removal of archaeological resources from federal property or Indian 

tribal lands without a permit from the managing agency.  The Native American Graves 

Protection and Repatriation Act of 1989 focused on the repatriation of Native American 

human remains or cultural items to the tribes from which they originated.  These laws 

were enacted to protect sites, artifacts, and burial objects used or made by Native 

American tribes from being exploited, removed from sites, and illegally traded or sold 

(King, 1998).   

The main legal aspect most significant to this research is that of common pool 

resources.  This concept holds that all resources are available to the entire population to 

utilize, and the population is responsible for controlling the various uses and for taking 

measures to ensure the longevity of those resources.  This concept allows the preservation 
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of cultural properties for the public good.  Governmental entities protect and preserve 

properties of substantial historic and traditional importance through the use of eminent 

domain and police power (Morrison, 1965:20).  The entire philosophy of cultural heritage 

management is based on this concept. 

In order to meet the preservation needs of these resources, the development of 

heritage management plans are a vital tool in the overall strategy to protect and preserve 

the non-renewal cultural resources.  Due to the issues that NHPA addresses, and with the 

establishment of guidelines to protect and preserve cultural heritage resources, the NHPA 

is the most important law that pertains to cultural resources and the development of 

heritage management plans. 

ENDING COMMENTS 

The focus of cultural heritage management is the identification, evaluation, and 

protection of a people’s contribution, the historic resources still in existence, and the 

potential impact those resources have on future generations.  Cultural heritage 

management as a field of study is concerned with the present day and how the past is 

interpreted, the contributions of past and modern peoples, objects of aesthetics, the 

interaction of people with the natural environment, and the planning of community or 

town development.  The development of heritage management plans is the most 

significant tool for preserving historic resources.  Based on the concept of the common 

pool resources being held in trust for the benefit of the entire population, a diverse group 

of international organizations have formed with the intent of identifying significant sites 

and structures, developing a value base, and holding those resources to allow use and 

development while maintaining their historic fabric.  This concept has helped to renew 
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the emphasis on establishing rules and regulations that specify the rights and duties of the 

pool participants while providing benefits to the world communities.   

In the US, Public Law 81-408 of 1949 established the National Trust for Historic 

Preservation to facilitate public participation in preserving sites and objects of national 

significance, and created the National Register of Historic Places and State Historic 

Preservation Officers.  Along with the Antiquities Act of 1906, the National Historic 

Preservation Act, the Archeological Resource Protection Act, and other regulations, 

significant cultural heritage resources are a portion of the common pool resources being 

held in trust.  With the use of heritage management plans, government agencies are able 

to identify and preserve historic resources throughout the nation. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 

 
In order to gather information about CCC properties, two methods were utilized:  

1) a site survey of the existing CCC structures and landscape modifications remaining at 

Mackenzie Park and database development; and 2) development of an e-mail 

questionnaire that then was sent to select park managers throughout the National Park 

Service and the Texas, California, Arkansas, and Nevada state park systems that 

contained CCC construction sites and improvements.  An information database was 

developed with a series of categories or variables for the different forms of data collected 

in both research methods (Table 3.1).  

Table 3.1.  Example of research database. 

 

Name of 
Data 

Data 
Location 

Date 
Generated 

Type of 
Media 

Political 
Involvement 

Planned 
Structures 

Existing 
Structures 

Newspaper 
Article:  
State Park is 
Urged Here 

 Southwest 
Collection, 
TTU, 
Lubbock 

 August 10, 
1934 

Microfilm 
Spool  

 None  None  None 

Box 91, File 
# 600-03 

NARA, 
Denver 

 Paper copies None Project 
Cost 
Estimates 

None 

Microfiche 
Sheet #1, 
Exposure #3 

The 
Museum of 
Texas Tech 
University, 
Lubbock 

   Microfilm 
Sheet None Utilities 

Plan  None 

Data categories consisted of data location, dates of data generation, media types 

(e.g. newspapers, microfilm, microfiche), political involvement, and extent of planned 

and existing structures.  A separate database was developed to tabulate the results 

received from the email surveys (Table 3.2). 
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Table 3.2.  Example of email survey database. 

Park Name Location 

Number of 
planned 
CCC 
structures 

Number of 
existing 
CCC 
structures 

Presence of 
Heritage 
management 
plans 

Presence 
of Agency 
heritage 
program 

Abilene SP Abilene, TX 14 14 No Yes 
Balmorhea SP Balmorhea, TX 23 23 No Yes 
Big Spring SP Big Spring, TX 27 26 No Yes 

 
The site survey of the existing CCC improvements consisted of two different 

formats.  The first format consisted of document research at five different locations where 

the information, newspaper copies, operations memoranda, and plan drawings on the 

structures at Mackenzie Park were housed.  The second format consisted of on-site field 

reconnaissance to locate existing structures throughout the park.   

DOCUMENT  RESEARCH OF CCC IMPROVEMENTS AT MACKENZIE PARK 

Research into CCC-related documents was conducted in the Southwest Collection 

of Texas Tech University, City of Lubbock Planning Department, the Museum of Texas 

Tech University, TPWD archives (Austin), and the National Archives and Records 

Administration, (NARA), Rocky Mountain Region (Denver, Colorado).  The first part of 

the research focused on information held at the Southwest Collection at Texas Tech 

University.  Graves (1962) held numerous references to Mackenzie Park and the CCC.  

Pertinent information was found, handwritten notes were taken, and then were added to 

the database in both the date generated and media type categories.  Numerous microfilm 

spools holding reproductions of the Lubbock Avalanche Journal newspapers dating from 

1932 through 1941 also were located and browsed to identify any pertinent or associated 

information concerning the CCC and the local camp in Lubbock.  Notations made from 

the articles were taken and transferred to the database in the date generated and media 

type categories. 
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The second part of the document survey focused on documents and records found 

in the internal files at the City of Lubbock.  The research into these documents yielded 

the location of two file boxes, box #203 and box # 312.  These boxes held a 1998 survey 

project conducted by Texas Tech University students at the College of Architecture, that 

was added to the planned and existing structures categories of the database; and 

numerous articles of correspondence to and from city leaders concerning the CCC 

activities at Mackenzie Park.  Notations of the relevant information on Mackenzie Park 

were added to the date generated, political involvement, and media type categories of the 

database.  Most documents were carbon copies of correspondence of elected city and 

state and federal government officials between themselves and to federal government 

employees concerning the CCC camp in Lubbock.  The majority of these data was added 

to the political involvement category of the database.    

The third part centered on the plans and drawings held at TPWD headquarters that 

were completed for the various CCC construction and work projects for Mackenzie Park.  

Research into the drawings showed a majority to be acetate copies of the original 

drawings.  Information was added to the media type and planned structures categories of 

the database.  TPWD had converted 217 individual plan and drawing sheets to 41 

microfiche sheets that copied the original sheet drawings.  Each of the individual sheets 

was examined using a microfiche reader, and were found to hold the name and job 

number of the specific projects, and in some cases, exact construction measurements for 

the planned facilities, structures, landscape modifications, and vegetative plantings.   

Relevent information on the content of each microfiche sheet was added to the database 

under the media type, date generated, and planned structures categories of the computer 
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database. The initial results of a long-term research program in the Yellowhouse system 

(Chung, 2005: 119-132) being conducted by the Museum contained several pieces of 

information on the CCC activities at Mackenzie Park. Handwritten notes were taken 

concerning structure information, and were entered into the computer database.   

The fourth part of research focused on information held at the NARA facilities in 

Denver, Colorado.  A site visit was conducted to locate any pertinent information on the 

CCC activities at Mackenzie Park.  The files and boxes located at NARA contained an 

assortment of NPS forms and correspondence that had been filed by CCC personnel 

during the course of daily operations, progress reports, and monthly and quarterly reports 

for Mackenzie Park.  Job completion reports, job applications, project requests and 

justifications, routine and special correspondence, and official memoranda were among 

the information found.  Photo-copies were made of the documents for transport back to 

the Museum of Texas Tech University to be used in the continuing research by museum 

staff of CCC construction activities and on Mackenzie Park.  Data concerning structure 

planning, cost projections, staffing patterns, and project completions were added to the 

computer database. 

SITE SURVEY OF CCC IMPROVEMENTS AT MACKENZIE PARK 

The second format of site survey focused on the current status of the existing 

CCC structures and improvements found in Mackenzie Park.  Permission was granted by 

City personnel for access to restricted areas to document the structures and their locations 

on the park and Meadowbrook Golf Course.  The first aspect of the site survey focused 

on the method to determine what structures had been planned for the park and their 

location on the park property.  This determination was accomplished by printing copies 
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of the original CCC plans (Figure 3.1) from digital video discs that were procured from 

the Texas State Library and Archives Commission (TSLAC).  These discs held electronic 

copies of all the plan sheets that TPWD had transferred to TSLAC in 2004. 

 
Figure 3.1.  CCC plan map of Mackenzie Park dated 1936. 
 

The plans then were compared to the existing structures and improvements 

located in Mackenzie Park to determine which facilities remained in the park.  

Measurements were taken of the existing structures and pencil sketches were drafted that 

depicted the current condition of each structure (Figure 3.2).  These sketches then were 

compared to the CCC era plans and drawings to determine any variations of the 

structures.    
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Figure 3.2.  Pencil sketch of CCC caretaker residence (2004). 

A second aspect of the site survey consisted of using Global Positioning system 

(GPS) coordinates to pinpoint the exact location of the remaining structures.  A Garmin 

Etrex Vista hand-held GPS unit was utilized to accomplish this portion of the survey.  

This unit normally recognized and tracked six individual satellites for an overall accuracy 

to 3.66 meters.  MapSource, a computer software, was used to compile the GPS 

coordinates and incorporate the existing structure locations on a location map of 

Mackenzie Park generated by MapSource.  Data concerning the locations of the 

structures were added to the computer database in the data location, date generated, and 

existing structures categories.  

The third aspect of the site survey focused on developing a photographic database 

of the structures and landscape currently found in Mackenzie Park.  Photographs of each 
 25
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remaining structure were taken from different angles using a Hewlett Packard 850 digital 

camera.  The objective of the photo-documentation was to establish what structures are 

present in the landscape, document the current condition, and identify the materials used 

in construction of each of the existing structures.  The photographs depicted the current 

physical condition, location and surroundings of the pool structure, combination 

buildings, water crossings, foot-bridges, road culverts, and associated CCC structures 

(Figure 3.3). 

 

Figure 3.3.  CCC East Broadway Avenue entrance portal (2004). 

The photographs then were copied to a Dell Dimension desktop computer, 

viewed, and modified to picture quality, using Corel Photo Shop 5.  This photo software 

was used to edit the photographs, adjust the focus and clarity of the pictures, and 
 26
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transform the color photographs to black and white photographs.  Copies of the black and 

white photographs and the color photographs were copied to a compact disc as well as 

the permanent memory files on the Dell computer.  The photographs then were compared 

to photographs found in the Lubbock Avalanche Journal, in City of Lubbock archives, 

and from several picture postcards of the park.  Approximately 68 work hours were spent 

to complete the on-site survey.  

EMAIL SURVEY DEVELOPMENT FOR CCC PARKS   

The second method was the development of an e-mail survey that would capture 

the extent and type, current condition, and what level of heritage management was in 

place for the CCC contributions at various state and national parks.  A questionnaire was 

developed and sent to specific park managers stationed at TPWD parks where the CCC 

constructed buildings or made modifications to the landscape, as well as state parks 

within Arizona, California, and Nevada, and NPS parks that contain CCC improvements 

and structures.  Several issues were considered in the development of the questionnaire 

and its delivery to the current park professionals of CCC facilities.  The first issue was to 

determine the amount of CCC structures originally constructed at each location and the 

current condition of each structure.  The second issue centered on the presence of 

heritage management plans to guide and coordinate the maintenance, care, and 

preservation of the CCC structures.   

The survey and questionnaire provides a viable method to capture both the exact 

CCC development that was performed at each location, and determine the perception of 

importance from each park’s manager and its visitors.  Both open-ended and closed-

ended questions are used in the e-mail questionnaire.  Two objectives have guided the 
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development process for the questionnaire.  The first objective is to determine if 

problems existed with the CCC structures and to locate any new information about the 

CCC structures and development.   The second objective is to identify conservation 

services within the park’s organizations, and what plans are in place that outline 

maintenance procedures and processes necessary to preserve the structures in a manner 

that prevents aesthetic changes to the structures.   

To gather information pertinent to the first objective, a series of questions were 

established to determine what improvements were completed by the CCC at a particular 

location, whether any structures and development remain, and their current condition and 

use.  The information from the respondents was grouped into four groups, relevant to the 

structures themselves, the perceptions of the staff and visitors, and the existence of 

heritage management policies within the park systems.  The first grouping of questions 

concerned the physical data and basic information of each park, such as the dedication 

date, ownership, climate, and visitation of each park.  The second grouping of questions 

centered on the number and type of structures originally constructed, and the intended use 

of the structures.  The third grouping focused on the current use of the existing structures.  

The fourth grouping centered on the current condition of the existing structures.  The fifth 

grouping focused on the significance and value from the park managers and visitors point 

of view pertaining to the CCC contributions at the park.  The final grouping centered on 

the issue of heritage management for the CCC structures at the respective parks.   

A series of questions were developed to garner information on the second email 

objective.  These questions focused on what physical problems were present that impact 

the CCC structures, the significance and value placed on the structures by park 
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professionals and visitors, and the presence of management plans that concern the care, 

maintenance, and preservation of the structures.    An example of the e-mail questionnaire 

and the list of questions used on the survey are in appendix C.   

An Excel matrix has been developed to list the responses from the respondents.  

The matrix allows the input of data from each park according to the responses for the 

park managers and is grouped into the six groupings listed above.   With the use of the 

matrix and the question grouping, patterns of significance and heritage management 

would be discernable.  An example of the response matrix is in appendix D. 

ENDING COMMENTS 

 The site survey and document research are methods commonly used to gather 

pertinent information concerning the development of a series of questions and guide the 

process of research, data collection and analysis, formulation of conclusions, and 

application of those conclusions to the research statements (Heffner, 2004).  This process 

was used to document the CCC development and construction results in Mackenzie Park, 

and assist in establishing the physical attributes of structures, the perceptions associated 

with the structures, and provide an accurate accounting of the existing information on the 

CCC activities in the park.  Information, plans and drawings, and archival documents 

have been obtained from the various archived sources.  Electronic databases centralize 

the location and categorize the pertinent data.   

 The site survey includes photo-documentation, GPS locations, CCC plans and 

drawings, and pencil sketches.  These data establish the structures that were put in place 

and the current location and condition of the structures in the park.  They also provide a 

modern record of the structures that can be used to assist in developing heritage 
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management plans and establishing maintenance strategies to conserve and protect the 

structures.      

 The use of the e-mail survey and questionnaire also is the method used for 

gathering information and perceptions from individuals who are associated with the CCC 

structures in some form or another.  The use of an e-mail survey places the questionnaire 

easily in the hands of park professionals throughout the state and country.  This format 

reduces the impact on the time constraints those professionals experience in their daily 

workload.  Utilizing a matrix that organizes the questions into relevant groupings assists 

in tabulating the responses from the park professionals. 
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CHAPTER IV 
MACKENZIE PARK CASE STUDY:  ANALYSIS AND 

COMMENTS 
 

The use of a three-tiered approach of document research, site survey, and email 

questionnaire, gathered a varied and extensive database concerning the processes that led 

to the presence of the CCC, their activities, and the physical legacy left at the park.  This 

approach provided valuable information necessary to address the need for heritage 

management plans and the identification of the value and significance of the CCC 

structures at Mackenzie Park.  Old picture postcards, found on the eBay website and at a 

Lubbock bookstore, depicted three views of the park affected by the CCC activities 

(Figure 4.1). 

 
a. 
Figure 4.1.  Mackenzie State Park:  a) postcard of amusement park, south footbridge, and 
prairie dog town, circa 1955; 

 31
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b. 

 
c. 
Figure 4.1.  Mackenzie State Park continued:  b) postcard of Yellowhouse Creek, south 
of Parkway Drive, circa 1960; c) postcard of lily pond, south of Parkway Drive, circa 
1960 
 
 32
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RESEARCH at the SOUTHWEST COLLECTION   

The first part of the research focused on information found in two published books, two 

file boxes, and microfilm spools at the Southwest Collection at Texas Tech University.  

Steely (1999:114, 170) provided information six different times on the CCC in 

Mackenzie Park (Table 4.1).  He twice noted park visitation records that showed 

Mackenzie Park leading all other Texas state parks in attendance as early as 1936.  

Another major inference to Mackenzie Park provided information about the ability of 

local governments to develop parks from local tax bases.  That ability allowed the City of 

Lubbock and Lubbock County to establish and develop the park.  Property then was 

donated to the Texas State Parks Board (TSPB) in 1935, with a long term operating 

contract set up with the City of Lubbock (Steely, 1999:217).  Mackenzie Park, designated 

SP-52 by the NPS, originally was established as a park under a lease agreement with the 

TSPB in 1935.  Lubbock City Council and civic leaders worked with the TSPB and local 

land owners to pursue land donations and purchases in Yellowhouse Canyon, at the 

confluence of Yellowhouse Draw with Blackwater Draw. 

Table 4.1.  Database for Parks for Texas, Enduring Landscapes of the New Deal (Steely, 
1999), Southwest Collection (Texas Tech University). 

Date Generated Type of Media 
Page 

Number 
Date of 

Reference Pertinent Content 
1999 Published work  p. 89 1935 Several 200 man camps 

established, includes 
Mackenzie Park 

1999 Published work p. 104 1936 Construction at Mackenzie 
Park by Emergency 
Conservation Works 

1999 Published work p. 114 1936 Three month record 
visitation of 237,000, leads 
Texas in visitation 
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Table 4.1  Continued 

Date Generated Type of Media 
Page 

Number 
Date of 

Reference Pertinent Content 
1999 Published work p. 137 None NPS agrees to CCC 

participation at existing 
golf course 

1999 Published work p. 170 1941 September 1941, 
Mackenzie Park had 
highest visitation of Texas 
State Parks 

1999 Published work p. 217 
None Using 1915 state law… 

State Parks board accepts 
547 acre donation 

1999 Published work p. 217 None CCC Co. 3820 at 
Mackenzie in July 1935 

1999 Published work p. 217 
None CCC work includes 

portals, bridges, other 
shelters 

1999 Published work p. 217 
None Board member K.N. Clapp 

supports park, appointed 
custodian and manager 

 

The CCC program was implemented as a poverty relief program and an economic 

rescue plan, presented by President Franklin Roosevelt, that focused on implementing 

work projects that would address natural conservation needs of public lands, and provide 

employment to utilize an unskilled labor force.  Enrollment in the CCC originally was set 

for unemployed men between the ages of 17 and 25, but due to increased demand and 

unemployment rates, President Roosevelt expanded the enrollment to include 

unemployed veterans from World War I (Steely, 1986:4).  During July of 1935, the CCC 

program was expanded which allowed Company 3820(V) to commence operations at the 

CCC camp and Mackenzie Park.  The enlistment of war veterans diminished in 1936, 

probably due to the advent of a $500 bonus payment, which prompted the company to be 
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changed to a white junior unit.   The makeup of the company after the change to a white 

junior unit consisted of mostly white males who averaged between 18 to 25 years of age. 

Steely (1986:217) describes the type of construction completed by the CCC at 

Mackenzie Park, consisting of  stone entrance portals, roads and bridges, landscaping and 

drainage changes, tree and shrub plantings, a group picnic shelter with supporting 

combination building, a small refectory, golf course clubhouse improvements, and 

improvements to the municipal swimming pool.  He also relates some history of the parks 

management by the City of Lubbock.  Kennedy N. Clapp, a Lubbock businessman, while 

a member of the TSPB was in favor of establishing the park as a portion of the state park 

system and served as the park’s first custodian and manager after his service on the board 

(Steely, 1986:217).  In honor of his service, the City later named another municipal park 

after Clapp.  Mackenzie State Park was operated by the City of Lubbock under the lease 

agreement until 1995, when ownership was returned to the municipality.  

Graves (1962) held numerous references to the CCC in Lubbock and at 

Mackenzie Park (Table 4.2).  The earliest reference to the park was a statement that 

Lubbock County had purchased 80 acres in 1919 to establish City Park #1, later named 

Mackenzie State Park (Graves, 1962:578).  He noted that early on in the park’s 

establishment process, city businessmen K.N. Clapp and J.B. Maxey were opposed to the 

park, donating it to the State, and its operation as a part of the state park system.  

Nevertheless, Clapp eventually supported the concept of the park (Steely, 1999). Maxey 

also came to support the city parks development and a park was named after him.  After 

much discussion from the Lubbock city leaders, the park was named after U.S. Army 

Colonel Ranald S. Mackenzie (Graves, 1962:579).  Colonel Mackenzie served at Fort 
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Richardson while conducting forays to the Panhandle of Texas and the Llano Estacado   

in an effort to place Native Americans back onto the reservations (Wallace, 1993:165).   

Table 4.2.  Database for A History of Lubbock (Graves, 1962), Southwest Collection 
(Texas Tech University).   

Date 
Generated 

Type of Media Page 
Number 

Date of 
Reference 

Pertinent Content 

1962 Published work p. 229 1921 Pool dimensions, 
1500 in attendance 
to view diving and 

swim races 
1962 Published work p. 234 1923 Golf course installed 

in Mackenzie Park. 
1962 Published work p. 364 1935 K.N. Clapp and J.B. 

Maxey against 
giving parklands to 

the state 
1962 Published work p. 538 1930 City Park #1 and 

Lions Club Park 
become Mackenzie 

Park 
1962 Published work p. 570 None Dance and 

Assembly clubs use 
Mackenzie Park 

1962 Published work p. 578 1919 80 acres purchased 
for City Park #1 

1962 Published work p. 580 1935 City purchases land 
for park, deeded to 
the state to become 
Mackenzie Park 

1962 Published work p. 580 1935 Dr. W.C. Holden 
suggests name of 
park after R.S. 
Mackenzie 

1962 Published work p. 580 1935 CCC Camp 
approved in April, 
1935 

1962 Published work p. 580 1935 CCC plants 5000 
trees, builds roads, 
bridges, recreation 
buildings, and other 
structures 
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Table 4.2.  Continued 
Date 

Generated 
Type of Media Page 

Number 
Date of 

Reference 
Pertinent Content 

1962 Published work p. 580 1935 Bill introduced to 
Texas Legislature to 
lease Mackenzie 
State Park to City of 
Lubbock 

1962 Published work p. 581 1959 1,969,398 visitors to 
Mackenzie Park for 
the year, most 
visited park in the 
state park system 

Date 
Generated 

Type of Media Page 
Number 

Date of 
Reference 

Pertinent Content 

1962 Published work p. 591 1924 Golf course opened 
in Yellowhouse 
Canyon 

1962 Published work p. 591 1929 W.G. McMillan 
built Meadowbrook 
Golf Course, 
maintained by City 
of Lubbock, leased 
to McMillan, 
reverted to City 

1962 Published work p. 350, 
plate 31 

None Photograph of 
Avenue A entrance 
portal to Mackenzie 
Park 

 

Other references to the park follow the process of establishment of the park and 

CCC work camp, history behind the name of the park, approval of the CCC camp, scope 

of work performed by the CCC, and a photograph of the Avenue A entrance to the park.  

Structures planned for the park included clubhouse buildings for the golf course, new 

bathhouses at the swimming pool, comfort stations, picnic and barbeque areas, road 

culverts, pedestrian bridges, wading pool, footbridges, croquet courts, and low water 
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crossings.  At the time of the park’s formation, a locally owned swimming pool and golf 

course already were located on the grounds of the park. 

A majority of the structures were constructed of native rock, wood, iron supports, 

and halite block.  The halite block was a man-made block that consists of an aggregate 

mixture of small rock particles, mixed with mortar and pressed into preformed shapes.  

This block normally was used to provide strength for the structure, while being relatively 

light and can be used to form stacked walls easily.  Native rock was quarried from 

locations in Blanco Canyon, east of Crosbyton, and transported to the park (Babb, 1935). 

While at Mackenzie Park, the CCC completed work on landscaping and 

establishing ponds on the waterway, planting 5000 trees and shrubs, constructing new 

roads, footbridges and water crossings, and recreation buildings while demolishing 

abandoned roadways (Graves, 1962:580).  Graves (1962:581) noted the 1959 park 

visitation numbers led all other Texas state parks with almost two million visitors for that 

year. 

Two file boxes have several references to Mackenzie Park.  Box 203 (case # M-4 

WASH 2068-R, 10-EPZIA) has three items, Exhibits 4, 5, and 6 (Table 4.3).  Exhibit 4 

was an excerpt section from the June 10, 1951 Lubbock Avalanche Journal, Section V, 

page 2, that provided information on pool attendance, and photographs of the wading 

pool, party house, swimming pool, a footbridge, and the barbeque area.  These 

photographs show the condition of the structures at that time and clearly document the 

type of materials used as well as a visual record of the craftsmanship used to build the 

structures.  The main significance of the photographs are as a record of the structures.  

The wading pool, the keeper’s cottage, garage, blacksmith shop, and one low water 
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crossing now have been removed, and the swimming pool and another low water crossing 

are not currently in use.  Today, these unused structures show major signs of neglect, lack 

of continued facility maintenance, and absence of structural repair. 

Exhibit 5 has black and white photographs of the swimming pool. These 

photographs clearly document the structural condition in 1951.  In comparison with 

existing photographs and structural conditions, the swimming pool today exhibits signs of 

neglect and lack of maintenance.  Exhibit 6 has black and white photographs of the 

reflection/lily pond.  These photographs document the structural condition in 1951 and 

demonstrate that the reflection pond and its landscaping have not been maintained.  It 

appears the concrete borders on the pond are no longer present and have been removed. 

Box 203 (file 110-3) has a list of local applicants for the CCC at the Mackenzie 

Park CCC camp, and a copy of a memo requesting sealed bids for the construction of 

buildings.  This list of 93 applicants show that a majority of the applicants are from 

Lubbock, along with surrounding towns such as Amarillo, Silverton, Idalou, Slaton, 

Alenreed, and Ralls.  Two applicants from Canyon are veterans of CCC Company 1828, 

which performed construction at Palo Duro Canyon State Park, east of Canyon.  A 

handwritten note at the bottom of the list suggests holding the applications for future use 

at the Lubbock camp.  The request for sealed bids calls for bids to be received at Fort 

Sam Houston until June 7, 1935 for fabricated, demountable buildings for 75 CCC 

camps.  Each camp is to consist of 13 structures, four barracks, one mess hall, forestry 

agents’ quarters, officer’s quarters, headquarters, storehouse, welfare building, 

dispensary, lavatory, and latrine buildings.  It also states that the plans and specifications 

for the buildings will be made available to prospective bidders. 
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Table 4.3.  Database for Box 203, Southwest Collection (Texas Tech University). 
Date 

Generated 
Type of 
Media 

Page 
Number

Date of 
Reference Pertinent Content 

1951 
Newspaper 
excerpt, 
Exhibit 4 

 p. 2 1951 
Swimming pool has popular 
attendance, Fiscal year 1951, 
656,906 visitors 

1951 
Newspaper 
excerpt, 
Exhibit 4 

None 1951 
Photographs of wading pool, 
party house, swimming pool, 
footbridge and barbeque area 

1951 
Newspaper 
excerpt, 
Exhibit 5 

None 1951 Black/white photographs of 
swimming pool 

1951 
Newspaper 
excerpt, 
Exhibit 6 

None 1951 Black/white photographs of 
reflection pool and lily pond 

Unknown Government 
document None Unknown List of local applicants, 65 from 

Lubbock 
 

The Southwest Collection had a large number of photocopied pages from the 

Lubbock Avalanche Journal on microfilm spools (Table 4.4).  The first mention of 

Mackenzie Park was an August 10, 1934 article about plans for a state park in Lubbock, 

and that it would be eligible for CCC workers to complete the projects.  Articles printed 

in early 1935 focused on the process taken to bring the park to fruition, documenting the 

machinations necessary to procure the acreage along Yellowhouse Canyon, develop the 

park as a part of the Texas state park system, NPS requirements for the park, and the 

rationale for the park being named after Colonel Mackenzie.   An article printed on June 

14, 1935 described the number and type of structures that would be set at the CCC camp 

and its location at the northeast corner of the South Plains Fairgrounds on East Broadway 

Avenue.  The camp was situated on the upland rim of Yellowhouse Canyon, overlooking 

the park, in proximity to the current site of Parkway Drive.  A September 7, 1935 article 

stated that the decision to complete the transfer of city and county lands to the state to be 
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included in the state park system was approved.  An article printed on September 22, 

1935 stated that the park would be a garden spot, with an amphitheater, a natural spring 

with a waterfall, and 10,000 trees planted throughout the park.  The articles continued 

through 1942 and chronicle the activities, events, and work projects performed at the 

park.  The final article (dated March 9, 1995) provided information on the current number 

of CCC improvements at Mackenzie Park. 

Included in the photocopies of newspaper articles is the July 17, 1935 printing of 

the Big Spring Daily Herald.  This article notes the arrival of the CCC staff and army 

personnel for the CCC District Office in Lubbock.   

Table 4.4.  Database of Microfilm Spools of Lubbock Avalanche Journal articles, 
Southwest Collection (Texas Tech University). 

Date Generated Date of 
Reference Article Headline 

August 10, 1934 1934 State Park is Urged Here 
January 10, 1935 1935 State Park, CCC Camp Seem Near 
January 10, 1935 1935 State Park is Given Name of US. General 
April 3, 1935 1935 Park Survey Crew to Arrive Sunday 
April 7, 1935 1935 Cost Will Be $312,000 Plus CCC Payrolls 
April 10, 1935 1935 No Park Jobs to be Open 
May 22, 1935 1935 CCC Camp to be Built Soon 
May 22, 1935 1935 Camp is to be Begun Soon 

June 14, 1935 1935 Construction of Buildings on Local CCC Camp 
Starts Soon 

June 14, 1935 1935 Camp Work to Start Soon 
July 9, 1935 1935 Staff Members of CCC Headquarters Selected 
July 12, 1935 1935 CCC Camp is Completed 
July 18, 1935 1935 Details of CCC Setup are Given 
July 28, 1935 1935 District CCC Here Directs Large Area 
August 18, 1935 1935 Warrants for Park Ordered 
September 7, 1935 1935 Land Transfer is to be Completed 
September 22, 
1935 

1935 Lubbock CCC Camp Members, 191 Strong 
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Table 4.4.  Continued 

Date Generated Date of 
Reference Article Headline 

September 22, 
1935 

1935 Mackenzie State Park Here to be Transformed into 
Garden Spot of Plains 

October 6, 1935 1935 Mackenzie Park Project Explained 
December 11, 
1935 

1935 Newly Married Couple Get Ride in a CCC Truck 

January 3, 1936 1936 Lubbock Area to Lose Camp 

February 6, 1936 1936 Activity at Local Park is Described 
February 13, 1936 1936 CCC Civilians Attend Dinner 
March 17, 1936 1936 Lubbock Protests Park Abandonment 
March 20, 1936 1936 Pictures of CCC Work Are Shown 
March 21, 1936 1936 State Board May Aid in CCC Row 
March 24, 1936 1936 CCC Evacuation Order is Rescinded 
March 26, 1936 1936 CCC Protest Again Lodged 
April 14, 1936 1936 Orders on CCC Camp are Received 
April 15, 1936 1936 Park Plans in City Outlined 
April 24, 1936 1936 CCC Camp News 
April 28, 1936 1936 CCC Camp News 
May 10, 1936 1936 CCC Camp News 
August 22, 1936 1936 Editorial:  A Serious Situation 
March 4, 1937 1937 CCC Inspection Slated for Today 
April 3, 1937 1937 CCC Plans for Open House 

April 4, 1937 1937 Observance of Civilian Conservation Corps 
Anniversary Planned Today 

April 6, 1937 1937 CCC Boys Transplant Trees in Park Here 
November 21, 
1937 

1937 Beautification of Park Site Under Way 

May 11, 1939 1939 New $25,000 Building for Golf Course 
March 1, 1940 1940 CCC Camp Will Remain Here 
October 1, 1940 1940 CCC Quota for County is 27 
 February 8, 1942          1942 CCC Building to be Utilized 

 March 9, 1995          1995 Civil Conservation Corp’s Work Still Evident at 
Mackenzie Park 
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CITY OF LUBBOCK FILE RESEARCH 

 The second portion of the document research focused on information held in the 

City of Lubbock archive files.  Several boxes were located at the Planning Department 

that mostly consisted of inter-office memoranda between city employees and elected 

officials and federal officials (Table 4.5).  The correspondence covered February 1935 

through May 1941.  The majority were memoranda between A.B. Davis, who served as 

City Manager for the City of Lubbock and as manager of the Lubbock Chamber of 

Commerce, and US Representative George Mahon concerning the development, staffing, 

and retention of the CCC camp and Mackenzie Park in Lubbock.  One letter, dated 

February 26, 1935, discussed the application that the City of Lubbock had submitted to 

the NPS for the establishment of a state park and the need to change the application to a 

metropolitan or city park.   

Several letters were found that focused on the subject of the removal of the CCC 

camp from Mackenzie Park.  The first of these letters, dated November 3, 1936, from 

Secretary of War Harry Woodring to Representative Mahon, delved into removing the 

CCC District Headquarters from Mackenzie Park to Fort Worth.  One letter from Davis 

to Mahon contained a copy of an editorial from the Lubbock Avalanche Journal citing the 

proposed removal of the CCC camp from Mackenzie Park.  A letter from TSPB member 

K.N. Clapp to Representative Mahon, dated April 24, 1941, cited the imminent removal 

of the CCC camp.  Most of the memoranda are cordial and businesslike, except for one 

letter from Davis to Mahon wherein Davis’ curtly defends his delayed answer to a letter 

from Representative Mahon. 
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A letter from D.E. Culp of the TSPB to City Manager A.B. Davis describes the 

character of newly seated Representative George Mahon., and Mr. Culp’s thoughts on the 

process of application.   Another memorandum outlines the attempts of Lubbock citizens 

to change the makeup of the veteran’s camp to a junior camp, utilizing mostly applicants 

under the age of 25 years of age.  Others are correspondence from civic groups to TPWD, 

and the US. Government’s Department of War.   Based on the amount of correspondence 

generated by Representative Mahon, it appeares that he was instrumental in bringing the 

CCC to Mackenzie Park and helping to retain the camp in Lubbock for a considerable 

period of time.   

The files also held a pictorial and narrative report, an advertisement featuring 

photographs, as well as numerous photographs of the park.  The NPS was represented by 

a work report that describes the nature of work, a technical personnel report that details 

the list of camp officers and occupation report, and a camp inspection report on the camp 

and the park.  The city files also contained a copy of a 1998 report by Texas Tech 

University, College of Architecture students Amanda Blosser and Paul Anastacio on their 

CCC term project.  The project consisted of black and white photographs from various 

angles and structural descriptions of most of the CCC structures and improvements found 

in the park as well as information that would be necessary to include the structures on the 

National Register of Historic Places.   

Table 4.5.  Database of Archive Files, City of Lubbock. 
Date 

Generated 
Type of 
Media 

Sender/Recipient Pertinent Content 

February 
26, 1935 

Office 
memorandum 

Lubbock Chamber of 
Commerce (LCoC) 
Manager Davis to US. 
Rep. George Mahon. 

NPS application change from a 
state park to a metropolitan 
park 
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Table 4.5.  Continued 
Date 

Generated 
Type of 
Media 

Sender/Recipient Pertinent Content 

March 8, 
1935 

Office 
memorandum 

Texas State Parks 
Board (TSPB) Culp to 
LCoC ManagerDavis  

Meeting concerning 
Mackenzie Park with Rep. 
Mahon 

April 13, 
1935 

Office 
memorandum 

US Rep. Mahon to 
Federal Emergency 
Administrator (FEA) 
Burlew 

NPS approval of CCC camp in 
Lubbock 

Emergency 
Conservation Work 

April 15, 
1935 

Office 
memorandum 

Director (ECWD) 
Fechner to US Rep. 
Mahon 

Establishment of CCC camp in 
Lubbock for development of a 
state park area 

June 28, 
1935 

Office 
memorandum 

FEA Burlew to US. 
Rep. Mahon 

CCC staffing need, two senior 
foreman at $2000 per annum 

July 1, 
1935 

Office 
memorandum 

US. Rep. Mahon to 
Texas Technological 
College (TTC) Dean 
A.H. Leidigh 

Requesting assistance with a 
letter from FEA Burlew 

March 30, 
1936 

Office 
memorandum 

American Legion 
Allen Brothers Post, 
W.H. Wright to US. 
Rep. Mahon 

Post Committee’s work to 
assist Mahon with CCC Camp 

March 30, 
1936 

Office 
memorandum 

Ira Doak to US. Rep. 
Mahon 

Establishment of CCC Camp 
as a veteran’s camp 

March 31, 
1936 

Office 
memorandum 

LCoC Manager Davis  
to US. Rep. Mahon 

Correspondence with Colonel 
J.A. Green at Fort Sam 
Houston 

November 
21, 1936 

Office 
memorandum 

Secretary of War 
(SOW) to US. Rep. 
Mahon 

Removal of Lubbock CCC 
District Headquarters to Fort 
Worth 

January 16, 
1940 

Internal office 
memorandum 

US. Rep. Mahon   Discussion with Dillon Myer, 
Assistant Chief of Soil 
Conservation Service, Dept. of 
Agriculture 

February 
14, 1940 

Office 
memorandum 

LCoC President 
Halsey to US. Rep 
Mahon 

American Legion support of 
CCC camp and State Park in 
Lubbock 
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Table 4.5.  Continued 

Date 
Generated 

Type of 
Media 

Sender/Recipient Pertinent Content 

February 
17, 1940 

Office 
memorandum 

LCoC Manager Davis  
to US. Rep. Mahon 

Editorial from Lubbock 
Avalanche Journal about 
removal of CCC camp from 
Mackenzie Park 

February 
20, 1940 

Office 
memorandum 

US. Rep Mahon to 
LCoC President 
Halsey 

Appreciation of letter 
concerning Mackenzie Park 
CCC camp 

April 24, 
1941 

Office 
memorandum 

TSPB K.N. Clapp to 
US. Rep. Mahon 

Removal  of CCC camp at 
Mackenzie Park 

May 5, 
1941 

Office 
memorandum 

LCoC Manager Davis 
to US. Rep. Mahon 

Removal  of CCC camp at 
Mackenzie Park 

January 1, 
1936 

Pictorial 
Narrative 

Unknown Report on location and history 
of Mackenzie Park 

March 2, 
1938 

NPS Form Lubbock CCC HQ to 
US. Dept of Interior 

Work Report-Nature of work, 
conservation and development 
of Mackenzie Park 

October 18, 
1939 

NPS Form Unknown Technical Personnel Report- 
List of Camp Officers and 
Occupation 

June 6, 
1941 

NPS Form Unknown Camp Inspection Report, By 
J.S. Billups 

August 26, 
1956 

Newspaper 
Article 

Lubbock Avalanche 
Journal  

Full page article with 15 
various photographs of 
Mackenzie State Park 

Unknown Photocopies Unknown Ten 8" x 10" sheets of 
photographs of Mackenzie 
State Park 

1998 Technical 
Report 

Blosser/Anastacio to 
Texas Tech 
University, College of 
Architecture 

Structure descriptions and 
applications for each structure 
for National Register of 
Historic Places nomination 

 
 
TEXAS PARKS AND WILDLIFE DEPARTMENT RESEARCH 

 As a unit of the state park system, Mackenzie State Park would be eligible to 

receive state funds and had the possibility of being developed by the CCC.  A lease 
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agreement that allowed the City to operate the park was the result of negotiations 

between the City, the TSPB, and the NPS.  Although state and federal funds were used to 

develop the park, the agreement would allow the City to retain operational authority of 

the park.  In 1963, TPWD was formed by the merger of the TSPB and the Game and Fish 

Commission.  In 1986, TPWD officially transferred ownership of the park to the City as a 

condition of a property trade for city lands located in north-central Lubbock.  Those lands 

formed the Lubbock Lake Landmark State Historical Park.  In 2000, this property was 

transferred to Texas Tech University.   

As part of its internal records, TPWD held acetate and paper copies of the 1937 

original plan drawings from the CCC designs for Mackenzie Park.  The TPWD copied 

images of these plan sheets to microfilm in an effort to reduce storage space needs for the 

plans and to preserve the integrity of the documents.  A copy of the microfilm 

(microfiche) sheets was given to the Museum of Texas Tech University.  The plan sheets 

were transferred to the Texas State Library and Archives Commission (TSLAC) in 2005, 

where the plans were copied as digital files.  

The TPWD does not maintain any type of long-term history of its past actions 

with parks.  The information concerning the early actions of TPWD are from comments 

of long time TPWD employees.  The extended database for the microfiche sheets is 

located in Appendix A.  The database for the digital images of the plan sheets is located 

in Appendix B.   

The information garnered from the microfiche sheets and the digital files were 

similar in content, except the digital files did not contain images from 16 plan sheets 

generated by the CCC.  When questioned on this matter, TSLAC staff stated that the 
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omitted plan sheets were deemed to be of insufficient value to warrant their conversion to 

digital format.  Investigation of the omitted sheets showed them to be of such poor 

quality that their deletion from the digital series should not influence the validity of the 

remaining digital scans.  Each microfiche sheet contained five to six copies of the 

original drawing sheets, while the digital video discs contain 14-17 copies of the original 

drawing sheets.  Both the microfiche and digital image research provided a substantial 

listing of buildings and improvements that were planned and constructed by the CCC 

during their tenure at Mackenzie Park.  Among the plan sheets copied to digital format, 

plan sheet # 91 found on disc 6, outlined the fire protection plan for the CCC camp and 

surrounding grasslands.  This plan sheet pinpoints the camp location to an area that 

located currently on the Panhandle South Plains Fairgrounds Association (PSPFA) 

property at Avenue A and 8th Street. 

 
a. 
Figure 4.2.  CCC Camp Location:  a) excerpt from plan sheet #91, DVD #6, showing 
CCC camp on western edge of PSPGA property. 
 48
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b. 
Figure 4.2.  CCC Camp Location continued:  b) photograph of CCC camp, March, 2008. 
 
NARA FILE RESEARCH 

 The results of the NARA files held at the Rocky Mountain Region facility in 

Denver, Colorado revealed a cache of records that provided information about the daily 

operations at the CCC camp in Mackenzie Park.  This aspect of the research was a 

continuation of research undertaken by staff at the Museum of Texas Tech University 

(Chung, 2005).  The research focused on five boxes that held an assortment of NPS forms 

and correspondence that had been filed by the CCC personnel during the course of daily 

operations, and on monthly and quarterly basis for ongoing and planned work projects at 

the park. Job completion reports, job applications, project requests and justifications, 

 49
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routine and special correspondence, and memoranda make up the bulk of the documents 

contained in the file boxes.  The records held in the file boxes consisted of either carbon 

copies or mimeograph reproduced copies of the original documents.        

Table 4.6.  Database of Files, NARA, Denver, Colorado. 
Box/file 
Number 

Media Type Topic Pertinent Content  

91/600-03 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Development 
outline 

Project cost estimates 

91/601-03 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Campsites Work completion reports 

91/601-03.1 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Development 
outline 

Lease agreement, Camp 
applications 

91/601-03.2 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Campsites Camp changes, Camp removal 

91/601-06 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Utility sites Project completion reports 

91/601-08 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Parking areas Project completion reports, Job 
completion reports 

92/601-11 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Park entrances Job completion reports 

92/601-12 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Recreational 
areas 

Project completion reports, Job 
completion reports 

92/601-15 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Landscaping Job applications, Project 
completion reports, Job 
completion reports, Plant lists, 
Cost estimates 

92/610-01 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Purchase of 
lands 

Warranty and deed information 

92/660-03.1 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Drainage Correspondence 

92/611 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Repair & 
improvement 
(fences) 

Job applications, Project 
completion reports, Job 
completion reports 

92/660-05.2 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Fountains Job estimates, Job applications, 
Job completion reports 

92/614 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Surveys Job estimates, Job applications, 
Justifications, Job completion 
reports 

92/620-80 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Buildings-
general 

Job estimates, Job applications, 
Justifications, Job completion 
reports 
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Table 4.6.  Continued 
Box/file 
Number 

Media Type Topic Pertinent Content  

92/620 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Buildings Job estimates, Job applications, 
Justifications, Job completion 
reports, Material lists, Cost 
estimates 

92/620-03 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Bathhouses Job estimates, Job applications, 
Justifications, Job completion 
reports, Material lists, Cost 
estimates 

92/620-15 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Comfort 
stations 

Job estimates, Job applications, 
Justifications, Job completion 
reports, Material lists, Cost 
estimates 

92/620-75 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Spectator 
shelters 

Job estimates, Job applications, 
Justifications, Job completion 
reports, Material lists, Cost 
estimates 

92/621 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Construction 
Projects 

Job applications, Justifications, 
Job completion reports, 
Material lists, Cost estimates 

92/630 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Roads Job applications, Justifications, 
Job completion reports, 
Material lists, Cost estimates 

92/640-01 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Construction of 
trails 

Job applications, Justifications, 
Job completion reports, 
Material lists, Cost estimates 

92/650-01 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Lakes Job applications, Project 
completion reports, Job 
completion reports 

93/650-03 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Waterways Job applications, Project 
completion reports, Job 
completion reports 

93/650-04 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Bridges Job applications, Project 
completion reports, Job 
completion reports, Material 
lists w/cost estimates 

93/650-05 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Structures in 
water 

Job applications, Project 
completion reports, Job 
completion reports, Material 
lists w/cost estimates 
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Table 4.6.  Continued 
Box/file 
Number 

Media Type Topic Pertinent Content  

93/660-01 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Power Lines Job applications, Project 
completion reports, Job 
completion reports, Material 
lists w/cost estimates 

93/660-02 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Electric lights, 
plants, & 
systems 

Job applications, Project 
completion reports, Job 
completion reports, Material 
lists w/cost estimates 

93/660-03 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Waterways Job applications, Project 
completion reports, Job 
completion reports 

93/660-03.1 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Drainage Job applications, Project 
completion reports, Job 
completion reports 

93/660-3.4 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Sewage Job applications, Project 
completion reports, Job 
completion reports 

93/660-05 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Water supply 
systems 

Job applications, Project 
completion reports, Job 
completion reports 

93/660-05.2 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Fountains Job applications, Project 
completion reports, Job 
completion reports 

93/660-05.8 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Water supply 
systems 

Job applications, Project 
completion reports, Job 
completion reports 

93/801 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Protection-
general 

Correspondence, Memoranda 

93/801-01 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Accidents Correspondence, Memoranda 

93/830 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Service to 
public 

Correspondence, Memoranda, 
Job completion reports 

93/840 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Educational 
activities 

Correspondence, Memoranda 

93/880 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Forestry Correspondence, Memoranda 

93/883-01.1 Memorandum 
carbon copy  

Fire control Correspondence, Memoranda 

93/883-02 Memorandum 
carbon copy 

Fire suppression Correspondence, Memoranda 

94/883-03.1 Memorandum 
carbon copy 

Individual fire 
reports 

Correspondence, Memoranda 
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Table 4.6.  Continued 
Box/file 
Number 

Media Type Topic Pertinent Content  

94/884-01 Memorandum 
carbon copy 

Forest products-
timber 

Correspondence, Memoranda 

94/885-01.1 Memorandum 
carbon copy 

Forest 
nurseries-
Concessions 

Correspondence, Memoranda 

95/885 Memorandum 
carbon copy 

Sylvaculture Correspondence, Memoranda 

  
 
MACKENZIE PARK SITE SURVEY 

 The third portion of the research on CCC structures and improvements at 

Mackenzie Park focused on the remaining physical remnants found on the park grounds.  

The first step in establishing which structures remained at the park was to reproduce a 

master plan sheet from the digital images found on the digital video discs provided by 

TSLAC (Appendix B).  The second step was to survey the structures and improvements 

physically to determine specifically which structures remained, their dimensions, and 

overall condition. 

In comparing the plans and existing structures, one original CCC structure has 

been renovated by the City of Lubbock.  Only the east side of vehicle bridge #4 remains 

as originally designed and constructed.  Six of the original CCC structures have been 

removed as has vehicle bridge #3.  The wading pool and rock stairway from the service 

group to the wading pool are now gone.  Also several water fountains scattered across the 

park area have been removed.  These structures have been demolished by the City of 

Lubbock to make room for new improvements in the park or for aesthetic reasons.  The 

keeper’s cottage, garage, and blacksmith shop buildings and NPS office on the canyon 

rim, off East Broadway Avenue, were demolished in 2005 (Higgs, personal 
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communication, 2007) by PSPFA after the land reverted back to them.  In total, then, of 

the original 23 CCC structures, 18 still are extant.    

The following tables and line drawings have been derived from a physical 

investigation and observation of the CCC structures and improvements found in 

Mackenzie Park.  The dimensions and rough sketches of the structures that were 

completed during June through August 2004, provide the basis for the final line 

drawings.  Figure 4.2 shows the original CCC master plan drawing for Mackenzie Park, 

taken from the TSLAC digital video disc #1.   The red letter “A” indicates the location of 

the entrance portals found in Tables 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9.  Figure 4.2 also depicts the location 

and proximity of the pool complex and its parking area as well as the entrance sign that is 

located adjacent to the entrance portals at the current Interstate 27 (I-27) entrance to the 

park.   
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Figure 4.3. Original master plan drawing (1937) for CCC improvements for Mackenzie 
State Park. 
 

The entrance portals (Table 4.7; Figures 4.3A, 4.4) are located at the park 

entrance road, off the current I-27 access road, on both the north and south sides of the 

 55
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entrance road.  Initially, this entrance portal was on Second Street that traveled from the 

downtown Lubbock area to the park.  This entrance has been designed as the main park 

access point, although another entrance/exit portal (Figure 4.3P) was constructed on what 

is now East Broadway Avenue.  The corner stanchions of the structures are constructed 

from heavy halite block and native rock, with a coating of paint.  The bases of the 

stanchions have been damaged and nicked from impact with mowing equipment, and are 

heavily coated with a pale green paint.  The span between the stanchions is constructed of 

heavy halite block and mortar, with a heavy coat of cream-colored exterior paint.   The 

design and dimensions of both portal structures are similar.  Both portal structures are in 

fair condition, although after comparisons to the drawings and descriptions found on plan 

sheet #38, on DVD #3 (Appendix B) and the structures, both portal structures appear to 

have been modified.  One portion of the wall appears to have been removed, as well as 

changes to the materials used for the signs and their wording.  

Table 4.7.  Mackenzie Park Entrance Portal at I-27 access road. 
Structure GPS Coordinates Elevation (mean 

sea level) 
Accuracy 
Margin 

Drawing 
Scale 

South entrance 
portal 

North 33° 35.687′ 
West 101° 50.365′ 

3190′  msl ± 12′ 1/8″ = 1′

North entrance 
portal 

North 33° 35.687′ 
West 101° 50.377′ 

3180′ msl ± 12′ 1/8″ = 1′
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a. 

 

b. 
Figure 4.4.  Main entrance portal off of I-27:  a) entrance detail from plan sheet #38, 
DVD #3; b) line drawing of main entrance portal off of I-27. 
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c. 
 

 
d. 
Figure 4.4.  Main entrance portal off of I-27 continued:  c) south entrance portal off of I-
27; d) north entrance portal off of I-27.  
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The entrance sign (Table 4.8; Figures 4.3B, 4.5) is located at the juncture of the 

current I-27 entrance road and Park Road 18, that goes north to Meadowbrook Golf 

Course and south to the remainder of Mackenzie Park.  The structure is constructed of 

heavy halite concrete block on concrete base.  Located on the face of the sign facing west 

are numerous wooden directional signs for attractions in the park.  The directional signs, 

replacements of the original signs, are constructed from 2” x 6” wood planks with letters 

routed into the planks.  The supporting structure is covered with numerous layers of 

cream colored paint, and is in fair condition.  After investigation of the park plan 

drawings, this structure is not shown on the master plan drawings and may have been a 

later addition.  As-built drawings are not included with the TPWD plan drawings.  The 

materials and methods used in the construction of the sign tend to indicate that it may 

have been constructed by the CCC during their tenure at the park. 

Table 4.8.  Mackenzie Park Entrance Sign at I-27 access road. 
Structure GPS Coordinates Elevation (mean 

sea level) 
Accuracy 
Margin 

Drawing 
Scale 

Entrance sign North 33° 35.694′ 
West 101° 50.340′ 

3154′  msl ± 12′ 3/16″ = 1′ 
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a. 

 
b. 
Figure 4.5.  I-27 park entrance:  a) line drawing of entrance sign at the I-27 park entrance; 
b) park entrance sign at the I-27 park entrance. 
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The pool complex (Table 4.9; Figures 4.3C, 4.6) is located east of I-27 and north 

of Parkway Drive currently is used by the City of Lubbock Parks and Recreation as 

maintenance and storage facilities.  The western (front) exterior (Figure 4.6d) consists of 

a stucco finish over unknown materials.  Large window openings cover the northern 

portion of the spectator viewing area.  Several door and window openings have been 

covered with plywood and stucco.  Two large openings on the western exterior allow for 

visitor access.  The structure is in poor condition, with deteriorated shade lattice over the 

spectator area windows.  The roof material of the structure is deteriorated and is in need 

of replacement (Figure 4.6f).  The interior of the structure is deteriorating due to limited 

maintenance, failed roof structure, and advanced state of disrepair.  The interior of the 

pool complex, contained within a chain-link fence enclosure, currently is used by Parks 

and Recreation as a secure storage area (Figure 4.6f).  The interior rock work designates a 

separate sitting area, located adjacent to the main building.  The building materials used 

for the structure consist of native rock, stacked and mortared.  It is in good condition with 

little damage or wear.  The pool itself is no longer used it was originally designed and 

constructed, is in a state of disrepair and clutter, and receives no visible use from the 

public (Figures 4.6e, 4.6f).   

Table 4.9.  Mackenzie Park Pool Complex. 
Structure GPS Coordinates Elevation (mean 

sea level) 
Accuracy 
Margin 

Drawing 
Scale 

Pool Complex North 33° 35.731′ 
West 101° 50.274′ 

3188′  msl ± 12′ 3/32″ = 2′ 
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a. 
 

 
b.  
Figure 4.6.  Pool/bathhouse complex:  a) line drawing of pool/bathhouse; b) east 
bathhouse elevation from plan sheet #127, DVD #8.  
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c.   
Figure 4.6.  Pool/bathhouse complex continued:  c) bathhouse detail from plan sheet 
#126, DVD #8 
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d.  
 

 
e. 
Figure 4.6.  Pool/bathhouse complex continued:  d) west facade of pool/bathhouse 
complex; e) southwest interior of pool/bathhouse complex. 
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f. 
Figure 4.6.  Pool/bathhouse complex continued:  f) northwest interior of pool/bathhouse 
complex.  
 

The croquet courts (Table 4.10; Figures 4.3D, 4.7) consist of two concrete border 

courts with clay chat floors.  The courts are laid out in the traditional nine wicket layout 

and still contain the metal wickets and pegs (Figure 4.7c).  Two small wooden structures, 

that appear to be storage buildings for maintenance tools, are located on the eastern end 

of the courts (Figure 4.7c). The only drawing of the courts (sheet #60, DVD #4) does not 

provide any information on the dimensions or construction details of the courts.  They are 

no longer in use, are located within the boundaries of Meadowbrook Golf Course, and are 

fenced off and the area remains locked. 

Table 4.10.  Croquet Courts-east of Pool Complex. 
Structure GPS Coordinates Elevation (mean 

sea level) 
Accuracy 
Margin 

Drawing 
Scale 

Croquet Courts North 33° 35.749′ 
West 101° 50.152′ 

3232′  msl ± 12′ 3/32″ = 1′ 
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a.   
 

 
b.  
Figure 4.7.  Croquet courts:  a) parking detail for the Croquet courts from plan sheet #38, 
DVD #3; b) line drawing of croquet courts. 
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c.   
Figure 4.7.  Croquet courts continued:  c) croquet court area.  
 

The north footbridge (Table 4.11; Figures 4.3E, 4.8) consists of rock stanchions 

and an arched metal and wood span across Yellowhouse Creek.  The stanchions of the 

bridge, consisting of native rock stacked and mortared, are in fair condition.  The 

capstones are broken and missing from the northeastern stanchion.  The arched span 

consists of metal supports with wooden slats, and is in relatively good condition.  

Adjacent to the golf course, its location is fenced, and partially hidden by trees.  It 

receives very little use from the public.  After comparisons with plan drawings on sheet 

#53, on DVD #4, the bridge appears to have had little modifications and changes since its 

original construction. 
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Table 4.11.  North footbridge-east of  Pool Complex. 
Structure GPS Coordinates Elevation (mean 

sea level) 
Accuracy 
Margin 

Drawing 
Scale 

North 
footbridge 

North 33° 35.749′ 
West 101° 50.158′ 

3232′  msl ± 12′ 3/32″ = 1′ 

 
 

 
a.  

 
b. 
Figure 4.8.  North footbridge:  a) north footbridge elevation from plan sheet #53, DVD 
#4; b) line drawing of north footbridge. 
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c. 
Figure 4.8.  North footbridge continued:  c) north footbridge over Yellowhouse Creek.  
 

The south footbridge (Table 4.12; Figures 4.3F, 4.9) consists of rock stanchions 

and a flat wooden span across Yellowhouse Creek, north of East Broadway Avenue.  The 

stanchions of the bridge consist of native rock, stacked and mortared in place.  It is in fair 

condition.  The capstones from three stanchions are broken and missing, as well as the 

capstones from the mid-span rock columns.  The wooden span, consisting of heavy 

wooden beams, is in relatively good condition.  After comparing the plan drawings found 

on sheet #55 on DVD # 4, the bridge appears to have had little renovations to its original 

structure.  It receives relatively heavy use from the public due to the location of the 

bridge.  Although originally the bridge to the wading pool, today the bridge is 

incorporated into the disc golf course and the newly constructed amphitheater.  It is 

visible from the parking area adjacent to the combination building.   
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Table 4.12.  South footbridge-west of the combination building. 
Structure GPS Coordinates Elevation (mean 

sea level) 
Accuracy 
Margin 

Drawing 
Scale 

South 
footbridge 

North 33° 35.218′ 
West 101° 49.855′ 

3232′  msl ± 12′ 1/8″ = 1′ 

 
 

 
a.  

 
b. 
Figure 4.9.  South footbridge:  a) south footbridge elevation from plan sheet #55, DVD 
#4; b) line drawing of south footbridge.  
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c. 
Figure 4.9.  South footbridge continued:  c) south footbridge over Yellowhouse Creek. 
 

The road culverts (Table 4.13; Figures 4.3G-I, 4.10) are all located along Park 

Road 18 inside Mackenzie Park.  The drawings for all three sets of culverts are identical, 

as shown in Figure 4.10a, and each set of culverts were constructed identically.  These 

structures consist of natural rock set with mortar, and a metal tinhorn pipe through the 

culvert and under the roadway.  The current condition of each culvert set, however, 

exhibits various damages.  Culvert set #1 (Figure 4.3G) is located on either side of Park 

Road 18, northeast of Joyland Amusement Park.  Both culverts have been damaged and 

the top layer of rock has been removed, probably from impacts with motor vehicles or 

mowing and paving equipment.  The second set of road culverts (Figure 4.3H) is located 

on either side of Park Road 18, east of Joyland Amusement Park.  The eastern culvert has 

been damaged and the top layer of rock has been removed, probably from impacts with 
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motor vehicles or mowing and paving equipment, and currently is capped with a layer of 

concrete.  The western culvert remains in extremely good condition, with very little 

damage.  The third set of road culverts (Figure 4.3K) is located on either side of Park 

Road 18, south of Parkway Drive.  Both culverts have been damaged, and the top layer of 

rock has been removed, and capped with a layer of concrete.  Damage to the culverts 

probably has resulted from impacts with motor vehicles or mowing and paving 

equipment. 

Table 4.13.  Road culverts. 
Structure GPS Coordinates Elevation (mean 

sea level) 
Accuracy 
Margin 

Drawing 
Scale 

Set #1, 
Joyland Park, 

north 

North 33° 35.541′ 
West 101° 50.100′ 

3131′  msl ± 12′ 1″ = 1′ 

Set #1, 
Joyland Park, 

south 

North 33° 35.542′ 
West 101° 50.107′ 

3130′  msl ± 12′ 1″ = 1′ 

Set #2, 
Joyland Park, 

east 

North 33° 35.505′ 
West 101° 49.789′ 

3136′  msl ± 12′ 1″ = 1′ 

Set #2, 
Joyland Park, 

west 

North 33° 35.588′ 
West 101° 49.788′ 

3130′  msl ± 12′ 1″ = 1′ 

Set #3, 
Joyland Park, 

west 

North 33° 35.330′ 
West 101° 49.798′ 

3125′  msl ± 12′ 1″ = 1′ 

Set #3, 
Joyland Park, 

east 

North 33° 35.331′ 
West 101° 49.792′ 

3126′  msl ± 12′ 1″ = 1′ 
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a. 
 

 
b. 
Figure 4.10.  Road culverts:  a) typical line drawing of road culvert; b) culvert elevation 
from plan sheet #34, DVD # 3.  
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c.   
 

 
d.  
Figure 4.10.  Road culverts continued:  c) culvert detail from plan sheet #34, DVD #3; d) 
west culvert #2. 
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The kitchen shelter building (Table 4.14; Figures 4.3J, 4.11) is a wood frame 

building with a pitched roof, covered in modern asphalt/fiberglass shingles.  The exterior 

is coated in stucco, with numerous layers of paint.  It has a natural rock chimney on the 

western exterior wall (Figure 4.11c).  Exterior access doors are located on the western 

and eastern face of the structure.  Several other doorways have been sealed and covered 

with stucco.  The floor of the structure is a polished concrete surface, with flagstone 

paving at the entrance.  The structure is in relatively good condition, although some 

exterior stucco is deteriorating around the base of the building.  An evaporative air cooler 

is located in a window opening on the southeastern side of the structure.  The building 

currently is used as a kitchen/clubhouse/meeting space for public groups on a rental basis. 

Table 4.14.  Kitchen shelter currently designated as Outdoor Learning Center. 
Structure GPS Coordinates Elevation (mean 

sea level) 
Accuracy 
Margin 

Drawing 
Scale 

Kitchen Shelter North 33° 35.345′ 
West 101° 49.706′ 

3154′  msl ± 12′ 1/8″ = 1′ 

Picnic Pavilion North 33° 35.350′ 
West 101° 49.708′ 

3152′  msl ± 12′ 3/16″ = 1′ 

Cooking Grill North 33° 35.345′ 
West 101° 49.706′ 

3154′  msl ± 12′ 1/4″ = 1′ 
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a. 
Figure 4.11.  Kitchen shelter, currently designated as Outdoor Learning Center:  a) 
kitchen shelter plan from plan sheet #151, DVD # 9. 
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b.   
Figure 4.11.  Kitchen shelter, currently designated as Outdoor Learning Center continued:  
b) kitchen floor plan from plan sheet 151, DVD #9. 
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c.   
Figure 4.11.  Kitchen shelter, currently designated as Outdoor Learning Center continued:  
c) line drawing of kitchen shelter. 
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d.   
Figure 4.11.  Kitchen shelter, currently designated as Outdoor Learning Center continued:  
d) kitchen shelter. 
 

The picnic pavilion (Table 4.14; Figures 4.3J, 4.12) is constructed from native 

rock, mortar, and wood beams.  The rock portions of the structure are set in a concrete 

base, shaped to fit and mortared into place.  Two rock columns support a wooden header 

span along the western side, while the eastern wooden header is supported by three 

wooden beams.  Wooden rafters support a pitched roof, shingled with modern 

asphalt/fiberglass shingles.  Native rock flagstone is used to pave the floor of the 

structure and its entrance areas.  After comparing the structure to original design 

drawings, it does not appear to have had any modern renovations, and is in good 
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condition.  Picnic tables are located under the pavilion (Figure 4.12c), and are a staging 

area for the cooking grill.  The pavilion is used regularly for picnics and other outdoor 

parties. 

 
a.   
Figure 4.12.  Picnic pavilion:  a) plan drawing of picnic pavilion from plan sheet #154 
from DVD #9. 
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b.   
 

 
c.   
Figure 4.12.  Picnic pavilion continued:  b) line drawing of picnic pavilion; c) east view 
of picnic pavilion. 
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The cooking grill (Table 4.14; Figures 4.3J, 4.13) is located adjacent to the 

pavilion on the western side.  It is constructed of native rock, shaped and mortared in 

place.  The exterior of the structure consists of native rock layer, with a layer of modern 

fire brick on the interior surface.  Two openings along the north wall of the structure 

allow for loading of fuel for the grill, with coarse cooking grates on the eastern and 

western ends of the grill (Figure 4.13c).  With the exception of several damaged fire 

bricks, the structure is in good condition.  The grill structure is surrounded by native rock 

flagstone.  The grill area is used regularly for outdoor parties by the public. 

 
a.   

 
b. 
Figure 4.13.  Picnic grill at pavilion:  a) plan drawing of picnic grill at pavilion from plan 
sheet #154 from DVD #9; b) line drawing of picnic grill at pavilion. 
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c. 
Figure 4.13.  Picnic grill at pavilion continued:  c) picnic grill. 
 

The combination building (Table 4.15; Figures 4.3K, 4.14) consists of a wood 

frame building with native rock columns and supports.  The exterior of the wood frame 

portions are coated with stucco and paint.  A native rock flagstone patio is located along 

the eastern side of the structure.  The western side of the structure is flanked by modern 

and original concrete patio areas.  Two native rock entrance columns are located on the 

northern side of the structure.  A native rock chimney and fireplace are located on an 

interior southern wall of the building (Figure 4.14c).  The structure has a pitched roof, 

covered with modern asphalt/fiberglass shingles.  The structure currently is used as a 

support and concession building during special events sponsored by the City of Lubbock, 

and may have been used as the park caretaker’s residence.  It is not normally open to the 

public.  The exterior of the structure and the associated flagstone patio is in good 
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condition, with little visible damage or renovations from its original design.  A parking 

area is located approximately 30 feet south of the structure.  The western border of the 

parking area is delineated by native rock, stacked and mortared in place (Figure 4.14d), 

and serves as a continuous vehicle wheel stop along the western edge of the parking area.  

The width of the rock border varies from eight inches to two feet wide.  Beginning at the 

combination building, it stretches 330 feet to the south and curves to the east to intersect 

with Park Road 18 north of East Broadway Avenue.   

Table 4.15.  Combination building. 
Structure GPS Coordinates Elevation (mean 

sea level) 
Accuracy 
Margin 

Drawing 
Scale 

Combination 
Building 

North 33° 35.240′ 
West 101° 49.754′ 

3150′  msl ± 12′ 1/8″ = 1′ 

 

 
a. 
Figure 4.14.  Combination building:  a) plan drawing of combination building from plan 
sheet #123 from DVD #7. 
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b.   

 
c.   
Figure 4.14.  Combination building continued:  b) line drawing of combination building; 
c) Combination building, north of East Broadway Avenue. 
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d. 
Figure 4.14.  Combination building continued:  d) parking lot border, south of the 
combination building. 
 

Vehicle bridge #1 (Table 4.16; Figures 4.3L, 4.15) is located on Park Road 18, 

north of the I-27 entrance sign and west of the pool complex, and provides vehicular 

access across Yellowhouse Creek.  It consists of an asphalt road base, flanked on either 

side by a native rock and concrete border.  The native rock placed on top of the concrete 

border is shaped, mortared in place, and has a stippled surface.  The rock stanchions have 

had extensive damage, probably from vehicle impacts.  The native rock capstones on the 

east and west stanchions on the northern end of the bridge have been broken off, one rock 

pillar on the western side of the bridge is completely missing, and the capstones on the 

southern end of the bridge are missing (Figure 4.15c).  The bridge is used heavily, as it is 

a major route of access to the public golf course. 
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Table 4.16.  Vehicle bridges/low water crossings. 
Structure GPS Coordinates Elevation (mean 

sea level) 
Accuracy 
Margin 

Drawing 
Scale 

Vehicle bridge 
#1 

North 33° 35.820′ 
West 101° 50.349′ 

3212′  msl ± 12′ 1/8″ = 1′ 

Vehicle bridge 
#2 

North 33° 35.575′ 
West 101° 50.667′ 

3134′  msl ± 12′ ¼″ = 1′ 

Vehicle bridge 
#3 

North 34° 52.478′ 
West 101° 36.256′ 

3163′  msl ± 12′  

Vehicle bridge 
#4 

North 33° 35.138′ 
West 101° 49.692′ 

3148′  msl ± 12′ 1/8″ = 1′ 

 
 

 
a.   
Figure 4.15.  Vehicle bridge #1:  a) plan drawing from plan sheet #27 from DVD # 2; b) 
line drawing of the vehicle bridge #1. 
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b.  
 

 
c.  
Figure 4.15.  Vehicle bridge #1 continued:  c) vehicle bridge #1 over Yellowhouse Creek. 
 

 88

Vehicle bridge #2 (Table 4.16; Figures 4.3M, 4.15) is located north of Joyland 

Amusement Park parking area, crossing Yellowhouse Creek, adjacent to Meadowbrook 
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Golf Course.  It is no longer in use.  Bridge #2 is in poor condition, as it is being 

impacted by stream erosion, current undercutting, and encroachment from Siberian Elm 

trees.  The roots from the trees are causing damage to the structure.  The native rock 

capstones on the northwestern and southeastern stanchions are missing, as is one native 

rock column on the northwest side of the bridge.  Trees and other vegetation almost 

completely obscure the bridge.  

 
a. 
Figure 4.16.  Vehicle Bridge #2:  a) plan drawing from plan sheet #27 from DVD # 2; b) 
line drawing of vehicle bridge #2. 
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b.   
 

 
c. 
Figure 4.16.  Vehicle Bridge #2 continued:  b) line drawing of vehicle bridge #2; c) 
vehicle bridge #2 over Yellowhouse Creek. 
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Although not clearly denoted on any CCC plan drawings, vehicle bridge #3 

(Table 4.16; Figure 4.3N) originally was located south of Parkway Drive on Park Road 

18, crossing Yellowhouse Creek.  The bridge was completely removed by City of 

Lubbock work crews, and no evidence of the original structure remains.  The bridge was 

replaced with a new concrete structure that allows easier water flow under the bridge.   

Vehicle bridge #4 (Table 4.16; Figures 4.3O, 4.17) is located north of East 

Broadway Avenue on Park Road 18, crossing Yellowhouse Creek.  The western side of 

the bridge has been removed and replaced with modern concrete and asphalt roadway 

materials (Figure 4.17c).  The native rock stanchions on the northern and southern ends 

along the eastern side have been damaged and rocks have been removed.  The native rock 

retaining wall on the eastern side of the bridge is still in place, although large amounts of 

concrete have been poured at the base of the wall, presumably to reduce erosion effects 

from the creek flow.  The bridge experiences heavy use from park visitors entering and 

exiting the park from East Broadway Avenue, as it is one of two entrances into the park.  

 
a.   
Figure 4.17.  Vehicle bridge #4:  a) plan detail from plan sheet #27 from DVD # 2. 
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b.  

 
c. 
Figure 4.17.  Vehicle bridge #4 continued:  b) line drawing of the eastern side of vehicle 
bridge #4 (East Broadway Avenue); c) vehicle bridge #4 (East Broadway Avenue). 
 

The east entrance portal (Table 4.17; Figures 4.3P, 4.18) is a native rock pillar 

located adjacent on the east side of the entrance to Park Road 18, at the junction with East 
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Broadway Avenue.  The rock is stacked and mortared in place.  The base of the structure 

is rectangular and stair-steps vertically to a smaller top.  The physical dimensions taken 

from the existing portal, and the lack of the incised cut stone park name do not match the 

dimensions found on the plan drawings (Figure 4.18a).  The east and west portal 

dimensions are similar.  Although the east portal does not have the incised park name, the 

park name is incised on the west portal.  It is in good condition.  The materials and 

workmanship indicate no renovations or modifications. 

Table 4.17.  East Broadway Avenue entrance portals. 
Structure GPS Coordinates Elevation (mean 

sea level) 
Accuracy 
Margin 

Drawing 
Scale 

East entrance 
portal 

North 33° 35.101′ 
West 101° 49.697′ 

3114′  msl ± 12′ 1/4″ = 1′ 

West entrance 
portal 

North 33° 35.099′ 
West 101° 50.707′ 

3114′  msl ± 12′ ¼″ = 1′ 
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a.   
Figure 4.18.  East Broadway Avenue entrance portals:  a) plan detail from plan sheet #42 
from DVD #3. 
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b.   
Figure 4.18.  East Broadway Avenue entrance portals continued:  b) line drawing of the 
east and west East Broadway Avenue entrance portals. 
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c. 
Figure 4.18.  East Broadway Avenue entrance portals continued:  c) East Broadway 
Avenue east entrance portal. 
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d. 
Figure 4.18.  East Broadway Avenue entrance portals continued:  d) East Broadway 
Avenue west entrance portal. 
 

The west entrance portal (Table 4.17; Figures 4.3P, 4.19d) also is a native rock 

pillar on the west side of the East Broadway Avenue entrance to Park Road 18.  It has the 

same stacked and mortared construction as the east portal.  The base of the structure is 
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rectangular and stair-steps vertically to a smaller top.  Once again, the portal dimensions 

taken from the plan drawings (Figure 4.17b) found on sheet #42, DVD #3 do not match 

with the current physical dimensions.  It is in good condition and like the eastern portal, it 

supports a wooden, routed sign that covers the incised cut stone of the park name. 

According to plan drawings, the group of structures located on the southwestern 

rim area of the park consists of a keeper’s cottage, garage, retaining wall, and NPS office.  

No plan drawings have been found for the keeper’s cottage and it had been removed from 

the area at the time of the survey.  The retaining wall (Table 4.18; Figure 4.3Q, 4.19) is 

constructed of native rock, stacked and mortared in place.  It is located on the edge of the 

canyon wall, adjacent to the service group buildings on the canyon rim and above the 

CCC wading pool that was removed during construction of the current outdoor 

amphitheater.  It receives ongoing damage from encroaching vegetation.  Its placement 

might have been in conjunction with the rock stairway that once descended into the park 

from the rim to the wading pool or as a perimeter outline for the service area.  The 

remnants of the rock stairway (Figure 4.19b) that were moved to the service group area 

after demolition for construction of the amphitheater have now been removed from the 

park.  

Table 4.18.  Canyon rim service area structures. 
Structure GPS Coordinates Elevation (mean 

sea level) 
Accuracy 
Margin 

Drawing 
Scale 

Retaining wall North 33° 35.184′ 
West 101° 49.924′ 

3174′  msl ± 12′ None 

Service group 
garage 

North 33° 35.175′ 
West 101° 49.930′ 

3178′  msl ± 12′ None 

NPS Office North 33° 35.175′ 
West 101° 49.924′ 

3178′  msl ± 12′ None 
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a. 

 
b. 
Figure 4.19.  Retaining wall at service group area:  a) retaining wall on rim adjacent to 
the service area; b) remains of stairway stones from demolished CCC stairway. 
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The service group garage (Table 4.18; Figures 4.3Q, 4.20) was located on the 

west rim of the canyon, north of East Broadway Avenue.  It was a wood frame structure 

with native rock columns at each corner of the structure (Figure 4.20a).  The remainder of 

the exterior wall appears to be a stacked, mortared brick wall with a exterior façade of a 

stucco mixture (Figure 4.20c).  The structure was in a state of disrepair, with damage to 

the original wood shake roof material, woody vegetation sprouting from the building 

base, and windows boarded up (figures 4.20b, 4.20d).  It received no use from the public.  

The PSPFA demolished it, and the debris has been removed (Figure 4.20e). 

 
a. 
Figure 4.20.  Service group area:  a) service group garage in 1998. 
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b. 
 

 
c. 
Figure 4.20.  Service group area continued:  b) west façade of service group garage in 
1998; c) service group garage wall showing original brick wall covered by a now eroding 
stucco façade. 
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d. 

 
e. 
Figure 4.20.  Service group area continued:  d) service group garage in 2004; e) service 
group garage area in 2007. 
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The NPS office building (Table 4.18; Figure 4.3 Q, 4.21) was located adjacent to 

the service group buildings.  It was a wood frame building with an exterior stucco finish 

Figures 4.21a, 4.21b), and also was in an identical state of disrepair.  It had a brick façade 

at the entrance of the building (Figure 4.21c).  The exterior was cluttered with overgrown 

woody vegetation.   It received no use from the public.  It was demolished and all debris 

was removed by the PSPFA (Figure 4.21d). 

 
a.  
Figure 4.21.  NPS office:  a) NPS office in service group area in 1998. 
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b. 
 

 
c. 
Figure 4.21.  NPS office continued:  b) NPS office interior in 1998; c) NPS office in 
2004. 
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d. 
Figure 4.21.  NPS office continued:  d) NPS office area in 2007. 
 

The retaining wall (Table 4.19, Figures 4.3R, 4.22) that encloses Prairie Dog 

Town is constructed of concrete halite block, with a halite cap block (Figure 4.22a).  

Metal sheeting has been added to the inside lip of the wall to deter the prairie dogs from 

attempting to climb out of the enclosure.  The wall varies from two to four feet tall, and 

forms a loose oval that is 2375 feet in circumference, enclosing approximately 5.4 acres 

(Figure 4.22b).  It is in fair condition.  The entire enclosure that holds the prairie dog 

town was renovated in 2006 by the City of Lubbock, adding a small viewing area with a 

shade shelter, a memorial plaque to K.N. Clapp, and an improved parking area(Figure 

4.22d).  During the renovations, work crews have removed 247 feet of the original wall at 

the northwest corner, and replaced it with a newer concrete block and added a sidewalk 

along the new wall section (Figure 4.22c). 
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Table 4.19.  Prairie Dog Town/Golf course clubhouse. 
Structure GPS Coordinates Elevation (mean 

sea level) 
Accuracy 
Margin 

Drawing 
Scale 

Retaining wall North 33° 35.897′ 
West 101° 50.067′ 

3189′  msl ± 12′ 200’zoom 

Club house North 33° 36.020′ 
West 101° 49.965′ 

3190′  msl ± 12′ None 

 

 
a. 
Figure 4.22.  Prairie Dog Town wall:  a) enclosure wall on rim of Yellowhouse Draw 
overlooking Meadowbrook golf course. 
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b.  
 

 
c. 
Figure 4.22.  Prairie Dog Town wall continued:  b) enclosure wall in 2004; c) south 
enclosure wall after renovations in 2007. 
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d. 
Figure 4.22.  Prairie Dog Town wall continued:  d) shade shelter at enclosure wall after 
2007 renovations, (note the City of Lubbock historical marker to the right, in the 
background). 
 

The clubhouse (Table 4.19; Figures 4.3S, 4.23) for Meadowbrook Municipal Golf 

Course had received renovations as a part of the CCC activities in the park (Figure 4.23a)  

Due to numerous renovations since then, no evidence appeared preserved of any CCC 

style architecture or construction at this time (Figures 4.23b, 4.23c).   
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a. 
Figure 4.23.  Meadowbrook golf course clubhouse:  a) plan drawings of Meadowbrook 
clubhouse from plan sheet #109 from DVD #7. 
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b. 
 

 
c. 
Figure 4.23.  Meadowbrook golf course clubhouse continued:  b) clubhouse front in 
2007; c) clubhouse rear in 2007. 
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ENDING COMMENTS 

 Two of the three layers of research provided a large amount of varied information 

that helps to illustrate a complete picture of the environment of development, 

construction, and preservation that have influenced the CCC program.  The first layer of 

research focused on the documents generated as a result of the CCC program at 

Mackenzie Park.  The information provided insight into the political maneuvering that 

preceded the establishment of the CCC camp in Lubbock, as well as the struggle to keep 

the camp working in Mackenzie Park.  The records established a historical base of 

information that documents the activity undertaken by the city leaders to influence the 

federal and state governments to establish the park in Lubbock.  They also documented 

the long process that eventually ended in the development of the park and the CCC 

impact on the growing city. 

The second layer of research centered on the site survey of structures and landscape 

modifications at Mackenzie Park.  This portion provided a record of the structures 

remaining at the park as of 2006 and the condition and dimensions of each structure 

located on the park.  The photographs of the structures along with physical dimensions 

recorded the current condition of the structures and provide a platform to compare them 

with original plan, detail, and elevation drawings.   No as-built drawings were located 

that document CCC instituted changes to the structures.  Without these drawings, it was 

impossible to determine what structural changes were made by the CCC or the City of 

Lubbock.  Except for the structures that were modified or removed by the City of 

Lubbock or the PSPFA, the remaining structures appeared to be consistent with the 

original CCC drawings and plans. 
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CHAPTER V 
EMAIL SURVEY AND QUESTIONNAIRE:  ANALYSIS AND 

COMMENTS 
 

As a final portion of the information gathered pertaining to the research questions, 

an email survey and questionnaire were developed to garner responses from state and 

national park professionals whose parks contained CCC improvements.  The focus of the 

survey was the identification of historic CCC structures, the extent of original CCC 

development, surviving structures, and whether heritage management plans were in place 

to direct the care and preservation of the structures.  Appendix C contains an example of 

the initial email to the respondents and the survey questionnaire.   

A total of 61 surveys were sent via email to park managers.  The survey was sent 

to park managers at 31 Texas state parks, and 15 park managers at five CCC parks each 

in Arkansas, Nevada, and California.  It also was sent to 15 park managers at CCC parks 

of the National Park System.  Of all the surveys sent, 32 were returned for an overall 

response rate of 52.5%.  Of the surveys sent to the Texas state parks, 14 were returned, 

establishing a response rate of 45.2%.  Two surveys were returned from Arkansas, 

Nevada, and California, totaling six returned surveys, establishing a 40% response rate.  

The 12 surveys returned from the NPS managers provided an 80% response rate.  

Responses to each question, however, were variable as different questions went 

unanswered by various respondents.  The responses from the managers were placed in an 

Excel spreadsheet in Appendix D, along with a sample of the actual email and the survey. 

To organize the survey and its results, it was divided into six groupings.  The first 

group of questions concerned the basic park information on each park.  Questions within 
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a grouping generally were linked.  A park responding to the first question generally 

responded to the following questions and vice versa.  Any exception to this response 

pattern were noted in the results.  The percentages found in the following responses of the 

various structural groupings are derived from comparing the number of park responses 

from the Texas, California, Arkansas, Nevada, and NPS parks on individual questions to 

the total number of returned questionnaires.       

BASIC SURVEY RESPONSES 

The original dedication date of the parks ranged from 1895 at Gettysburg National 

Military Park to 1944 at Big Bend National Park.  Responses to question #2 showed that 

all the state parks originated with the state agency that manages parks and natural 

resources, while the national parks originated with the NPS.  Responses to questions 3-5 

provided varied background information on the individual park budgets, visitation, and 

climate statistics.   

LIVING QUARTERS STRUCTURES 

The second group of questions focused on identifying the type and number of 

CCC improvements that were constructed on the park.  The concept of this grouping of 

questions was to determine the amount of influence the CCC had on the makeup of the 

park.  Eight of the Texas park respondents (25%) indicated that the CCC had constructed 

nine staff living quarter structures, while one Arkansas park (3.1%) showed one structure, 

California parks indicated no structures, and one Nevada respondent (3.1%) showed one 

staff living quarter structure had been erected.  Four NPS respondents (12.5%) indicated 

15 staff living quarter buildings were constructed.   
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Seven of the eight Texas park respondents (21.9%) indicated that seven staff 

living quarter structures were still in use, while one Arkansas park (3.1%) still had one 

structure in use.  The Nevada park indicated their structure no longer was in use.  Only 

two NPS respondents (6.3%) indicated nine staff living quarter buildings (60%) were still 

in use. 

Five Texas park respondents (12.5%) indicated that five staff living quarter 

structures were in good condition and the other two (6.3%) reported the staff living 

quarters were in fair condition.  The Arkansas park reported their quarters were in good 

condition.  Two NPS parks who did not respond to question #6 concerning the 

construction of living quarters responded to question #8 stating the condition of their 

structures, skewing the results of questions #6 and #8.  One park reported their quarters 

were in good conditions and one stated their quarters were in fair condition.  One NPS 

respondent indicated three staff living quarter buildings were in good condition. 

OVERNIGHT STRUCTURES  

Six Texas respondents (18.8%) indicated that 74 overnight structures were built.  

Two Arkansas respondents (6.3%) reported 24 overnight structures, while the California 

respondents reported no overnight structures, and one Nevada respondent (3.1%) 

indicated one overnight structure was constructed.  One NPS respondent (3.1%) reported 

one overnight structure.  The Texas respondents indicated that 73 overnight structures 

were still in use.  The Arkansas respondents reported 19 overnight structures, and one 

Nevada respondent indicated one overnight structure was still in use as originally 

designated.  The NPS respondent reported the one overnight structure still in use.   
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Four Texas respondents (66.7%) indicated that the overnight structures were in 

good condition and two parks (33.3%) reported the structures to be in good to poor 

condition.  One Arkansas respondent reported its structures in good condition, while the 

other park reported four structures in good condition and one in fair condition.  The 

Nevada respondent indicated one overnight structure was in good condition.  The NPS 

respondent reported their overnight structures were in good condition, while three other 

NPS respondents who did not respond to question #6, reported their overnight structures 

were in good condition.  This situation skewed the results of questions #6 and #8. 

VISITOR CENTER/OFFICE STRUCTURES 

Six Texas respondents (18.8%) indicated six visitor center/office structures were 

built, while two Arkansas parks (6.3%) reported two structures, one California park 

(3.1%) reported one structure, and one Nevada park (3.1%) reported one structure had 

been constructed.  One NPS park (3.1%) reported the CCC had erected two visitor 

center/offices.  Five Texas respondents (15.6%) indicated five structures were used as 

originally designated, while one Arkansas park (3.1%) reported one structure, one 

California park (3.1%) reported one structure, and one Nevada park (3.1%) reported one 

structure.  One NPS park (3.1%) reported both visitor center/offices were still in use.  

Another NPS park reported a structure was still used as a visitor center/office, but failed 

to note the structure in question #6.   

Three Texas respondents (9.4%) indicated their structures were in good condition, 

one park (3.1%) reported their structure was in fair condition, and one park (3.1%) failed 

to respond.  One Arkansas park structure (3.1%), one California park structure (3.1%), 

and one Nevada park structure (3.1%) were reported in good condition.  Four NPS parks 
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(12.5%) reported the visitor center/offices were in good condition.  Three of the four NPS 

parks that responded to question #8 failed to respond to question #6, skewing the results 

from this section. 

GROUP DINING AND RECREATION HALLS 

 For Texas, six parks (18.8%) indicated six group dining halls and five parks 

(15.6%) reported five group recreation halls were constructed.  One Arkansas park 

(3.1%) reported one group dining hall and one group recreation hall, while neither 

California nor Nevada parks reported any dining/recreation hall was constructed.  None 

of the NPS parks reported the construction of group dining/recreation halls.  For Texas, 

all the group dining halls and group recreation halls were still in original use.  The 

Arkansas park reported their group dining hall was in use.  Five Texas parks (83.3%) 

indicated five group dining halls were in good condition, with the sixth (16.7%) reporting 

the group dining hall was in poor condition.  Four parks (80%) reported the group 

recreation halls were in good condition and the other that the structures were in fair 

condition.  The Arkansas park reported its group dining hall was in good condition. 

OTHER ANCILLARY STRUCTURES  

  One Texas park (3.1%) reported the reconstruction of a 16th century Spanish 

mission, and another park (3.1%) reported a visitor’s lodge had been constructed.  One 

Arkansas park (3.1%) reported the construction of a boathouse and a concession building.  

No ancillary structures were reported in either California park.  One Nevada park (3.1%) 

reported a restroom building, one water tower, and one shelter.  Seven NPS parks 

(21.9%) reported a park store, an unknown number of erosion control structures, three 

comfort stations, one flood control system, three shacks that once housed dynamite, one 
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stone planter, three maintenance buildings, four storage buildings, one reconstructed 

Native American pueblo, one well house, and two visitor contact stations.   

The reconstructed 16th century Spanish mission was still in use, as was the 

visitor’s lodge.  A concession building (not reported on question #6) was reported in use 

as originally designated.  The boathouse and a concession building in the Arkansas park 

were still in use, as was the water tower in the Nevada park.  The seven NPS parks 

(21.9%) reported that all listed structures were still in use as originally designated.  The 

two Texas parks (6.3%) reported that their two structures were in good condition.  The 

Arkansas park (3.1%) reported its ancillary structures were in fair condition, whereas the 

Nevada park structure was in poor condition.  Six NPS parks (18.8%) reported six 

ancillary structures were in good condition, six structures were in fair condition, and 

three structures were in poor condition. 

SWIMMING POOLS   

Two Texas parks (6.3%) and one Arkansas park (3.1%) reported the construction 

of swimming pools, while no swimming pools were recorded in the California, Nevada, 

or NPS parks.  The Texas and Arkansas parks reported the swimming pools were still in 

use.  The pools in the Texas parks were in fair condition, while the pool in the Arkansas 

park was in good condition.   

PEDESTRIAN BRIDGES 

Three Texas parks (9.4%) reported eight pedestrian bridges, while one Arkansas 

(3.1%) park reported four pedestrian bridges.  Neither California, Nevada, nor NPS parks 

reported any pedestrian bridges.  In Texas, eight pedestrian bridges remained in use, 
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while the Arkansas park did not respond.  Two Texas parks reported the pedestrian 

bridges in fair condition, and one reported the pedestrian bridge to be in poor condition.  

Vehicle Bridges 

 Six Texas parks (18.8%) reported 20 vehicle bridges.  Two Arkansas parks 

(6.3%) reported four vehicle bridges, while one Nevada park (3.1%) reported three 

vehicle bridges.  No vehicle bridges were reported by the California parks.  Two NPS 

parks (6.3%) reported five vehicle bridges.  Three Texas parks (9.4%) reported five 

vehicle bridges remained in use.  One Arkansas park (3.1%) reported two vehicle bridges 

remained in use.  The Nevada park (3.1%) reported three vehicle bridges were still in use, 

while the NPS parks (6.3%) reported three vehicle bridges remained in use as originally 

designated.  One Texas park reported the vehicle bridge to be in good condition and two 

parks reported the vehicle bridges to be in fair condition.  One of the Texas parks that did 

not respond on whether the vehicle bridge was still in use reported it was in fair 

condition, skewing the results of the question.  One Arkansas park reported the vehicle 

bridges to be in ruins and no longer in use, and the other failed to respond.  One NPS 

park reported their bridge was in fair condition.  Three NPS parks reported three vehicle 

bridges were in good condition.  Two of these parks failed to respond to either question 

#6 or #7, skewing the results of this portion of the question. 

HIKING TRAILS AND WAYSIDES 

Four Texas parks (12.5%) reported the construction of approximately 22 miles of 

trails and one park (3.1%) with 21 trail waysides.  One Arkansas park (3.1%) indicated 

the construction of 10 miles of trails and 10 trail waysides.  Neither California nor 

Nevada parks reported any trails or waysides.  Two NPS parks (6.3%) reported the 
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construction of approximately 24 miles of trails with no parks reporting any trail 

waysides.  The Texas parks (12.5%) reported that all trail miles and trail waysides were 

still in use as originally designated.  The Arkansas (3.1%) and NPS parks (6.3%) 

indicated that all trail miles and trail waysides were still in use as originally designated. 

Two Texas parks (6.3%) reported the trails to be in good condition and one park 

(3.1%) reported the waysides to be in fair/poor condition.  The Arkansas park indicated 

the trails to be in good condition.  Four NPS parks reported the trails were in good 

condition and two parks reported the trails were in poor condition, skewing the results 

because two of the parks failed to report the original installation of trails.  Two NPS 

parks indicated that its waysides were in good condition. 

BALL COURTS 

No state park or NPS respondents reported the construction of ball courts. 

WATER AND WASTEWATER SYSTEMS 

Five Texas parks (15.6%) reported six CCC installed water systems and nine 

wastewater systems.  Two Arkansas parks (6.3%) reported four CCC water systems and 

two wastewater systems, while neither California park reported any water or wastewater 

systems.  One Nevada park (3.1%) reported one water system and no wastewater 

systems.  Three NPS parks (9.4%) indicated a water system at each location, and one 

park (3.1%) reported a wastewater system.  Two Texas parks reported two CCC installed 

water systems remained in use, but none of the wastewater systems remained in use.  

None of the Arkansas, California, or Nevada parks reported any CCC water systems or 

wastewater systems still functioned.  Three NPS parks indicated a water system at each 
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location, and one park reported a wastewater system still remained in use as originally 

designated. 

One Texas parks reported the CCC installed water system was in fair condition 

while one reported the water system was in poor condition.  One Arkansas park reported 

the water system was in good condition while the other reported the water system to be in 

ruins.  The Nevada park reported the water system was in good condition.  Two of the 

NPS parks indicated the water systems were in good condition; with no report on the 

wastewater system.  

PICNIC SITESAND DAY USE AREAS 

Seven Texas parks (21.9%) indicated the construction of 121 picnic sites and six 

parks (18.8%) reported six day use areas were constructed.  Both Arkansas parks (6.3%) 

reported the construction of 70 picnic sites and seven day use areas, while one California 

park (3.1%) reported 20 picnic sites and one day use area.  Both Nevada parks (6.3%) 

indicated 16 picnic sites and two day use area installations.  One NPS park (3.1%) 

reported three picnic sites and two day use areas.  Six Texas parks indicated 87 picnic 

sites and six parks reported six day use areas remained as originally designated.  Neither 

Arkansas park reported any remaining picnic sites remained, and one park reported four 

day use areas remained in use.  The California park reported all picnic sites and the day 

use area remained in use.  In Nevada parks, 13 picnic sites and the day use areas were 

still in use as originally designated.  One NPS park reported one picnic site and one day 

use area remained as designated. 

One Texas park indicated its picnic sites were in good condition, and four parks 

reported its picnic sites were in fair condition.  Two parks reported the day use areas were 
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in good condition while three parks reported the day use areas were in fair condition.  

Neither Arkansas park responded to the question.  One Nevada park reported its day use 

areas were in good condition.  One California park reported their picnic site and day use 

area were in good condition.  The NPS park reported the picnic site to be in good 

condition.  Three other NPS parks reported their day use areas were in good condition.  

As these three NPS parks did not respond to question #6 or #7, this response skewed the 

results of the questions.   

ROADS AND CULVERTS 

Six Texas parks (18.8%) indicated the construction of 24 miles of roads and six 

parks reported 40 culverts had been constructed.  Both Arkansas parks (6.3%) reported 

eight miles of roads and no culverts.  Neither California nor Nevada parks reported any 

roads or culverts.  Four NPS parks (12.5%) reported approximately 34 miles of roads and 

one park (3.1%) reported 27 culverts.  The Texas parks indicated 22 miles of roads and 

all culverts remained in use.  One Arkansas park (3.1%) reported four miles of roads 

were still in use as originally designated.  The NPS parks reported all miles of roads and 

all culverts still remained in use as originally designated.   

Two Texas parks indicated the roads were in good condition, two stated the roads 

were in fair condition, and one reported the roads were in poor condition.  Five parks 

reported the culverts were in good condition, and two reported the culverts were in fair 

condition.  Of the five Texas parks that reported their culverts were in good condition, 

one of the parks did not respond to question #6 or #7, that then skews the results of 

question #8.  The Arkansas park reported the roads to be in good condition.  Five NPS 

parks reported the roads to be in good condition, with one park reporting the roads to be 
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in fair condition, and one park that their roads were in poor condition.  Of the seven NPS 

parks that reported on their road conditions, three of the parks did not respond to question 

#6, skewing the results of question #8.  One NPS parks reported the culverts to be in 

good condition.  Two NPS parks that did not respond to either question #6 or #7 reported 

their culverts were in good condition, skewing the results of the question. 

LANDSCAPED AREAS 

  Two Texas parks (6.3%) reported the modification of approximately five acres 

of landscaped area.  One Arkansas park (3.1%) indicated the modification of 100 acres of 

landscaped area, while neither California nor Nevada parks reported any landscaped 

acreage.  One NPS park (3.1%) reported the modification of 40 acres of landscaped 

acreage, and another park (3.1%) reported three landscaped areas of unknown acreage.  

Both the Texas and Arkansas parks, as well as the NPS parks reported all landscaped 

acreage still remained in use.  One Arkansas park indicated 100 acres of landscaped area 

remained, as did the Arkansas and NPS parks.  The Texas and Arkansas parks reported 

the landscaped areas to be in good condition, as did one of the NPS parks.  The NPS park 

with three landscaped areas reported one landscaped area in good condition, one in fair 

condition, and one in poor condition. 

SIGNIFICANCE PERCEPTIONS 

Questions also sought to determine whether the park manager perceived the CCC 

structures as significant to the recreational value of the park.  0f the 32 returned 

questionnaires, 26 respondents (81%) reported that they held the CCC improvements 

important to the value of their parks.   On this topic, 13 Texas respondents (40.6%) of the 

total respondents reported that the CCC improvements were important, and one (3.1%) 
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reported that the improvements were not significant.  Two Arkansas (6.3%) and two 

Nevada (6.3%) respondents reported that the CCC improvements were significant, while 

one California respondent (3.1%) reported that the improvements were significant.  Nine 

NPS respondents (28.1%) indicated that the CCC improvements were significant, while 

three parks (9.4%) reported that the improvements held no significance. 

DEFINING STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS 

In terms of the defining characteristics of the CCC improvements, one Texas 

respondent cited the native materials, while two cited the visual impact, three the lake and 

its use, two the rustic design, one the spring fed pool, one the shellcrete construction, one 

the historic importance, one the quality accommodations, and one the craftsmanship.  

One Arkansas park cited the link to the past, while the other cited the creation of a park.  

One California park cited the function/preservation as significant, while the Nevada parks 

cited the historic value and visitor services as significant.  Six NPS parks cited the rustic 

design as significant, while one cited affordable work as significant.  One other NPS park 

cited the functionality as significant. 

VISITOR EXPERIENCE IMPACT 

0f the 32 returned questionnaires, 26 (81%) indicated that the CCC improvements 

had a positive impact on the park visitor’s experience.  Of the Texas respondents, 12 

(37.5%) reported that the visitors held the CCC improvements as significant, while two 

(6.3%) respondents did not view the visitor’s impression of CCC improvements as 

significant.  One Arkansas respondent (3.1%) reported the visitor’s view as significant, 

while neither California park (6.3%) held the visitor’s view as significant.  Both Nevada 
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respondents (6.3%) held the visitor’s view as significant.  Six NPS respondents (18.8%) 

held the visitor’s view as significant while six respondents (18.8%) did not. 

 

HERITAGE DESIGNATION 

Of the 32 parks represented in the survey, only seven (22%) have been designated 

as National Historic Landmarks.  One Texas park (3.1%) has national designation, while 

two Arkansas (6.3%) and one Nevada park (3.1%) have national designations.  Three 

NPS parks (9.4%) are nationally designated. 

PARK HERITAGE MANAGEMENT PLANS 

Of the 32 responding parks, only eight parks (25%) had heritage management 

plans specific to that park.  Of the Texas parks, only one (3.1%) had a heritage 

management plan.  One Arkansas (3.1%), one California (3.1%), and one Nevada park 

(3.1%) had heritage management plans.  Four NPS parks (12.5%) had heritage 

management plans.  The remaining seven NPS parks (21.9%) stated that heritage 

management for the sites is directed by the NPS operations manual. 

Of those eight parks with heritage management plans, four (50%) identified 

specific structures or structural characteristics in the plan.  Only one Texas park and one 

California park stated that specific structures or characteristics were identified, while only 

two NPS parks identified the structures or characteristics. 

  Of those eight parks, six (75%) had plans developed using a template provided 

by the owning agency.  One Texas park and one California park stated that their heritage 

management plans were developed by the owning agency, while three NPS parks had 

agency developed plans.    
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Of those eight parks, six (75%) had plans that addressed long-term maintenance 

and repair issues.  One Texas, one California, one Nevada, and three NPS park plans 

included long-term maintenance and repair issues in their heritage management plans.  Of 

these eight parks, three (38%) had plans that looked at implementation of use levels as a 

protection tool.  These plans constituted Texas, Nevada, and one NPS park. 

STRUCTURE THREATS 

Responses to the question of the greatest threat to the CCC structures varied 

widely.  Three Texas park respondents identified funding issues, two respondents 

identified age of the structures and quality workmanship, two park respondents stated 

weather/coastal environments, two respondents reported repairs, one respondent cited 

quality of care, one respondent reported vandalism/weather, one reported the age of the 

structures, and one reported use/education as the greatest threat to the structures.  The 

Arkansas respondents reported neglect and progress/park visitors as the greatest threat.  

One California respondent cited funding/staffing, while the Nevada respondents reported 

vandalism/abuse and erosion as the greatest threats.  Three NPS respondents reported 

lack of funding, three cited heavy use/changing agency needs, two cited appropriate 

maintenance and repair, two reported environmental factors, and one respondent cited 

neglect as the greatest threat to the structures. 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION 

Of the 32 respondents, 29 (91%) indicated that their agency has a historic 

preservation branch.  All 14 Texas respondents (43.8%) stated that TPWD had a historic 

preservation branch.  One Arkansas respondent (3.1%) stated the Arkansas Department 

of Parks and Tourism has a historic preservation branch, while the other (3.1%) stated it 
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did not.  Both California respondents (6.3%) stated the California Department of Parks 

and Recreation has a historic preservation branch.  One Nevada respondent (3.1%) stated 

the Nevada Department of Conservation and Natural Resources has a historic 

preservation branch, while the other (3.1%) stated it did not.  Eleven NPS respondents 

(34.4%) stated that NPS has a historic preservation branch, while one respondent (3.1%) 

was not aware of the branch. 

ENDING COMMENTS 

The email survey focused on the responses to questions from managers of Texas, 

Arkansas, California, and Nevada state parks, and NPS parks in which the CCC worked 

to provide enhanced recreational facilities.  This portion of the research provided insight 

into the extent of development at the individual parks as well as documenting the 

characteristics and significance of the CCC improvements.  The amount and variety of 

CCC improvements at all the parks was demonstrated based on the responses from the 

state and national parks.  The development of the CCC parks fall within the nine year and 

three month existence of the CCC program, from 1933 until the onset of World War II 

(Paige, 1985:2).  The CCC program was an impetus in the development and proliferation 

of the Texas state park system (TPWD, 2007:1). 

The responses from the park managers show the significance and value of the 

CCC impact on the parks, with 81% of the respondents indicating their view of the CCC 

involvement as significant, and 28% citing the historic/rustic aspect as the most 

significant aspect.  Nevertheless, those who do not value the improvements are a concern.  

Considering the country’s economy at that time, the plight of its people, and the impact 

the CCC program had on the development of state and national parks, the CCC program 
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provided benefits across society.  Those park managers who do not hold the CCC 

improvements as significant and value them as an integral part of the park’s worth may 

hinder a concerted effort to maintain them. 

  Another aspect of the CCC development at all the locations is the value placed 

on the CCC improvements by the park visitors.  Taking the park visitation into account, 

approximately 24 million per year at the 32 locations, a majority of the visitors (81%) 

value the CCC improvements as vital to their recreational experience.  This aspect 

correlates well with the majority of park managers valuing the CCC assets. 

Given the high value to visitors and park managers, the lack of heritage management 

plans is remarkable.  In Texas, only Indian Lodge State Park has a plan, the only one in 

the system.  Of the 15 NPS parks, only four have plans.  Value, significance, and 

importance, then, do not correlate or translate into the understanding of the role heritage 

management plans contribute to the preservation of the CCC aspects of the parks. 
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CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION 

 
The analysis of the historical information gathered from the Southwest Collection, 

City of Lubbock files, TPWD, TSLAC, and NARA show the extent of the CCC program 

in Lubbock, as well as the contentious nature of its development.  The Mackenzie Park 

case study and site survey show the CCC structures in Mackenzie Park are receiving 

marginal levels of care and management, with a recent history of misuse and demolition.  

The responses from the email survey indicate a lower than expected significance from the 

park management concerning the value of the CCC improvements at the parks, although 

the visitor’s perception seem to hold the CCC improvements in a valuable light.  Visitors 

also have indicated the CCC improvements are a significant aspect of each park.  The 

results show that these improvements may benefit from having cultural heritage 

management plans in place that direct the care and management for the structures.  Both 

the site survey and the email survey depict the lack of an effective and holistic heritage 

management program throughout the state and national park systems.  The results of the 

email survey and the Mackenzie Park case study depict a greater need for comprehensive 

heritage management programs, and establish the importance of current and future 

heritage management program development.  

MACKENZIE PARK CASE STUDY 

 The landscape improvements and structures undertaken by the CCC at Mackenzie 

Park have had a lasting effect on the face of the park.  The site survey was a process 

utilized to identify the remaining CCC structures located on the park property as opposed 

to the structures on the plan drawing developed by CCC architects, engineers, and 
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landscape architects.  The largest impact the CCC had on the park was the overall 

landscape modifications, water supply pipelines, and road demolition and construction.  

Most of these improvements were either underground and out of sight or were so obvious 

that they seemed to be part of the natural landscape.  Of the 500 acres of the park, the 

CCC landscape improvements were concentrated along the waterway, with the dredging 

of the creek and development of the reflection/lily pond (Figures 4.1b, c).  Several 

hundred trees (Figure 6.1), mostly Ulmus parviflora (Chinese Elm), were planted 

extensively throughout the park and along the creek.  This action was a part of making 

the park into a garden spot.  In addition to the tree plantings, hundreds of ornamental 

shrubs were planted by the CCC throughout the park. 
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Figure 6.1.  CCC drawing showing tree planting schematic at the kitchen building 
(Outdoor Learning Center). 
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ROAD CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION 

The CCC also worked to remove evidence of roads that crossed the original city 

and county park property.  The existing roads were removed and the areas were 

landscaped to restore the park land to a natural condition.  NPS engineers designed and 

laid out the route for the park road, while the CCC prepared the road bed and installed the 

new road system that coursed throughout the park crossing Yellowhouse creek four 

times.  The CCC drawings depicted the road demolition work as well as the new road 

construction, although the drawings are unclear on the exact length of the demolished 

roads and of new road construction.  For the most part, the CCC roadways remained in 

good condition.  Numerous repair and resealing projects have been applied to the roads 

since their initial construction, however, that restrict the view of the original road work. 

WATER CROSSING BRIDGES 

The road construction work included building four water crossing vehicle bridges 

(Figures 4.15, 4.16, 4.17) throughout the park, allowing motor vehicles to cross 

Yellowhouse creek.  Of the four water crossing bridges, only one remained in its original 

condition, although it has sustained damage from vehicle impacts (Figure 6.2).  At some 

time after the CCC construction of the vehicle bridges, the roadway pattern changed 

making the second bridge no longer necessary and obsolete.  Maintenance needs, changes 

in the water flow of the creek, and damage from heavy vehicle use may have caused the 

replacement of the third water crossing as well as the partial renovation to the fourth 

bridge.   
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Figure 6.2.  Damage to the southeastern stanchion of vehicle water crossing #1. 
   
DRAINAGE CULVERTS 

In conjunction with the roads and water crossings, the CCC constructed three sets 

of drainage culverts to allow storm/runoff water to flow into Yellowhouse creek.  All 

were still in use, but in varying condition.  The culverts were a vital aspect of the park’s 

infrastructure as they provided water runoff and kept the roadway clear of flooded 

conditions.  Maintenance and damage issues were a factor, as most of the culverts exhibit 

damage to the capstones from impacts from mowing equipment and/or motor vehicles 

(Figure 6.3).  Conservation of the structures may have been difficult due to the type of 

stone used in their construction, the quarry location, and the level of craftsmanship 

necessary to make repairs to the culverts.  Although several culverts exhibit aesthetic 

damage, their functionality had not been impaired.  
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Figure 6.3.  Mackenzie Park Culvert set #2, located east of Joyland Amusement Park, on 
Park Road 18, showing damage to the wings and capstones. 
  
SWIMMING POOL AND BATHHOUSE 
 

The largest, most visible example of CCC involvement in the park today was the 

remnants of the municipal pool and associated bathhouse (Figure 6.4).  The bathhouse 

was by far the largest and most intricate structure developed on the park.  The pool and a 

portion of the existing bathhouse already were in use by the public when the CCC began 

its tenure at the park.  The renovation of the seating terrace and addition of the dressing 

rooms and locker area of the bathhouse provided a building that was quite useful to the 

pool’s visitors as well as a gathering place for social events. 

The operational scope of the pool changed, and it no longer is utilized as a public 

use facility but currently serves as a storage area for park amenities and construction 
 133
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materials.  Although the pool was the centerpiece of the park system in Lubbock, its use 

eventually declined.  This situation may have been brought about by the construction of 

other park pools in parks closer to more populous neighborhoods or by the rising costs to 

maintain the aging pool infrastructure.  Due to its location and size, it was the most 

conspicuous illustration of the lack of maintenance and care being provided for the CCC 

structures.     

 
a. 
Figure 6.4.  Mackenzie Park Pool:  a) view from the east to the pool seating area. 
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b. 
 

 
c. 
Figure 6.4.  Mackenzie Park Pool continued:  b) view from the north end of the pool to 
the south, showing discarded lighting equipment; c) view of stored materials at pool deck 
area. 
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KITCHEN SHELTER, PAVILION, AND GRILL 

The CCC constructed the kitchen shelter (Figure 6.5) on the park, south of 

Parkway Drive adjacent to the pavilion and outdoor grill.  Currently used as the Outdoor 

Learning Center (available for rental), it was in fair condition and did not exhibit any 

evidence of neglect.  The building’s use changed slightly from its original use as a 

kitchen building and now is operated as a gathering area for family outings and group 

activities by park patrons.  The care and maintenance the building receives appeared to be 

more frequent and of higher quality than that performed on some of the other CCC 

structures in the park.  This situation may result from the economic benefit the building 

provides from its periodic use, and the revenue it generates.  Both the pavilion and the 

grill were in good condition.  While the grill showed some evidence of damage and 

neglect, that situation may stem from a history of hot cooking fires used by park visitors. 
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a. 
 

 
b. 
Figure 6.5.  Kitchen shelter area:  a) front view of the kitchen shelter (Outdoor Learning 
Center); b) pavilion. 
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c. 
Figure 6.5.  Kitchen shelter area continued:  c) outdoor grill. 
 
 
COMBINATION BUILDING 

The combination building (Figure 6.6), including restrooms for patrons, a sales 

area, and an open, covered pavilion area, was designed as a concession building.  

Occasionally used as a concession building today during special events sponsored by the 

City of Lubbock, it was in fair condition.  The level of care and maintenance the structure 

receives may be a result of its infrequent use, and low economic impact it has to the park 

department’s revenue stream.  The amount of care and quality of maintenance the 

structure receives also may hinge on the low visitation the park attracts, perhaps due to its 

distance from the newer, more populated areas of the city.  The large parking area that is 
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located south of the building was bordered with a native rock boundary.   Impacts from 

visitor vehicles and park equipment rendered it in fair condition. 

 
a. 
Figure 6.6.  Combination Building:  a) western façade of the structure. 
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b. 
Figure 6.6.  Combination Building continued:  b) parking lot border, south of the 
combination building. 
 
FOOTBRIDGES 

 Two footbridges (Figure 6.7) were constructed by the CCC to provide pedestrian 

crossing of Yellowhouse creek.  The north footbridge was located east of the swimming 

pool complex, and was closed to public use.  The footbridge was fenced off with chain 

link fencing.  The metal arch and associated wooden bridge decking were in good 

condition.  The footbridge abutments had weathered high water impacts, while the 

stanchions on both ends of the footbridge have several capstones missing.  Its closing 

may have been in conjunction with the closing of the pool facilities and the croquet 

courts.  Fencing off the footbridge possibly was to prohibit public access into 
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Meadowbrook golf course.  The expansion of Meadowbrook’s creek course also may 

have been a factor in restricting access to the north footbridge. 

The south footbridge, located west of the combination (concession) building, 

remained open to the public and was in fair condition.  The footbridge was much 

different from the north footbridge, as it was constructed from heavy wooden beams and 

native stone.  It was heavily trafficked due to its association with the disc-golf course that 

has been implemented on the southern portion of the park.  Although some of the 

capstones of the stanchions have been broken and removed, its overall appearance 

indicated that it has received a higher level of care and maintenance since its 

construction.         

a. 
Figure 6.7.  Footbridges:  a) north footbridge showing damage to stanchions. 
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b. 
 

 
c. 
Figure 6.7.  Footbridges continued:  b) south footbridge showing vandalism and damage 
to stanchions and support beams; c) south footbridge showing missing capstones from 
stanchions. 
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MEADOWBROOK CLUBHOUSE 

 A new clubhouse (Figure 6.8) for Meadowbrook Municipal Golf Course was 

outlined in the plans drawn up for the park.  The original clubhouse was removed and a 

new CCC designed clubhouse was erected adjacent to the existing golf course.  The 

structure included an exterior façade that was similar to that of the swimming pool 

bathhouse, with locker rooms and restrooms, sales/pro shop area, living quarters for the 

course professional, and a kitchen/dining area.  The plans also stipulated a large dance 

terrace off the eastern side of the building.  The structure itself was in good condition and 

receives heavy use in association with the golf course.  Due to the numerous repairs and 

renovations that were performed on the structure, the internal spaces in the building were 

impacted heavily.  The sales area (pro shop), men’s and women’s locker rooms, and the 

course professional’s living quarters were remodeled to meet changes in the operational 

needs of the clubhouse.  Over time, major changes were made to the external façade of 

the structure.  The wood shingle, gabled roof was removed and replaced with a flat roof.   

Although the external stucco motif of the structure remained, the main entrance, 

windows, and building sign were remodeled.  Presumably, the changes to the external 

CCC architecture were made to update it and make it more attractive to the golf course 

patrons in an effort to increase course use.  

 
Figure 6.8.  Detail drawing of the eastern façade of Meadowbrook Golf Course 
clubhouse, from plan sheet # 111. 
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PRAIRIE DOG TOWN ENCLOSURE 

 The enclosure wall at the prairie dog town was designed and constructed to 

contain the prairie dog population within the enclosure.  The wall consisted of a simple 

concrete footing with halite block mortared in place.  While a majority of the wall 

remains in place and is in fair condition, portions were removed and renovated in 2006.  

The rationale for performing the renovations to the wall stemmed from an effort by the 

City of Lubbock to make the appearance of the enclosure more attractive to the park 

visitors, as well as better retention of the prairie dogs.  A larger parking area and shade 

shelter were added at the time of the wall renovations to increase visitorship.       

ENTRANCE PORTALS 

 The East Broadway Avenue entrance portals consisted of stacked native rock, 

with a cut rock park sign.  While in good condition, a wooden park sign covered the 

original cut rock sign.  The portals did not appear to be damaged, most likely due to the 

sparse vegetation in the area and their setback from the roadway.  The I-27 entrance 

portals (Figure 6.9), originally positioned off Avenue A, appeared to have been modified 

from the size and shape as originally designed.  The entrance road apparently was 

widened and a portion of the rock portals removed.  The rationale behind the 

modification of the I-27 portal may have been for easier access for larger, more modern 

vehicles to utilize the entrance, easily passing each other at the same time.     
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Figure 6.9.  Plan detail of the entrance portal from plan sheet #39.   
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WATER AND WASTEWATER SYSTEMS 

During the CCC tenure at Mackenzie Park, several thousand feet of water lines 

were installed to service drinking fountains throughout the park, irrigation lines for the 

golf course, and prairie dog town, as well as pipelines to move wastewater from the 

buildings to the septic systems.  These septic systems and associated leach fields were 

installed to dispose of wastes from various buildings throughout the park.  No evidence 

of these structures was visible.  Since the CCC construction of the park, the use of the 

water and wastewater systems had been phased out and replaced with more modern 

utility systems.  The septic systems that served the restroom facilities in the various 

structures were replace after Lubbock installed a wastewater collection system and 

sewage treatment plant.  The water systems that supplied the structures, wading pool, and 

swimming pool were replaced, probably due to the buildup of chemical residue in the 

pipes from the high salt content in the municipal water system.    

DEMOLISHED STRUCTURES 

Over time, the City of Lubbock demolished and removed several structures and 

improvements the CCC erected in the park. The wading pool and its concession/restroom 

building (Figure 6.10) that provided toilet facilities for the patrons of the wading pool, 

were two of the structures removed from the park.  The CCC plan drawings from sheet 

#102 indicated that the wading pool and its concession building originally were 

designated for a location south of the swimming pool complex.  The location for the 

wading pool was changed at some point during the CCC tenure at the park to its final 

placement north of East Broadway Avenue, below the canyon rim, east of the keeper’s 
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residence and service area (Figure 6.10).  The shape of the pool was modified to that of a 

rectangle inset in a mounded earth platform. 

Aerial photographs (Figures 6.10) taken in 1970 (Fish, 2008), 1995 and 2000 

(City of Lubbock, 2008), and 2002 (Terraserver, 2008) illustrated the wading pool 

location, east of the service group structures.  The 1970 and 1995 aerial photographs 

showed the wading pool and its concession building, while the 2000 and 2002 

photographs do not show the concession building.  The concession building was not 

present in 2000 when archaeological research began in the area (Johnson, 2000).  Due to 

the scale used in the photograph, it was difficult to determine the condition of the wading 

pool at that time.  In 2003, the wading pool was removed to make room for the 

construction of the proposed City amphitheater.  The footprint for the amphitheater was 

relocated after an archaeological investigation (Johnson and Backhouse, 2002), revealed 

an extensive site at the proposed amphitheater location.  With better planning, the wading 

pool should not have been destroyed, and could have been preserved by the City. 
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a. 
Figure 6.10.  Wading pool:  a) enlargement of  key showing initial site location. 
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b. 
Figure 6.10.  Wading pool continued:  b) plan detail of the wading pool and its 
combination restroom building from plan sheet #102. 
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c. 

 
d. 
Figure 6.10.  Wading pool continued:  c) aerial photograph taken in1970; d) aerial 
photograph taken in 1995. 
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e. 

 
f. 
Figure 6.10.  Wading pool continued:  e) aerial photograph taken in 2000; f) aerial 
photograph taken in 2002.    
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No evidence remains of one of the four original vehicle bridge water crossings.  

The third water crossing, just south of Parkway Drive, allowed vehicle traffic to continue 

on through the park from the swimming pool and golf course area, past the Kitchen 

Shelter and pavilion (Outdoor Learning Center) and the combination building (now used 

as a concession building) to the Broadway Avenue entrance portals.  The water crossing 

was rebuilt using concrete and embedded steel, making it wider and raising the water 

crossing elevation above the creek, allowing traffic to continue on its original CCC 

pattern.   

The service area (Figure 6.11), located on the canyon rim, was demolished in 

2007.  The PSPFA removed the keeper’s cottage (originally used as an office for NPS 

personnel and later as the residence for the first park superintendent for park) and the 

blacksmith shop and garage.  A stone stairway that led from the service area down to the 

wading pool in the park was demolished by the City during the recent amphitheater 

construction.  The location was cleared of any CCC evidence.  A rock retaining wall 

remained in the vicinity, although it is being impacted by unchecked vegetative growth 

and lack of maintenance.  Photographs taken in 1998 (Blosser and Anastacio, 1998) 

illustrated the poor condition of the structures at that time.  These photographs, along 

with those taken in 2004, clearly showed that the structures were not in use, as well as the 

lack of conservation and maintenance.  Once the land reverted back to the PSPFA (it had 

been leased to the City), the buildings apparently were of no use to the PSPFA.  They 

were demolished rendering the service group building area to vacant ground.  The City, 

nevertheless, erected several large sculptures in front of the old county precinct building 

(just south of the service group site), as part of the entryway to the amphitheater. 
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Figure 6.11.  Plan drawing of the blacksmith shop at the Broadway Avenue service area 
from plan sheet #156.  

 

The lily pond (Figure 6.12), located east of the swimming pool along the creek, 

was removed by the City of Lubbock prior to 1998 (Blosser and Anastacio, 1998).  It 
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consisted of a native rock waterfall and grotto that fed the flagstone edged pond.  The 

pond contained various species of water plants (Figure 4.1c).  An aerial photograph taken 

in 1970 clearly showed the presence of the pond, while a photograph taken in 1986, 

shows no evidence of the lily pond (City of Lubbock, 2008).  No evidence of it remained 

and the area is landscaped today.  The cost of maintaining the pond and its waterfall and 

plant life may have been too great to justify preservation of the pond.   
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a. 
Figure 6.12.  Lily pond:  a) plan drawing of the lily pond from plan sheet #158. 
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b. 
Figure 6.12.  Lily pond continued:  b) enlargement of location key drawing. 
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c. 
Figure 6.12.  Lily pond continued:  c) aerial photograph from 1970. 
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d. 
Figure 6.12.  Lily pond continued:  d) aerial photograph from 1986. 
 
EMAIL SURVEY 

Of 61 surveys sent to park managers throughout the state systems in Texas, 

Arkansas, California, Nevada, and the NPS, 32 surveys have been returned, establishing a 

52% return percentage.  Such a low response percentage may cause problems with the 

reliability of the responses and diminish the validity of those who responded to the 

survey.  A response level below 60% usually yields survey results with low confidence 
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levels (Statpac, 2007:11).  A low level of response also may reduce the credibility of the 

survey and may not represent the target population properly (Knowledge Base, 2007:1).  

Low response rates may indicate variable levels of interest in the subject matter (Statpac, 

2007:12).   Low rates also may be indicative of perception factors that respondents gain 

some sort of satisfaction in completing the survey, and that those that responded may be 

motivated by different degrees or factors from non-responders (Donald, 1960:100).  The 

response rates also indicate those sent the questionnaire intrinsically may have used three 

considerations in determining whether to respond to the questionnaire or decline to do so.  

Those involvement considerations range from the respondents participation in terms of 

energy input, their understanding of the organizations policies and procedures, and their 

evaluation or loyalty to the organization (Donald, 1960:103). 

Based on this information and taking the career positions of the respondents into 

consideration, the incidence of non-response from the park managers is puzzling.   One 

would expect the managers to have a high involvement in the management and 

operations of their locations; an intimate awareness of the policies and procedures of their 

respective agencies as well as their individual locations; and be quite loyal to both their 

agencies as well as their parks.  Possible factors not taken into consideration are the 

amount of energy needed to complete the survey and the level of personal gain the 

respondents perceive. 

During the development and construction of the survey, efforts were made to 

ensure the length of the survey was not too long, and that it was not too difficult to 

understand the focus of the requested information.  It appears, however, that either the 

survey was too difficult to understand and too long to complete, or the respondents were 
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less involved or had diminished loyalty to the agency and its mission.   An examination 

of the responses from the state and federal systems illustrated this facet of the park 

manager responses.  One of the California State Parks showed that the responding 

manager only answered three general park information questions and the final question 

concerning the presence of a historic preservation branch in the agency.  This situation 

raised the question of the manager’s commitment to the park as well as the understanding 

of the park and its presence in history.  It also questioned the circumstances the manager 

might have been under when the survey was completed, i.e., the time factor. 

NPS RESPONSE 

The incomplete response from the parks in general negatively impacted the 

relevance of the returned survey.  The NPS parks, however, had a more frequent lack of 

response to various questions than the state parks.  In examining the responses from the 

NPS parks, two respondents failed to answer the first two question groups on original 

designation and current use, but then responded to the third question group concerning 

the structural condition.  Three NPS parks failed to report any overnight structures in the 

original construction and/or current use sections, yet reported their structures in good 

condition.  Three NPS parks did not report any visitor center/office structures originally 

built or their current designation yet indicated that their structures were in good 

condition.  Two NPS parks that failed to report the initial construction of any vehicle 

bridges, reported they had bridges in good condition.   

Three NPS parks failed to report any CCC trails yet reported their trail conditions.  

Two NPS parks failed to report any trail waysides yet reported them in good condition in 

later survey questions.  Two NPS parks failed to report any day use areas yet later 
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reported them in good condition. Three NPS parks reported their road conditions, but 

failed to report on the original construction of the roads.  Two NPS parks reported on the 

condition of their culverts without reporting the original construction of the culverts.  

Five NPS parks failed to respond to the defining characteristic question.  With a slight 

majority of the NPS park managers responding, the lack of understanding on the 

parameters of the questions may be a significant factor.  The incomplete response from 

the NPS parks, however, shed an unfavorable light on the significance and value 

perception of the park staff at those locations.  The non-response or incomplete response 

to the questions caused problems in determining an exact picture of the extent of CCC 

involvement at the various federal locations, and presented a confusing situation that 

questioned the perceived importance of the structures by the park staff at those parks.   

STATE PARK SYSTEM RESPONSES 

The manager of one Texas park failed to note the original designation of the 

concession building, while another Texas park failed to designate a museum building in 

the original use section yet indicated that it was still in use and in good condition.  

Initially, one Arkansas park that reported it had two vehicle bridges in use, did not report 

any vehicle bridges in the original use designation question of the survey.  One California 

park failed to respond to the park manager perception question as well as a majority of 

the other questions about the significance of the park and its CCC components.   

One may question the manager’s familiarity with the park, as well as the historical 

background of the CCC, and their concept of the importance of the CCC structures 

impact on the infrastructure of the park.  This aspect may indicate the lack of attention 
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paid by the park managers to the survey.  The accuracy of the designation of these 

structures being reported is in question.   

STAFF LIVING STRUCTURES 

As part of the second grouping of questions from the survey, the initial structures 

examined were the staff living quarters constructed by the CCC in the target parks.  The 

structures were constructed to house staff in remote locations and as a method of 

establishing site security for the parks.  These structures were integral components in the 

development and long-term care of the parks and their myriad resources.  When 

comparing the number of staff quarters structures to the overall impact at the individual 

location, they were but a small portion of the CCC site modifications.  At a time when 

motor vehicle travel was in its early stages and most CCC parks were located in rural 

areas, a majority of the parks throughout the national and state park systems utilized the 

staff living structures as part of the salary for the park superintendents and some staff 

members.  Of the 32 survey respondents, 44% reported 26 CCC staff living quarters 

structures, with 65% of the structures still in use as staff living quarters. 

  Structures were reported in good to fair condition.  As a grouping of structures, 

the staff living quarters seemed to have received a greater level of care and maintenance.  

This level may be due to the presence of park staff members, their spouses, and families 

utilizing the structures on a daily, continuing basis.  The staff living structures seemed to 

be a more significant factor to the Texas parks as opposed to the other state or federal 

parks.  Of the responding Texas parks, 57% had staff living structures compared with 

33% of the responding NPS parks. 
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OVERNIGHT LIVING STRUCTURES  

 Overnight lodging structures consisted of individual cabins, small group lodges, 

and several large group lodges.  These structures appear to be of more importance in the 

Texas system than in the other state and national systems.  These structures allowed park 

visitors to experience the park while not being required to provide all their outdoor gear 

and equipment.  This aspect probably helped to increase the use levels at those parks, due 

to reduced personal cost, more creature comforts, and enhanced outdoor recreation 

enjoyment.  By providing this type of structure, the CCC also may have been 

instrumental in the initiation and growth of the outdoor recreation industry, as well as the 

growth of rural communities adjacent to the parks.  This aspect may have influenced the 

location and positioning of some roadways for the Eisenhower Interstate System of 

highways, established in 1956, that were sited adjacent to several CCC parks throughout 

the state and federal park systems. 

The Texas parks indicated that 74 structures were constructed on their locations 

compared to 26 structures in the other state and national parks locations.  Of the Texas 

structures, 73 (98.6%) remained as originally designated, with most being in good 

condition.  The Arkansas system saw a 21% reduction in the number of structures still in 

original use, and in good to fair condition.  No CCC overnight lodging structures were 

erected in either the California or Nevada park systems. 

The development of overnight lodging structures in Texas is a significant aspect 

in the creation of the Texas park system as well as establishing the parks as a basis for the 

travel and tourism industry in the state.  The structures erected by the CCC are of a rustic 

design that incorporated native materials in an effort to reduce costs as well as provide a 
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quality product that would be pleasant short-term housing for park visitors.  Without the 

presence of affordable, yet pleasing lodging structures, visitors to the early Texas park 

system would have been forced to locate lodging away from the parks.  This aspect could 

have halted visitation to the early parks.  In today’s Texas parks, the rustic design and 

natural settings of the CCC structures attract visitors to relax in the quiet solitude of the 

parks.  At some parks, the cabins and lodges are in high demand during the entire year 

(Scruggs, personal communication, 2005).  They offer a variety not found in hotel chains 

or amusement parks.     

VISITOR CENTER/OFFICES 

 The construction and use of the visitor center/offices are similar to the living 

quarters and overnight accommodations in that they usually were the first contact point of 

the park visitor with the park’s facilities and staff.  The rustic design of the structures, 

coupled with the use of natural building materials, alluded to an experience different from 

the normal daily life of the park visitors.  Of the 14 responding Texas parks, half (50%) 

were located in rural areas, in close proximity to population centers while the remainder 

were located inside their town’s city limits.   

Six of the 14 Texas locations indicated that they each had had a visitor 

center/office constructed at their park, compared to six visitor center/office structures 

constructed at the 18 other state and NPS parks.  The number of visitor center/office 

structures built in the Texas parks (42%), outnumber those of the federal park systems 

(8.3%), but not the other state systems (66.6%).  The Texas structures were a more 

important factor to these parks than those in the federal park systems.  A majority of the 

Texas structures originally were situated at the main park entrance and often was the first 
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indication the park visitor had of the natural setting of the structures, as well as the first 

contact point with the park staff.  Over time, other structures were erected by the park 

system to control access to the park better and provide quality public service to the 

visitors.  The CCC visitor center/office buildings remained in use in those parks and are 

integral to the parks daily operation. 

Of the Texas respondents, 83% of the visitor center/offices were still in use as 

originally designated and in good to fair condition.  Within the other state park systems, 

75% remained in use as originally designated and in good condition.  Despite this large 

percentage, the low response rate from these states lessened the importance of these 

structures in the parameters of the survey.   

GROUP DINING AND RECREATION HALLS 

 The group dining and recreation halls erected by the CCC were vital resources in 

the early park systems and more so in the fledgling Texas system than in the other state 

or federal systems.  These structures provided large all weather meeting places for park 

visitors to meet with other family members, offer an area for large group meals, and an 

area for indoor recreation events.  The group dining and recreation halls are still a vital 

aspect of the parks and continue to provide meeting spaces for family reunions and other 

group events. 

The CCC was responsible for constructing two dining/recreation hall in one 

Arkansas park compared to building 11 dining/recreation halls in eight Texas parks.  One 

possible reason for the prevalence of these structures in the Texas park system may have 

been a collaborative effort between the park planners and Texas State Parks Board to 

construct a number of the halls to bolster visitation throughout the new park system.  For 
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the Texas parks system, five group dining halls were still in use and in good condition.  

The Arkansas park reported one group dining hall remained in use and in good condition, 

while five group recreation halls were still in use, in good to fair condition.  No group 

dining halls or recreation halls were erected in the California or Nevada park systems, 

and none reported for the NPS. 

Several reasons are plausible that would account for not constructing this type of 

facilities during the CCC tenure at the various NPS parks.  With the age of the NPS 

parks, these types of facilities may have been in place already, making new structures 

unnecessary.  Cost and the materials necessary for the buildings may have been a factor 

in the CCC not constructing the halls in the NPS parks.  Today, the NPS uses 

concessionaires to provide some services to the public, and that system may have been in 

place at the time to provide that structure and service for the public. 

OTHER ANCILLARY STRUCTURES 

 The number and type of ancillary structures is a mixture of structures that were 

erected for specific purposes and may have been intended for short term use.  Of these 

structures, the renovation and reconstruction of a 16th century Spanish mission in South 

Texas and the reconstructed Native American pueblo in a NPS park are the only reported 

projects undertaken on historic resources in the parks.  The Spanish mission is still in use 

as an interpretive structure, as well as by the local religious community for important 

holy days, and kept in good condition.  The same holds for the reconstructed pueblo.  

These structures appear to have fared better than most buildings in terms of care and 

maintenance. 
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The remaining reported ancillary structures are those that are used in the business 

operation of the locations.  These structures are few, being reported by only four of the 

respondent parks in the state park systems.  While still in use, these structures are in fair 

to poor condition.   

  The majority of the CCC ancillary structures reported by the NPS parks centered 

on providing basic infrastructure to operate the parks.  Most were still in use and in good 

to fair condition.  Those no longer in use were in poor condition.  Those structures 

deemed vital to the operations of the parks received better long-term care and 

maintenance than other ancillary structures.  They included restrooms, contact stations, 

maintenance buildings, flood and erosion control structures, and a well house.  This 

situation implied a higher level of care for those structures, as compared to the structures 

that may not be as critical to the mission of the parks.  Another issue may center on the 

building materials used for those structures in poor condition such as the dynamite 

storage shacks. 

While serving at Palo Duro Canyon State Park in Texas, a dynamite storage shack 

was located that was constructed by the CCC during its tenure at the park.  The shack 

consisted of a wooden clapboard building set into the canyon wall.  The face, door, and a 

portion of the side walls of the structure were exposed, while the remaining portion of the 

structure was hollowed out of the canyon wall, in the fashion of a dugout hut.  The 

materials used did not promote a long life of the structure, and with its location and lack 

of use, it would continue to deteriorate, much like the structures found in the NPS parks.  

If a question asking what the makeup and quality of the building materials incorporated 
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into the structures had been added to the survey, it would have been helpful in 

determining the extent of care necessary to maintain the structures.     

SWIMMING POOLS 

 Of all the responding parks, only two Texas parks and one Arkansas park, 

reported that the CCC had constructed swimming pools in their parks.  They are still in 

use, in fair to good condition.  Although the number of pools built by the CCC is a very 

small number, the Texas pools were of enormous impact on the local economy and the 

park’s annual visitation.  Both were located at parks in rural areas of the state, and 

apparently were a magnet to draw families from the area.  The TPWD visitation figures 

for those parks in the 1960s indicated large numbers of pool users compared to the local 

populations, averaging 175,680 and 16,198 visitors annually for a five year period 

(Scruggs, personal communication, 2005). 

PEDESTRIAN AND VEHICLE BRIDGES 

 The prevalence of pedestrian and vehicle bridges in Texas parks outnumbered 

those in the other state park systems as well as the NPS parks.  Based on the park 

responses, Texas had six pedestrian bridges (18.75%) compared to one bridge (3.1%) in 

the other state and federal systems.   The survey responses also showed that Texas had 

six vehicle bridges (18.75%) compared to five bridges (15.6%) in the other state and 

federal systems.  This trend highlighted the importance of the CCC work in the Texas 

parks in that the work they performed truly was a park building project, installing basic 

infrastructure needs throughout the Texas system.  The reasons for the prevalence of this 

type of infrastructure in the Texas system might have been the result of the park planning 

staff in laying out and developing the framework necessary to provide parks designed to 
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meet the recreational needs of the Texas system.  Design factors also may have been 

influenced by personal preferences of the design principles for the projects in Texas, 

availability of construction materials, or the expertise of the CCC workforce assigned to 

individual parks.  Perhaps the most plausible explanation is that in most cases, a team of 

architectural and engineering professionals were responsible for all the projects within 

specific geographic regions.   The majority of pedestrian bridges and vehicle bridges 

remained in use, with most in fair condition.        

TRAILS AND TRAIL WAYSIDES 

 Texas trails and waysides were a significant portion of the basic infrastructure 

installed at each location, and far outnumbered the CCC trail construction in the other 

state parks systems and the federal system.  Trail and wayside structures, then, were of 

greater importance to the building of Texas park infrastructure than in the federal or other 

state systems.  The trail work the CCC performed provided a structured recreational 

activity that exposed the scenic character of the parks on a more intimate basis.  The 

focus of the trail work gave Texas more to offer than the other state and federal systems, 

setting development patterns for future Texas parks.  Still important today, the Texas 

parks reported their trails were in good condition, with waysides in fair to poor condition.   

WATER AND WASTEWATER SYSTEMS 

 The construction of water and wastewater systems was of vital importance to 

providing basic amenities and public health protection to the state and federal parks.  

Without potable water and the safe disposal of sewage wastes, the parks would quickly 

become an unsafe environment for both park visitors and the natural resources at the park 

locations.  Most of the Texas parks were located in rural locations that were not close 
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enough to connect their systems to municipal water and wastewater systems.  The Texas 

parks relied on lakes, springs, and wells to provide water to the locations, while most 

parks utilized septic tanks and leach field systems to dispose of wastewater. 

A majority of the systems have been abandoned over time, with the Arkansas 

parks reporting their systems were in ruins.  Yet Texas parks and the NPS had two water 

systems each still in use in variable condition.  Plausible reasons for the abandonment of 

these systems may be the changes in water and wastewater system regulations since their 

installation.  While the CCC was not regulated in the type and method of water supply 

and wastewater disposal systems, current regulations from the Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA) and each state (e.g., Texas Commission on Environmental Quality) 

strictly limit the type and placement of water and wastewater system on a national and 

state level.  

PICNIC SITES AND DAY USE AREAS 

The installation of picnic sites and day use areas was a vital aspect in the 

development of the Texas parks, as well as the other state park systems.  They appeared 

to be less important to the development of the NPS parks.  Picnic sites in Texas parks 

seemed to be an important component of the park infrastructure, and as such are an 

integral aspect of outdoor recreation in the Texas parks.  These picnic sites were still in 

use, with most in fair condition.  Some of their day use areas remained and were in good 

to fair condition.  The CCC picnic sites and day use areas no longer were an aspect of 

Arkansas parks, but continued to be used in California, Nevada, and NPS parks.   
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ROADS AND CULVERTS 

 Throughout the early state and federal park systems, the CCC completed many 

miles of roads and associated culverts to allow access to various park resources.  Based 

on the number of miles constructed in the Texas park system and NPS locations, these 

improvements were critical to the development and use of the parks in both systems.  The 

road systems at all the park locations were an important factor in allowing the park 

visitors easy access to remote and significant natural areas throughout the various 

systems.   At Palo Duro Canyon State Park, the CCC was responsible for carving the park 

road down into Palo Duro Canyon, a feat that covered nine miles and dropped 

approximately 800 feet in depth. 

Today, the roads and associated culverts in Texas are maintained under a 

cooperative agreement with TPWD and the Texas Department of Transportation 

(TXDOT), with TPWD providing the funding for repairs and maintenance and TXDOT 

providing the actual maintenance work (Salinas, personal communication, 2007).  In the 

Texas park system, most of the roads and culverts are still in use and in good condition.  

Both Arkansas and NPS parks have CCC culverts in use and in good to fair condition.   

LANDSCAPED AREAS 

 Although the CCC completed extensive construction projects in the state and 

federal park systems, very little effort was put into modifications to the natural 

environment.  For those few parks in the state and federal systems, their landscape 

modifications primarily were in good condition. 

The extent of modifications in the state and federal parks was not clear, but work 

was completed that adapted portions of the natural areas to landscape forms that would 
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enhance the recreational use aspect of the areas while maintaining the ecosystem.  The 

CCC made changes to local park landscapes in an effort to protect the natural settings 

while maintaining habitats conducive to wildlife development as well as restore natural 

features to the landscape.  This focus allowed the use of native plant materials to enhance 

the natural landscape (NPS, 2000:1).  The prevalence of the CCC modifications and their 

current conditions spoke well of the amount and type of work done by the CCC.  Over 

time, the changes to the landscape that originally were planned and implemented 

continued to enhance the native landscapes.  These changes also provided needed 

infrastructure such as erosion control, areas for organized activities, lakes and ponds, and 

drainage modifications.     

PARK MANAGER PERCEPTIONS 

 By far, the most important portions of the survey were those sections that reflect 

the significance that is associated with the CCC structures.  These questions solicited 

perceptions, defining characteristics, and determined the presence, depth, and 

management practices set out by heritage management plans for the sites.  It also was the 

most disturbing portion of the survey in terms of the level of significance and value 

placed on the historic CCC structures by some park managers.  These park managers 

were the very people responsible for the care, maintenance, and management of those 

structures.  The questions provided insight to the park manager’s perceptions of the 

importance of the CCC improvements on their parks.  In Texas, 98% of the park 

managers considered the CCC construction at their parks as important to the park.  A 

good follow-up question would be to ask the park manager how he developed this 

opinion, and on what criteria he based his perceptions of significance.   
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In the other state park systems, four (67%) of the six park managers held the CCC 

impact on the park as significant to the parks presence, while one (17%; California) 

indicated that he did not deem the CCC improvements as important.  The response rate 

was too low to identify any trends of manager perception in those three states.  The 

response from the California park manager caused one to question the manager’s 

experience with the CCC program and its significance to the time period during which it 

was formed.  The NPS site manager’s responses were even more disturbing.  A 25% did 

not consider the CCC improvements at their parks as significant to the parks.  

Nevertheless, if Texas and the NPS represented the extremes (98% to 75%), the park 

managers in general would view the CCC improvements as significant for their parks. 

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS 

  Listing the characteristics of the CCC improvements that made them important to 

the parks generated a varied response.  In the Texas park system, the responses ranged 

across a wide spectrum of possible reasons, from the use of native materials, the visual 

impact, the park’s natural features, how the CCC improvements fit into the environment, 

the rustic features of the CCC structures, the historical importance, quality 

accommodations, to the craftsmanship of the structures.   

Responses from the state park systems included the link to the past, the creation 

of the park, function/preservation, historic value, and visitor services as defining 

characteristics.  Various unique characteristics were sited as significant to the CCC parks.  

The rustic design of the CCC structures was the most prevalent characteristic identified 

by the respondents.  The historical aspects, the next most common characteristic 

identified, highlighted the significance of the CCC structures, and as such, placed a high 
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value those structures.  Despite that value, their long-term preservation and conservation 

was not assured. 

PARK VISITOR PERCEPTIONS 

 Value placed on the structures by the park visitors is important in examining care 

and maintenance of the structures as well as visitor experience.   In addition to park 

manager responses, visitor responses are vital to establishing what significance is 

imparted to the CCC structures and improvements, and thereby placing a value on those 

structures.  In the Texas park system, only two (14%) of the 14 responding managers 

have indicated the park visitors considered the CCC structures unimportant to the fabric 

of the park.  These perceptions, coupled with the high percentage of the manager 

significance rating (98%), show a higher than average perception of the significance of 

the CCC improvements in the Texas park system, compared to the perceptions of the 

other state and federal park respondents. 

For the other state park system, 50% of the respondents held the CCC 

improvements in high regard, while the other 50% did not think the visitors considered 

the structures as important.  Such a low survey response (50%) precludes determining 

any trends in those park systems.   

The NPS response elicited from this question is as troubling as those garnered 

from the non-Texas respondents.  Of the NPS responses, 50% of the respondents view the 

visitor’s perceptions of the CCC structures as significant, while 42% did not.  Coupled 

with the responses to the manager perceptions of significance (7%), these responses call 

into question either the NPS manager’s knowledge of their visitor’s perceptions or that 
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the manager’s own perceptions may have influenced their thought processes negatively 

concerning their visitor’s consideration of the CCC improvements. 

PARK VISITOR DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS 

 A parallel question on defining characteristics for park visitors received a variable 

response.  Although the question was designed to focus on the park visitor’s perceptions, 

the responses may be clouded by the individual park manager’s perceptions of 

significance placed on the CCC structures and improvements.  In the Texas park system, 

the manager responses included such characteristics as craftsmanship, unique setting, 

historic value, rustic design, environmental fit, scenic layout, and it being a CCC 

structure.  One disturbing factor was the number of responses where no characteristic or 

unknown visitor characteristics were reported by the park managers.  Almost half of the 

responding managers (43%) did not know or list the defining characteristics as seen by 

their park visitors. One questions the familiarity of the park managers with the interests 

of their visitors, and conversely, the direction of the parks interpretive and educational 

programs in relation to the CCC programs.    

NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARK DESIGNATION 

 The National Historic Landmark program (NHLP) is a federal program designed 

to highlight and identify historic resources that possess exceptional value or quality in 

illustrating or interpreting the heritage of the United States.  Given that the NPS 

administers this program, the expectations would be a high number of NPS CCC parks 

stand as National Historic Landmarks.  Of the 32 responding parks, only seven (22%) are 

in the NHLP; of those, only three (9% overall) are NPS parks.  The CCC program and its 

influence on the state and federal park systems are significant in that it helped create sites 
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of value that provided affordable recreational facilities for the population as a whole 

during difficult economic times.  The improvements built by the CCC are indicative of a 

dramatic event that is symbolic of a great event in the history of the nation (Mackintosh, 

1985:9).   

Based on that perspective, the CCC parks meet at least two characteristics that 

would warrant the inclusion of a CCC park into the NHLP.  As such, one would expect 

more CCC parks to be National Historic Landmarks.  If a historic site is included in the 

NHLP, it automatically is placed in the National Register of Historic Places.  

Unfamiliarity with the NHLP criteria, lack of personnel trained in nomination 

completion, and budgetary constraints could be posited as reasons for the lack of 

consideration for the CCC parks.  As a federal program, however, these reasons should 

not be the case with NPS staff.  Another possible reason for non-inclusion may be the 

reality that once a site in included in the NHLP, restrictions on development, use, and 

maintenance, as well as conservation requirements may be stipulations for site 

management.  Further research into the nomination process and a series of in-depth 

questions directed to the park managers would help establish reasons for non-inclusion as 

well as assisting in promoting future nominations of the CCC parks. 

HERITAGE MANAGEMENT PLANS 

 Heritage management is a process used to identify historic resources, document 

their importance in a historic framework, and develop practices and programs to care for 

and preserve those resources.  The CCC parks are prime candidates for heritage 

management plans.  The CCC program has had a major impact on the state and federal 

park systems and that program now is part of the historic fabric of this nation.  
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Nevertheless, very few of the CCC parks have heritage management plans in place to 

direct maintenance and structural care programs for those CCC structures.  Of the 32 

responding parks, only eight (25%) have heritage management plans in place for the 

park.  This low percentage is a poor response rate at best, and an indicator of a lack in 

proper identification, care, and preservation for sites that should be considered of national 

historic significance. 

 Of the eight parks, only four (50%) have heritage management plans that identify 

specific structures or structural characteristics in their plans.  One would expect that parks 

with CCC improvements would delineate the structures clearly and the defining 

characteristics that are important to the historic fabric of the park.  Only six (75%) of the 

eight parks have plans that were developed using a template provided by the owning 

agency.  Six (75%) of the eight have plans that address long-term maintenance and repair 

issues. 

One vital factor in heritage management plans is the identification and 

management of activities that impact the wear and damage on historic resources.  

Attendant considerations are the identification of approved uses for those sites, 

occupancy levels, and the limitation of uses allowed on heritage sites.  Only three (38%) 

of the eight parks, have established allowable use types and levels as part of their heritage 

management plans. 

Another aspect of a heritage management plan is the identification of potential 

threats to the resources and of possible efforts to counteract those detrimental threats.  In 

order to identify potential threats, the development and integration of a disaster 

management plan into a heritage management plan can assist in determining potential 
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threats and mitigation efforts necessary to minimize those threats on the historic 

resources.  The responses varied in the identification of threats to the CCC structures in 

the parks.  Issues such as funding, structure age, workmanship quality, quality of care, 

vandalism, weather, and use of the structures have been identified by the Texas 

respondents as factors that may adversely impact the CCC improvements.  Neglect, 

improper use, erosion, changing agency needs, appropriate maintenance and repair, and 

environmental factors also are cited by the other state and federal park managers as the 

greatest threats to the structures.  The CCC improvements on the state and federal parks 

would benefit greatly from this type of strategy.  Identifying threats that may impact the 

improvements is a vital method to develop action plans to minimize the extent of damage 

that can occur to the structures.  Understanding the short and long-term issues that can 

affect the improvements, developing strategies and monitoring their effectiveness, and 

adapting those strategies as necessary are key elements in the creation of a heritage 

management plan that can greatly extend the life, as well as lessen the impacts on the 

historic resources.  

HISTORIC PRESERVATION  

A historic preservation branch of a park system can be effective in determining 

appropriate repair procedures and tasks for historic resources, developing standards of 

work and materials necessary to complete conservation work on those resources, and 

implementing and monitoring all aspects of the daily park operations that may adversely 

affect those resources.  The historic preservation branch also can provide consistency and 

continuity throughout a park system so that all historic sites and resources are managed in 

such a way as to ensure compliance with operational trends as well as regulatory issues 
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that may govern the operation and care of those historic resources.  Of the 32 responding 

parks, 29 parks (91%) stated that their agency has a historic preservation branch.  Based 

on the prevalence of a preservation branch, one would expect that the CCC parks would 

be considered within the focus of that branch and as such, would have heritage 

management plans in place.  Nevertheless, these historic preservation branches appear 

ineffective in developing heritage management plans for the CCC parks. 

MACKENZIE PARK SIGNIFICANCE 

 During the span of CCC activity, its workforce was responsible for the installation 

of 56 state park locations (CCCA, 2000:1) for the Texas State Parks Board, of which 30 

currently operate as state parks (TPWD, 2008:1).  The focus of the CCC projects 

throughout Texas was the design and development of basic park infrastructure, outdoor 

recreation facilities, and support structures, that eventually would become the state’s park 

system and the template for future Texas park development.  The CCC development in 

the Texas and other park systems usually included overnight facilities, road and utility 

systems, concession buildings, picnic areas, and landscaped areas.  With the exception of 

overnight facilities, Mackenzie Park reflected this developmental pattern.  Like most of 

the other state parks constructed by the CCC, Mackenzie Park consisted of basic park 

infrastructure components, roads, water distribution systems, wastewater collection 

systems, and drainage modifications, as well as visitor use facilities, concession 

buildings, park residences, and picnic areas.  The CCC also completed beautification 

projects within the park that were typical of a large number of CCC parks.  Landscape 

modifications such as waterway redirection, creek and lagoon restructuring, and water 
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features were common to CCC developments.  Finally, the CCC installed large grass, 

play areas, and tree/shrub plantings. 

Based on the results of the email survey, the CCC installed similar park 

infrastructure and visitor use facilities in the other state park and NPS systems.  Unlike 

the federal system, the other state park systems were relatively new within their states.  

The trend of similar park development throughout the nation was greatly influenced by 

the template of design and development processes from the NPS, as well as the use of the 

CCC personnel to construct the proposed parks in natural and historic areas across the 

country.  The NPS was a beneficiary of the CCC program as well.  The program allowed 

the federal system to expand its ability greatly to provide affordable recreational 

opportunities to its current and potential visitors.  The NPS also utilized the CCC to 

install basic infrastructure needs, as well as visitor use facilities and beautification 

projects.  Compared with the state systems, the federal facilities utilized the similar rustic 

designs and natural setting placements of its buildings and improvements, mirroring those 

implemented in the state systems. 

As a component of the Texas state park system, and as an example of the type of 

park improvements installed throughout other state and federal systems, the CCC 

developments at Mackenzie Park follow the nation-wide trend of development during the 

CCC program.  By using native, locally obtainable construction materials, similar design 

parameters, and natural settings, Mackenzie Park easily is identifiable as an example of 

the type and quality of work performed by the CCC.  As such, it fits within the criteria of 

significant and valuable historic resources, worthy of consideration for the NHLP 

program. 
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ENDING COMMENTS 

 The results of the various research processes provided information that 

highlighted the process responsible for the institution and development of the CCC 

program in Mackenzie Park, as well as the political background into the park’s history.  

As a whole, the inspection of the historical records that surround Mackenzie Park have 

established the uniqueness of the park and the steps taken to bring the CCC into the city 

of Lubbock to construct the park.  The impact of the CCC program on its enrollees and 

recipient communities is both immediate and vital due to the situation of the country’s 

economy and its people at that time.  These impacts have been long lasting.  The value 

and historic significance of the CCC program is unique in that no other park development 

program matches that of the CCC.  The significance of the CCC program demonstrates 

the program’s association with significant events that influence broad patterns of national 

history.  The CCC program can be associated with the lives of significant persons of the 

nation’s past.  It also has developed structures that embody distinctive characteristics to 

the type, period, and method of construction utilized throughout state and federal park 

systems.  The program and its physical results (i.e., the CCC parks), then, address the 

criteria necessary for inclusion of any historic resource in the National Historic Landmark 

Program and as such also on the National Register of Historic Places. 

 The results of the Mackenzie Park site survey provide two types of information 

concerning Mackenzie Park.  First, the document research of records has identified the 

difficulties encountered in the process to bring both local and national government 

figures to agree on the importance of establishing a state park in Lubbock.  It also has 
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illustrated the intricacies in the process that eventually helped establish the park in 

Lubbock, as a part of the fledgling Texas State Parks system. 

 The second aspect of the site survey has focused on the existing CCC structures at 

Mackenzie Park and the condition of those structures.  The survey shows that of the 30 

structures erected by the CCC, 10 (33.3%) have been demolished, three (10%) have had 

extensive renovations, three (10%) are no longer in use, and two (6.6%) receive limited 

use.  Those structures that are no longer in use receive little regular maintenance and 

repair activities.  Based on total number of structures and of those in regular use, 18 

structures (59.9%) experience negative maintenance and care.  The City of Lubbock does 

not have a heritage management plan to direct the care, preservation, and conservation of 

the CCC structures.  Based on the demolition and removal of the CCC structures in 

Mackenzie Park, Lubbock City officials do not value the structures, and fail to hold them 

as significant to the city’s history.  They may not be familiar with the circumstances 

surrounding the implementation of the CCC program, the impact it had on the local and 

national work force, or the unique design and workmanship of the structures.  All three 

characteristics make the CCC improvements at Mackenzie Park eligible for inclusion in 

state and national historic preservation programs.   

The results of the email survey provide a solid insight into the level of 

development that occurred in both the state and federal park systems.  One issue with the 

survey results arise from the small number of returned surveys from the non-Texas parks.  

With only two parks reporting from the other states, it is difficult to establish a trend of 

CCC development as well as maintenance and management.  A future survey that would 

garner a larger response from the park managers from those states would be beneficial in 
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establishing those trends for the CCC improvements in those states.  A stronger response 

pool would provide a clearer understanding of the significance and value of the CCC 

structures to the park visitors and assist in developing heritage management plans to 

guide the operations of those structures.  

A second issue gleaned from the survey responses is the number of CCC 

structures commonly found in the state and federal systems.  The structures designed and 

constructed to provide staff living quarters, visitor centers, overnight lodging facilities, 

and group recreation/dining halls appear to be more prevalent in the Texas park systems 

than in the other state systems.  These structures are extremely important to the business 

of providing recreational services to the visiting public.  In the early development stages 

of the Texas state park system, they are vital to the long-term growth of the system.  The 

Texas and NPS parks have many more staff living quarters erected than the other three 

state park systems, with a significant number remaining in use in fair to good condition.  

The reasons for the difference in care would be an informative follow-up topic for any 

future survey that may assist in determining the factors surrounding the management and 

maintenance of these structures.  Due to maintenance and care practices, the condition of 

the CCC improvements found in the state and federal systems tend to reflect a trend in 

the management of the structures and improvements built by the CCC.  The attrition of 

the CCC structures is disconcerting.  Over time, the Texas system has lost 20% of its 

CCC structures, while the other states have lost 19% of their structures.  The NPS has lost 

49% of their CCC improvements.  Based on the responses provided from the park 

managers, the structures have been removed or allowed to deteriorate because they are 

not held as valuable to the parks infrastructure.  
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A third issue brought to light by the survey appears to be a relatively weak level 

of value for the CCC structures and a low perception of their significance from the park 

respondents. Given the value imparted to the CCC improvements by the park managers, 

the lack of heritage management plans is contrary to those values.  Value, significance, 

and importance, then, do not correlate with or translate into the understanding of the role 

heritage management plans contribute to the preservation of the CCC aspects of the 

parks.   

A substantial number of park managers (25%) stated the greatest threats to the 

CCC improvements in their parks centered on a lack of funding for the structures, while 

15% stated that heavy use was the greatest threat.  Based on these manager perceptions, 

care and maintenance issues are driven by economic engines.  Heritage management 

plans can assist with these issues in that they can provide long-term strategies to lessen 

these impacts. 

Finally, the site survey and email survey confirm the significance of Mackenzie 

Park as a component of a consistent trend of developmental procedures and architectural 

characteristics common to other recreational sites developed by the CCC and operated by 

Texas, other state and federal park systems.  As such, Mackenzie Park exhibits the same 

design considerations and construction similarities found throughout the nation in CCC 

developed parks.  It also has a high level of value as an example of the CCC program and 

is worthy of preservation and conservation consistent with other important historical 

properties.  
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY 

 
The focus of this study has been to determine whether the CCC properties are 

being cared for and managed, and would these properties benefit from having heritage 

management plans to guide management, conservation and preservation policies, and 

activities.  The results indicate the basic answer to both research questions is yes, they are 

receiving care and being managed, and they could benefit from heritage management 

plans.  Maintenance and care of historic structures are vital components of established 

preservation practices for those structures.  Maintenance procedures and practices 

intervene between the negative aspects of the structure’s environment and the long-term 

viability of those structures.  The major intervention modes for the CCC structures are:  

preservation, restoration, conservation, adaptive use, and reconstruction.  Based on both 

the case study at Mackenzie Park and the email survey of CCC park managers, CCC 

structures currently receive preservation, restoration, conservation, and adaptive use.  

Preservation, conservation, and adaptive use are the most common intervention modes in 

use currently.  By definition, these terms clarify the types of care being provided for CCC 

structures:  1) preservation of a resource maintains that resource in its original condition; 

2) restoration is the process that returns the resource to its original condition; 3) 

conservation of historic resources maintains the structural integrity of the resource; and 4) 

adaptive use of the resource can transform the purpose of the historic resource to meet 

current building requirements (Fitch, 1998:46).          

Heritage management plans are effective tools that can be used to lessen the 

severity of detrimental impacts and control specific circumstances that affect historic 
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resources to preserve those resources for the education and enjoyment of future 

generations.  The implementation and use of heritage management plans are effective in 

providing guidance to identify, protect, conserve, and preserve non-renewable historic 

resources (Harrison, 1994:10).  A viable heritage management plan will:  1) identify 

historic resources, focus on authenticity and quality of the resources, and their 

distinguishing factors; 2) preserve and protect the resources, that safeguards their future; 

3) make the resources come alive to promote appreciation; 4) establish a niche for 

preservation of the historic resources in a modern city; 5) preserve their distinctive 

characteristics through implementing maintenance programs; and 6) develop partnerships 

to promote collaboration throughout the community. 

The structures and improvements developed by the CCC are significant in that 

they provide an example of an architectural style unique to the Depression era.  They are 

tied to a period of historical importance to the entire United States (Lacy, 1976:11; Mack, 

2003:236).  These structures easily fit within the requirements established by the NPS as 

historical resources worthy of protection under the National Register of Historic Places or 

National Historic Landmark programs.  As such, these types of structures are prime 

candidates for inclusion into heritage management plans that can direct maintenance and 

preservation strategies.    

DOCUMENT RESEARCH 

The information derived from research into the various document archives clearly 

establish the historical integrity and significance of the CCC structures built at Mackenzie 

Park.  Newspaper articles, dating back to 1934, lend insight to the economic state of the 

nation and local communities, as well as document some of the processes and 
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negotiations that aided in the establishment of a CCC camp in Lubbock for the 

development of Mackenzie Park.  The economic impacts of both the construction of the 

CCC structures on the park and of the funds spent in the local economy underscore the 

hard economic situations present in the Lubbock community during this time.  Lubbock’s 

participation in a nationwide program during a time of national interest helps in 

developing significance for the structures and establishing a value base for those 

structures.   

The research substantiated the processes undertaken to ensure the CCC’s ability 

to build the structures and complete the landscape modifications at Mackenzie Park.  

Those processes were:  1) process utilized to bring private lands under the control of the 

city government as well as the inclusion in the fledgling state park system; 2) political 

environment and processes that allowed the CCC to undertake the work in Mackenzie 

Park.  The plan drawings also provided a relatively accurate rendering of the design and 

placement of the CCC structures in Mackenzie Park.        

MACKENZIE PARK SITE SURVEY      

The site survey of Mackenzie Park and the CCC structures located in the park 

identified the various structures and improvements that were completed by the CCC 

during their tenure at Mackenzie Park.  As part of the nationwide CCC development 

pattern, the CCC performed landscape and waterway modifications, installed roads, water 

systems, wastewater disposal systems, undertook vegetation plantings, and installed park 

amenities in Mackenzie Park.  These basic infrastructure components were vital to the 

daily operations and visitor use for the park.  These infrastructure components provided 

the basis for the early state park system, and helped to create a unique recreational 
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opportunities for the parks.  It also set a starting point for the tourism industry in Texas, 

as demonstrated by the park visitation numbers for Mackenzie Park during its early years. 

The site survey centered on the existing CCC structures of the park, as well as 

demolished structures, from the park since its initial construction.  Comparison of 

digitized CCC plan drawings with existing structures and improvements verified the 

extent of remaining structures and their condition.  It also provided baseline information 

that helped in quantifying care and maintenance levels, and their effects on the structures.   

The level and quality of maintenance the structures receive clearly showed that a 

heritage management plan is not in place for the CCC structures, and that maintenance 

levels were not applied consistently to the structures and improvements.  Because 

heritage management plans consider the historic resources and their needs as well as the 

life term of those resources, a heritage management plan would be a vital component in 

providing for the long-term sustainability of historic resources. 

Results from the site survey at Mackenzie Park identified that of the 28 structures 

originally constructed in the park, eight (28.6%) have been removed and seven (25%) 

have had negative impacts due to a lack of maintenance and care.  The site survey 

identified a need for a viable heritage management plan that would identify the 

maintenance and care needs, provide a strategy to implement maintenance and repair 

programs, and guide preservation, maintenance, and long term development plans. 

EMAIL SURVEY   

The results of the email survey of state and national park managers concerning the 

extent of CCC involvement at their parks established a baseline of information that 

established the level of CCC development at each location, identified the current use and 
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condition of the structures, and determined management perceptions of the significance 

of the structures.  It provided insight to the park managers’ perceptions of the 

characteristics that were common in the CCC improvements and the value of those 

improvements to the parks and visitors.  The survey showed that the CCC completed 

significant landscape modifications and installation of basic infrastructure components 

throughout the parks in the state and federal park systems.  The CCC performed 

modifications to waterways and drainage systems, as well as extensive vegetation 

plantings in the parks.  It also showed that the CCC installed approximately 66 miles of 

roads and 47 miles of trails, which established traffic patterns, recreational trail use, and 

use areas in the parks.  Most of those roads and trails are still in use.  Since the CCC 

construction was performed at a time when few people had vehicles that would easily 

accommodate the entire family, the construction of the park roads is important in the 

development of the tourism industry.  The trails are an important factor in the recreational 

use of the park, in that it allowed the park visitor to experience the natural and cultural 

resources in a more intimate fashion. 

Among the major findings were:  1) the various care and maintenance levels 

being performed on those structures; 2) a diminished level of use for the structures; and 

3) a disturbing trend of removal of unused resources.  The Texas Parks System had lost a 

portion (20%) of its CCC structures, while the other state systems had lost a comparable 

amount (19%).  On the other hand, the NPS had lost 49% of their structures.  This one 

aspect of CCC structural removal seemed to indicate that the CCC improvement in the 

state park systems are considered more valuable than those built in the federal park 
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system.  This finding in itself was disturbing as the NPS is the managing entity for the 

NRHP program throughout the country.   

A perception based on the results is a lack of involvement and knowledge of the 

importance of the CCC structures as well as the historical background of the CCC 

program.  This perception may be the result of an ineffective education/training 

procedure that should be in place as part of a process of maintenance and preservation 

standards for recreation and historical property management professionals.  Another 

aspect is what could be construed as a profession-wide lack of management strategies 

that incorporate heritage management plan development and implementation for historic 

CCC structures.  A large number of both state and federal park managers stated that they 

did not hold the CCC structures as significant, and that they thought their visitors were of 

like mind.  This aspect is quite disturbing because a number of the park professionals that 

did not hold the CCC improvements as significant are part of the governmental 

organization that manages the very programs that are designed to protect just such 

historical resources.   

The CCC resources have received a level of care that continues to allow the long-

term use and sustainability of those structures.  They are benefiting from that care and 

maintenance.  Few established heritage management plans, however, are in place to guide 

maintenance programs and use patterns that would guarantee the long-term sustainability 

of the CCC improvements.        

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

 The CCC structures are significant to the historic fabric of the nation because they 

are part of a specific incident that was prevalent throughout the country.  Due to these 
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factors, the CCC structures in Mackenzie Park, the Texas and other state park systems, 

and the NPS are valuable to both the local community and to the country as a whole.  The 

extensive work performed by the CCC set developmental patterns and established a 

unique building design throughout the state and federal park systems.  The CCC was 

responsible for the installation of basic park infrastructure and amenities in those 

systems.  This undertaking, however, was at a more frequent level in the Texas park 

system as compared to the other state and federal park systems.  Because of their work in 

the Texas system, the CCC efforts were more important to the success of those parks, and 

as a building platform for the current system.   

 The findings illustrated a serious concern about the education and knowledge of 

the significance and value of the CCC structures among the managers entrusted with the 

management, care, and maintenance of those structures.  The relatively high removal rate 

of CCC structures throughout the park systems suggested a lack of appreciation among 

high-level park management personnel as well as governmental legislators.  Given the 

expectation that CCC parks would be flagship locations within the NRHP program, the 

lack of CCC parks in the NRHP program was puzzling.     

The second aspect of the CCC impact was that of the developed structures erected 

in the parks.  The CCC constructed numerous structures that were designed to operate as 

integral parts of the daily operation processes of the parks, and were vital to the long-term 

use of the parks.  These structures, such as visitor centers/offices, staff living quarters, 

overnight visitor lodging, and group dining and recreation halls, were installed as basic 

infrastructure components.  The CCC erected more of these basic park components 

throughout the Texas system more frequently than in the other park systems.  The staff 
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living quarters provided housing for park staff in the predominately rural park locations.  

The overnight structures allowed the park visitors to remain in the parks for extended 

periods of time, promoting a longer and more intimate recreational experience.  This 

single aspect of the CCC work in the Texas park system appeared instrumental in 

establishing the basis for the tourism industry in Texas. 

A logical progression from the surveys is to develop a more in-depth survey that 

will provide a larger respondent base.  A larger response base will assist in determining 

the extent of a perceived lack of knowledge concerning the significance and value of 

historic resources such as those constructed by the CCC.  A more in-depth survey can 

also be used to determine whether the lack of interest in the CCC improvements is a 

minor concern that can be rectified through an education process for heritage 

management professionals.   

 The second step would be to present aggressively the benefits of heritage 

management plans to both park management professionals and elected officials.  These 

are the groups that should be working to provide long-term management strategies for the 

historic structures they have been charged to preserve and care for by their constituency.  

Finally, heritage management plans should be developed and implemented that would 

provide an identification process for qualified historic resources, establish care and 

preservation strategies, and develop partnerships of local citizenry.  Elected officials and 

park management professionals then could work to care for and preserve historic 

resources effectively, such as the CCC structures and improvements found in state and 

federal parks.   
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APPENDIX A 

DATABASE OF MACKENZIE PARK PLANS AND DRAWINGS FROM TPWD 
MICROFICHE SHEETS 
MICROFICHE 
SHEET # 

EXPOSURE TOPIC DESCRIPTION OF WORK 

1 of 41 1 Cover sheet Master Plan 
 1a Key Locator map and legend 
 2 Base map Project 

 3 Utilities plan  Water, electric, and sewer with 
septic tanks 

 3a Development 
plan 

Pool and bathhouse 

    
2 of 41 4 Master plan Master plan 
 4a Base map Contour lines; individual jobs 
 5 Base map Contour lines; existing facilities 

 5a Channel 
Excavations 

Contour lines; creek divisions A-G 

 6 Channel 
Excavations 

Detail of existing, proposed creek 
bed 

 6a Utilities plan Existing, proposed water, sewer, 
electric service, roads 

    

3 of 41 7 Channel 
Excavations 

Creek excavation detail, section C-
G 

 8 Channel 
Excavations 

Creek excavation detail, section A-
B 

 9 Fine grading Grading contours; wading pool area 

 10 Road 
demolition 

Detail of roads to be demolished 

 11 Structure 
demolition 

Cut and fill, section drawings 

 12 Structure 
demolition 

Detail of roads to be demolished 

    

4 of 41 13 Structure 
demolition 

Detail of roads to be demolished 

 14 Road 
demolition 

Job 707 construction road removal 

 15 Roads Broadway entrance, road detail 

 16 Roads Avenue A entrance, detail and 
sections 

 17 Roads Job 164 road, parking east of pool, 
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MICROFICHE 
SHEET # 

EXPOSURE TOPIC DESCRIPTION OF WORK 

detail and sections 

 18 Roads 
Job 115 end; Job 134 start; detail 
and sections; road, parking, 
clubhouse 

    

5 of 41 19 Roads Detail & sections, overlook and 
combination building 

 20 Roads Detail & sections, parking area 
 21 Plot Plan Overall design 
 22 Park Roads Road detail, Ave. A entrance 

 23 Park Roads Road detail, continued from sheet 
22 

 24 Park Roads Section, culvert detail 
    
6 of 41 25 Park Roads Curve detail at water crossing 

 26 Park Roads Road, ditch, drainage, detail & 
sections 

 27 Low water 
crossing 

Road & culvert, detail & sections, 
at bridge 

 28 Plot Plan  
 29 Park Roads Road and culvert detail 
 30 Park Roads Job 105 road detail 
    
7 of 41 31 Typical sections Road sections 

 32 Low water 
crossing 

Detail & sections, ¼ plan 

 33 Park Roads Job 205A, road detail & sections 
 34 Park Roads Culvert detail & sections 

 35 Park Roads Cut & fill sections, road detail, 
Broadway entrance 

 36 Low water 
crossing 

Detail & sections, Broadway 
entrance 

    

8 of 41 37 Low water 
crossing 

Detail & sections, Broadway 
entrance 

 38 Main entrance 
Ave. A , detail & sections, with 
drawing 
 

 39 Main entrance 
portal 

Ave. A , detail & elevations, with 
drawing 

 40 Main entrance 
portal 

Sign, road sections 
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MICROFICHE 
SHEET # 

EXPOSURE TOPIC DESCRIPTION OF WORK 

 41 Keeper’s portal Broadway entrance, detail & 
sections 

 42 Keeper’s portal 
Broadway entrance, detail & 
sections, elevations, signage, 
culvert 

    
9 of 41 43 Fencing Overlook, prairie dog town 

 44 Fencing Cross sections, bathhouse & pool 
area 

 45 Fencing Layout & detail, boundary 

 46 Fencing Layout & detail, boundary, 
Broadway entrance 

 47 Fencing Service yard, plan & elevations 
 48 Foot bridge Job 168 plan, elevations & sections 
    
10 of 41 49 Foot bridge Plans, elevations, sections 
 50 Foot trails Profiles, golf course 
 51 Walks/curbs Job 159/189 plan & detail 

 52 Foot bridge Job 133 sections, plans & 
elevations, SE of pool 

 53 Foot bridge Job 110 sections, plans & 
elevations, E of pool 

 54 Foot trails Layout, cost estimate, Broadway 
entrance 

    

11 of 41 55 Foot bridge Plans, elevations, sections for rails 
and lights 

 56 Walks at 
wading pool 

Steps, plans, elevations, sections 

 57 Parking area Plans, sections, #3 by combo 
building 

 58 Parking area Job 179 A & B, plans & profiles 
 59 Parking area Job 164 E of pool 

 60 Parking area Racquet courts, pool, SE of pool, A, 
B, C 

    

12 of 41 61 Parking area A, B, C, elevations, profiles, 
sections 

 62 Parking area A & C, profiles, plans 
 63 Parking area A, plans, sections, detail for curb 
 64 Parking area A, plans, sections, profile 
 65 Guard rails Picnic shelter, Broadway entrance, 
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MICROFICHE 
SHEET # 

EXPOSURE TOPIC DESCRIPTION OF WORK 

sections 
 66 Guard rails A, B, C, detail, elevations 
    
13 of 41 67 Guard rails Sections, plans, elevations 
 68 Layout plan Overlook, golf course 
 69 Playgrounds North ball fields 

 70 Playgrounds Profile, sections, east & west 
parking 

 71 Drinking 
fountains 

Location, elevations, sections, base 
& top plan 

 72 Power line Layout, Broadway entrance 
    

14 of 41 73 Gas line Job 163 to combo building, profile 
& plan 

 74 Water supply Secondary & drinking fountain 
lines, S Broadway  

 75 Water supply 
Prairie dog town, secondary lines 
for ball fields & prairie dog town, 
north 

 76 Pipeline Job 182 secondary lines for ball 
fields & prairie dog town 

 77 Pipeline Job 172-143 secondary lines for 
picnic area, S Broadway 

 77a Water supply Water line calculations 
    
15 of 41 78 Pipeline Plans, profiles for picnic area 

 79 Pipeline Secondary lines, golf course, holes 
12 through 17 

 80 Pipeline Secondary lines, golf course, holes 
1 through 10, 11, partial 18 

 80a Pipeline Secondary lines, golf course, holes 
1 through 10, 11, partial 18 

 81 Pipeline Profiles, line B 
 82 Pipeline Profiles, lines A-F 
    
16 of 41 82a Pipeline Water line calculations 
 83 Pipeline Job 129 plan, profiles 
 84 Pipeline Location plan, east of pool 

 85 Water lines Riser detail, plan, picnic area, SE of 
pool 

 85a Water lines Plan, picnic area 
 86 Water lines Profiles, A through K 
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MICROFICHE 
SHEET # 

EXPOSURE TOPIC DESCRIPTION OF WORK 

    

17 of 41 87 Well & tank Tank, well & anchor detail, NE 
Broadway 

 88 Shelter Plans, elevations, sections, NE 
Broadway 

 89 Water project Water levels in creek 
 90 Water project Wells on property 

 91 Fire protection 
plan 

Surrounding properties, grass & 
field 

 92 Sewage disposal Job 176b plan, sections of tank & 
field, kitchen shelter 

    

18 of 41 93 Sewage disposal Job 176 plan, sections of tank & 
field, combination building 

 94 Sewage disposal Job 171 plan, detail, elevations of 
field and latrine 

 95 Latrine Job 169 plan, elevations, detail, 
sections 

 96 Sewage disposal Plan, profile, detail, sections, golf 
course & combination building 

 97 Septic tank & 
field 

Plan, soil log, detail, sections, golf 
course & combination building 

 98 Septic tank & 
field 

Plan, soil log, detail, sections, golf 
course & combination building 

    
19 of 41 99 Disposal field Job 113 plans, detail, east of pool 
 100 Septic tank field Plans, sections, profiles 

 101 Latrine Job 113, floor plan, sections, 
elevations, details 

 102 Wading pool Job 175 plans, detail, sections 

 103 Combination 
building 

Job 174 plans & elevations, for 
wading pool 

 104 Combination 
building 

Job 174 plans & elevations, for 
wading pool 

    

20 of 41 105 Combination 
building 

Job 174 plans & elevations, for 
wading pool 

 106 Combination 
building 

Job 140 floor plans at golf course 

 107 Combination 
building 

Job 140 plans, elevations, sections 
at golf course 

 108 Combination Job 140 plot plan at golf course 
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MICROFICHE 
SHEET # 

EXPOSURE TOPIC DESCRIPTION OF WORK 

building 

 109 Combination 
building 

Job 140 foundation plan, sections at 
golf course 

 110 Combination 
building 

Job 140 floor plan 

    

21 of 41 111 Combination 
building 

Job 140 exterior elevations 

 112 Combination 
building 

Job 140 door, window & sill details 

 113 Combination 
building 

Job 140 locker details, section 
details 

 114 Combination 
building 

Job 140 toilet, kitchen & ceiling 
details, gable sections 

 115 Combination 
building 

Job 140 wall sections, elevations, 
patio plan 

 116 Combination 
building 

Job 140 door detail, mechanical 
plan, roof plan 

    

22 of 41 117 Combination 
building 

Job 140 framing detail, wall 
sections, plot plan 

 118 Combination 
building 

Job 140 floor plan, door & 
foundation details, roof plan 

 119 Combination 
building 

Job 108a service yard, elevations 

 120 Combination 
building 

Job 108b terrace plan 

 121 Combination 
building 

Job 108 service yard, plans, 
elevations, cabinets & fireplace 

 122 Combination 
building 

Job 108 service yard, door & 
window details 

    

23 of 41 123 Combination 
building 

Job 108 service yard, foundation, 
floor & roof plans 

 124 Combination 
building 

Job 108 service yard, sections, 
details, elevations 

 125 Combination 
building 

Job 108 service yard, window & 
door sections & details 

 126 Bathhouse Job 139 floor & foundation plans, 
sections 

 127 Bathhouse Job 139 elevations 
 128 Bathhouse Job 108 showers & lockers floor 
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MICROFICHE 
SHEET # 

EXPOSURE TOPIC DESCRIPTION OF WORK 

plan & elevations 
    

24 of 41 129 Bathhouse Job 108 basket room plan & 
elevations 

 130 Bathhouse Job 108 plot plan 
 131 Bathhouse Job 108 foundation plan & sections 
 132 Bathhouse Job 108 floor plan 
 133 Bathhouse Job 108 elevations, wall details 
 134 Bathhouse Job 108 wall sections, toilet details 
    
25 of 41 135 Bathhouse Job 108 jamb & sill details 

 136 Bathhouse Job 108 mechanical & roof plans, 
details 

 137 Bathhouse Job 108 foundation plan & sections  
 137a Bathhouse Job 108 foundation plan & sections 
 138 Bathhouse Job 108 floor plan & details 
 138a Bathhouse Job 108 floor plan & details 
    
26 of 41 139 Bathhouse Job 108 elevations  
 139a Bathhouse Job 108 elevations 
 140 Bathhouse Job 108 wall & gable sections 
 140a Bathhouse Job 108 wall sections, elevations 

 141 Bathhouse Job 108 window & jamb sections, 
elevations 

    

27 of 41 142 Bathhouse Job 108 water & electric plans, 
wiring 

 142a Bathhouse Job 108 water & electric plans, 
wiring 

 143 Bathhouse Job 108 plot plan 

 144 Bathhouse Proposed Job 106 preliminary plan 
& elevations 

 145 Spectator 
shelter 

Preliminary plan & elevations, pool 
& bathhouse 

 146 Spectator 
shelter 

Preliminary plan & elevations, pool 
& bathhouse 

    
28 of 41 147 Shelters Job 170 key, sections, elevations 

 148 Shelters Job 162 foundation plan, details, 
sections 

 149 Shelters Job 162 elevations 
 150 Shelter area, Job 177 plot plan 
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MICROFICHE 
SHEET # 

EXPOSURE TOPIC DESCRIPTION OF WORK 

Broadway 
 151 Shelter area Job 177 foundation plan, sections 
 152 Shelter area Job 177 elevations, details, plans 
    

29 of 41 153 Picnic shelter Job 102 plot plan, table & bench 
details 

 154 Picnic shelter Job 102 plot plan, sections, details, 
elevations 

 155 Equipment 
storage house 

Preliminary plans, elevations, 
estimates 

 156 Service building Preliminary floor plan, estimates 
 157 Service building Sections, elevations 
 158 Pond-pool Job 132 locator, plot plan 
    

30 of 41 159 Tree 
preservation 

Job 102, Broadway entrance 

 160 Tree planting Preliminary, Broadway entrance 

 161 Landscaping Job 146 sections at water crossing, 
Broadway entrance 

 162 Landscaping Job 1254 location plan, east of pool 
 163 Landscaping Job 111 plot plan 

 164 Seeding/sodding Job 160 location, clubhouse at golf 
course 

    
31 of 41 165 Seeding/sodding Job 141/142 pool area, locator plan 

 166 Seeding/sodding Job 121 picnic area east pool, 
locator plan 

 167 Planting Job 156 combination building, east 
pool, locator plan 

 168 Planting Job 156 combination building, 
locator plan 

 169 Planting Job 156 locations 
 170 Planting Job 166 golf course, locations 
    
32 of 41 171 Planting Job 166 ball fields, locations 
 172 Planting Pool area, locations 
 173 Planting Ave. A entrance, locations 

 174 Planting Job 138 combination building, east 
pool, locations 

 175 Planting Job 116 Ave. A, locations 
 176 Planting Job 116 pool area, locations 
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MICROFICHE 
SHEET # 

EXPOSURE TOPIC DESCRIPTION OF WORK 

33 of 41 177 Planting Job 116 locations 
 178 Planting Job 116 locations 
 179 Planting Job 116 locations 
 180 Planting Job 116 locations 
 181 Planting Job 116 pool area, locations 
 182 Planting Job 118 location plan 
    

34 of 41 183 Planting Job 118 profiles, secondary water 
lines 

 184 Planting Job 706 Broadway entrance 
 185 Planting Job 706 bathhouse locator 
 186 Park & lands Park boundaries, outline 
 187 Abernathy lands Boundaries 
    
35 of 41 188 Drawings North of Broadway 
 188a No title Unable to read, poor quality 
 188b Master plan Broadway entrance picnic area 
 188c Master plan Broadway entrance picnic area 

 189 Master plan 
report 

General written information 

 189a Master plan 
report 

General written information 

 189b Master plan 
report 

General written information 

    
36 of 41 190 Master plan Drawings 
 191 Signs/markers Job 121 Ave. A entrance details 
 192 Fireplaces Job 143 plan, elevations, sections 
 193 Table/bench Job 155 foundation plan, elevations 
 194 Fireplaces Job 148 foundation plan, elevations 
 195 Table/bench Job 155 plans, elevations 
    

37 of 41 196 Drinking 
fountains 

Job 141 plans, elevations, sections 

 197 Signs Lettering detail 
 197a Signs Lettering detail 
 198 Signs Lettering detail 
 198a Signs Job 125 

 199 Drawing Lands north of Parkway Dr., east of 
Ave. A 

    
38 of 41 200 Profiles Job 120 section soil profile 
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MICROFICHE 
SHEET # 

EXPOSURE TOPIC DESCRIPTION OF WORK 

 201 Profiles Soil section profile 
 202 Bathhouse Job 108 floor plan 
 203 Profiles Job 120 soil section profile 
 204 Map Topographical 
 204a Excavations Channel fill/excavations 
    
39 of 41 205 Septic tank Plans, details, sections 
 206 Septic field Details (poor quality) 
 207 Overall plan Poor quality, unable to read 
 208 Park roads Job 505 hand drawn plan 

 209 Concession 
shelter 

Job 122 roof & foundation plans, 
elevations, sections 

 210 Concession 
shelter 

Job 122 plot plan, details, sections 

    
40 of 41 211 Utilities Layout plan 

 212 Concession 
parking 

Layout plan (poor quality) 

 213 Layout plan 
report 

Written information 

 214 City map Plat 
 215 Garbage pit Sections, detail 
 216 Master plan Job 706 layout 
    

41 of 41 217 Combination 
building 

Preliminary drawing (poor quality) 
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APPENDIX B 
 

DATABASE OF MACKENZIE PARK PLANS AND DRAWINGS FROM TSLAC 
DIGITAL FILES 
Digital File 
Name 

Plan 
Sheet 

File 
Location

Topic  Description of Work 

SP52_1.tif 1 DVD 1 
of 12 Cover sheet Master Plan 

SP52_1A.tif 1a DVD 1 
of 12 Key Locator map and legend 

SP52_2.tif 2 DVD 1 
of 12 Base map Project 

SP52_3.tif 3 DVD 1 
of 12 Utilities plan Water, electric, and sewer 

with septic tanks 
SP52_3A.tif 3a DVD 1 

of 12 
Development 
plan 

Pool and bathhouse 

SP52_4.tif 4 DVD 1 
of 12 Master plan Master plan 

SP52_4A.tif 4a DVD 1 
of 12 Base map Contour lines; individual jobs 

SP52_5.tif 5 DVD 1 
of 12 Base map Contour lines; existing 

facilities 
SP52_5A.tif 65a DVD 1 

of 12 
Channel 
Excavations 

Contour lines; creek divisions 
A-G 

SP52_6.tif 6 DVD 1 
of 12 

Channel 
Excavations 

Detail of existing, proposed 
creek bed 

SP52_6A.tif 6a DVD 1 
of 12 Utilities plan Existing, proposed water, 

sewer, electric service, roads 
SP52_7.tif 7 DVD 1 

of 12 
Channel 
Excavations 

Creek excavation detail, 
section C-G 

SP52_8.tif 8 DVD 1 
of 12 

Channel 
Excavations 

Creek excavation detail, 
section A-B 

SP52_9.tif 9 DVD 1 
of 12 Fine grading Grading contours; wading 

pool area 
SP52_10.tif 10 DVD 1 

of 12 
Road 
demolition 

Detail of roads to be 
demolished 

SP52_11.tif 11 DVD 1 
of 12 

Structure 
demolition 

Cut and fill, section drawings 

SP52_12.tif 12 DVD 1 
of 12 

Structure 
demolition 

Detail of roads to be 
demolished 

SP52_13.tif 13 DVD 1 
of 12 

Structure 
demolition 

Detail of roads to be 
demolished 

SP52_14.tif 14 DVD 1 
of 12 

Road 
demolition 

Job 707 construction road 
removal 
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Digital File 
Name 

Plan 
Sheet 

File 
Location

Topic  Description of Work 

SP52_15.tif 15 DVD 2 
of 12 Roads Broadway entrance, road 

detail 
SP52_16.tif 16 DVD 2 

of 12 Roads Avenue A entrance, detail and 
sections 

SP52_17.tif 17 DVD 2 
of 12 Roads Job 164 road, parking east of 

pool, detail and sections 
SP52_18.tif 18 DVD 2 

of 12 
Roads Job 115 end; Job 134 start; 

detail and sections; road, 
parking, clubhouse 

SP52_19.tif 19 DVD 2 
of 12 Roads Detail & sections, overlook 

and combination building 
SP52_20.tif 20 DVD 2 

of 12 Roads Detail & sections, parking 
area 

SP52_21.tif 21 DVD 2 
of 12 Plot Plan Overall design 

SP52_22.tif 22 DVD 2 
of 12 Park Roads Road detail, Ave. A entrance 

SP52_23.tif 23 DVD 2 
of 12 

Park Roads Road detail, continued from 
sheet 22 

SP52_24.tif 24 DVD 2 
of 12 

Park Roads Section, culvert detail 

SP52_25.tif 25 DVD 2 
of 12 

Park Roads Curve detail at water crossing 

SP52_26.tif 26 DVD 2 
of 12 

Park Roads Road, ditch, drainage, detail 
& sections 

SP52_27.tif 27 DVD 2 
of 12 

Low water 
crossing 

Road & culvert, detail & 
sections, at bridge 

SP52_28.tif 28 DVD 2 
of 12 Plot Plan  

SP52_29.tif 29 DVD 2 
of 12 

Park Roads Road and culvert detail 

SP52_30.tif 30 DVD 2 
of 12 

Park Roads Job 105 road detail 

SP52_31.tif 31 DVD 2 
of 12 Typical sections Road sections 

SP52_32.tif 32 DVD 2 
of 12 

Low water 
crossing 

Detail & sections, ¼ plan 

SP52_33.tif 33 DVD 2 
of 12 

Park Roads Job 205A, road detail & 
sections 

SP52_34.tif 34 DVD 3 
of 12 

Park Roads Culvert detail & sections 
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Digital File 
Name 

Plan 
Sheet 

File 
Location

Topic  Description of Work 

SP52_35.tif 35 DVD 3 
of 12 

Park Roads Cut & fill sections, road 
detail, Broadway entrance 

SP52_36.tif 36 DVD 3 
of 12 

Low water 
crossing 

Detail & sections, Broadway 
entrance 

SP52_37.tif 37 DVD 3 
of 12 

Low water 
crossing 

Detail & sections, Broadway 
entrance 

SP52_38.tif 38 DVD 3 
of 12 Main entrance 

Ave. A , detail & sections, 
with drawing 
 

SP52_39.tif 39 DVD 3 
of 12 

Main entrance 
portal 

Ave. A , detail & elevations, 
with drawing 

SP52_40.tif 40 DVD 3 
of 12 

Main entrance 
portal 

Sign, road sections 

SP52_41.tif 41 DVD 3 
of 12 Keeper’s portal Broadway entrance, detail & 

sections 
SP52_42.tif 42 DVD 3 

of 12 
Keeper’s portal Broadway entrance, detail & 

sections, elevations, signage, 
culvert 

SP52_43.tif 43 DVD 3 
of 12 Fencing Overlook, prairie dog town 

SP52_44.tif 44 DVD 3 
of 12 

Fencing Cross sections, bathhouse & 
pool area 

SP52_45.tif 45 DVD 3 
of 12 

Fencing Layout & detail, boundary 

SP52_46.tif 46 DVD 3 
of 12 

Fencing Layout & detail, boundary, 
Broadway entrance 

SP52_47.tif 47 DVD 3 
of 12 

Fencing Service yard, plan & 
elevations 

SP52_48.tif 48 DVD 3 
of 12 Foot bridge Job 168 plan, elevations & 

sections 
SP52_49.tif 49 DVD 3 

of 12 Foot bridge Plans, elevations, sections 

SP52_50.tif 50 DVD 3 
of 12 Foot trails Profiles, golf course 

SP52_51.tif 51 DVD 3 
of 12 

Foot bridge Job 133 sections, plans & 
elevations, SE of pool 

SP52_52.tif 52 DVD 3 
of 12 

Foot bridge Job 110 sections, plans & 
elevations, E of pool 

SP52_53.tif 53 DVD 3 
of 12 Foot trails Layout, cost estimate, 

Broadway entrance 
SP52_54.tif 54 DVD 4 

of 12 Foot bridge Plans, elevations, sections 
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Digital File 
Name 

Plan 
Sheet 

File 
Location

Topic  Description of Work 

SP52_55.tif 55 DVD 4 
of 12 Foot bridge Plans, elevations, sections for 

rails and lights 
SP52_56.tif 56 DVD 4 

of 12 
Walks at 
wading pool 

Steps, plans, elevations, 
sections 

SP52_57.tif 57 DVD 4 
of 12 Parking area Plans, sections, #3 by combo 

building 
SP52_58.tif 58 DVD 4 

of 12 
Parking area Job 179 A & B, plans & 

profiles 
SP52_59.tif 59 DVD 4 

of 12 
Parking area Job 164 E of pool 

SP52_60.tif 60 DVD 4 
of 12 

Parking area Racquet courts, pool, SE of 
pool, A, B, C 

SP52_61.tif 61 DVD 4 
of 12 

Parking area A, B, C, elevations, profiles, 
sections 

SP52_62.tif 62 DVD 4 
of 12 

Parking area A & C, profiles, plans 

SP52_63.tif 63 DVD 4 
of 12 

Parking area A, plans, sections, detail for 
curb 

SP52_64.tif 64 DVD 4 
of 12 

Parking area A, plans, sections, profile 

SP52_65.tif 65 DVD 4 
of 12 Guard rails Picnic shelter, Broadway 

entrance, sections 
SP52_66.tif 66 DVD 4 

of 12 
Guard rails A, B, C, detail, elevations 

SP52_67.tif 67 DVD 4 
of 12 Guard rails Sections, plans, elevations 

SP52_68.tif 68 DVD 4 
of 12 Layout plan Overlook, golf course 

SP52_69.tif 69 DVD 4 
of 12 Playgrounds North ball fields 

SP52_70.tif 70 DVD 4 
of 12 Playgrounds Profile, sections, east & west 

parking 
SP52_71.tif 71 DVD 5 

of 12 
Drinking 
fountains 

Location, elevations, sections, 
base & top plan 

SP52_72.tif 72 DVD 5 
of 12 Power line Layout, Broadway entrance 

SP52_73.tif 73 DVD 5 
of 12 Gas line Job 163 to combo building, 

profile & plan 
SP52_74.tif 74 DVD 5 

of 12 Water supply Secondary & drinking 
fountain lines, S Broadway  
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Digital File 
Name 

Plan 
Sheet 

File 
Location

Topic  Description of Work 

SP52_75.tif 75 DVD 5 
of 12 Water supply 

Prairie dog town, secondary 
lines for ball fields & prairie 
dog town, north 

SP52_76.tif 76 DVD 5 
of 12 Pipeline Job 182 secondary lines for 

ball fields & prairie dog town 
SP52_77.tif 77 DVD 5 

of 12 Pipeline Job 172-143 secondary lines 
for picnic area, S Broadway 

SP52_78.tif 78 DVD 5 
of 12 

Pipeline Plans, profiles for picnic area 

SP52_79.tif 79 DVD 5 
of 12 

Pipeline Secondary lines, golf course, 
holes 12 through 17 

SP52_80.tif 80 DVD 5 
of 12 

Pipeline Secondary lines, golf course, 
holes 1 through 10, 11, partial 
18 

SP52_80A.tif 80a DVD 5 
of 12 

Pipeline Secondary lines, golf course, 
holes 1 through 10, 11, partial 
18 

SP52_81.tif 81 DVD 5 
of 12 

Pipeline Profiles, line B 

SP52_82.tif 82 DVD 5 
of 12 

Pipeline Profiles, lines A-F 

SP52_83.tif 83 DVD 5 
of 12 

Pipeline Job 129 plan, profiles 

SP52_84.tif 84 DVD 5 
of 12 

Pipeline Location plan, east of pool 

SP52_85.tif 85 DVD 5 
of 12 Water lines Riser detail, plan, picnic area, 

SE of pool 
SP52_86.tif 86 DVD 5 

of 12 
Water lines Profiles, A through K 

SP52_87.tif 87 DVD 5 
of 12 Well & tank Tank, well & anchor detail, 

NE Broadway 
SP52_88.tif 88 DVD 5 

of 12 Shelter Plans, elevations, sections, 
NE Broadway 

SP52_89.tif 89 DVD 6 
of 12 Water project Water levels in creek 

SP52_90.tif 90 DVD 6 
of 12 Water project Wells on property 

SP52_91.tif 91 DVD 6 
of 12 

Fire protection 
plan 

Surrounding properties, grass 
& field 

SP52_92.tif 92 DVD 6 
of 12 Sewage disposal Job 176b plan, sections of 

tank & field, kitchen shelter 
SP52_93.tif 93 DVD 6 

of 12 
Sewage disposal Job 176 plan, sections of tank 

& field, combination building 
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Digital File 
Name 

Plan 
Sheet 

File 
Location

Topic  Description of Work 

SP52_94.tif 94 DVD 6 
of 12 

Sewage disposal Job 171 plan, detail, 
elevations of field and latrine 

SP52_95.tif 95 DVD 6 
of 12 Latrine Job 169 plan, elevations, 

detail, sections 
SP52_96.tif 96 DVD 6 

of 12 Sewage disposal
Plan, profile, detail, sections, 
golf course & combination 
building 

SP52_97.tif 97 DVD 6 
of 12 Septic tank & 

field 

Plan, soil log, detail, sections, 
golf course & combination 
building 

SP52_98.tif 98 DVD 6 
of 12 Septic tank & 

field 

Plan, soil log, detail, sections, 
golf course & combination 
building 

SP52_99.tif 99 DVD 6 
of 12 Disposal field Job 113 plans, detail, east of 

pool 
SP52_100.tif 100 DVD 6 

of 12 Septic tank field Plans, sections, profiles 

SP52_101.tif 101 DVD 6 
of 12 Latrine Job 113, floor plan, sections, 

elevations, details 
SP52_102.tif 102 DVD 6 

of 12 Wading pool Job 175 plans, detail, sections 

SP52_103.tif 103 DVD 6 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 174 plans & elevations, 
for wading pool 

SP52_104.tif 104 DVD 6 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 174 plans & elevations, 
for wading pool 

SP52_105.tif 105 DVD 6 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 174 plans & elevations, 
for wading pool 

SP52_106.tif 106 DVD 6 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 140 floor plans at golf 
course 

SP52_107.tif 107 DVD 7 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 140 plans, elevations, 
sections at golf course 

SP52_108.tif 108 DVD 7 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 140 plot plan at golf 
course 

SP52_109.tif 109 DVD 7 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 140 foundation plan, 
sections at golf course 

SP52_110.tif 110 DVD 7 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 140 floor plan 

SP52_111.tif 111 DVD 7 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 140 exterior elevations 

SP52_112.tif 112 DVD 7 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 140 door, window & sill 
details 

SP52_113.tif 113 DVD 7 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 140 locker details, section 
details 
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Digital File 
Name 

Plan 
Sheet 

File 
Location

Topic  Description of Work 

SP52_114.tif 114 DVD 7 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 140 toilet, kitchen & 
ceiling details, gable sections 

SP52_115.tif 115 DVD 7 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 140 wall sections, 
elevations, patio plan 

SP52_116.tif 116 DVD 7 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 140 door detail, 
mechanical plan, roof plan 

SP52_117.tif 117 DVD 7 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 140 framing detail, wall 
sections, plot plan 

SP52_118.tif 118 DVD 7 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 140 floor plan, door & 
foundation details, roof plan 

SP52_119.tif 119 DVD 7 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 108a service yard, 
elevations 

SP52_120.tif 120 DVD 7 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 108b terrace plan 

SP52_121.tif 121 DVD 7 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 108 service yard, plans, 
elevations, cabinets & 
fireplace 

SP52_122.tif 122 DVD 7 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 108 service yard, door & 
window details 

SP52_123.tif 123 DVD 7 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 108 service yard, 
foundation, floor & roof plans 

SP52_124.tif 124 DVD 7 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 108 service yard, sections, 
details, elevations 

SP52_125.tif 125 DVD 8 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Job 108 service yard, window 
& door sections & details 

SP52_126.tif 126 DVD 8 
of 12 Bathhouse Job 139 floor & foundation 

plans, sections 
SP52_127.tif 127 DVD 8 

of 12 
Bathhouse Job 139 elevations 

SP52_128.tif 128 DVD 8 
of 12 

Bathhouse Job 108 showers & lockers 
floor plan & elevations 

SP52_129.tif 129 DVD 8 
of 12 

Bathhouse Job 108 basket room plan & 
elevations 

SP52_130.tif 130 DVD 8 
of 12 

Bathhouse Job 108 plot plan 

SP52_131.tif 131 DVD 8 
of 12 

Bathhouse Job 108 foundation plan & 
sections 

SP52_132.tif 132 DVD 8 
of 12 

Bathhouse Job 108 floor plan 

SP52_133.tif 133 DVD 8 
of 12 

Bathhouse Job 108 elevations, wall 
details 
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Digital File 
Name 

Plan 
Sheet 

File 
Location

Topic  Description of Work 

SP52_134.tif 134 DVD 8 
of 12 

Bathhouse Job 108 wall sections, toilet 
details 

SP52_135.tif 135 DVD 8 
of 12 

Bathhouse Job 108 jamb & sill details 

SP52_136.tif 136 DVD 8 
of 12 

Bathhouse Job 108 mechanical & roof 
plans, details 

SP52_137.tif 137 DVD 8 
of 12 

Bathhouse Job 108 foundation plan & 
sections  

SP52_138.tif 138 DVD 8 
of 12 

Bathhouse Job 108 floor plan & details 

SP52_139.tif 139 DVD 8 
of 12 

Bathhouse Job 108 elevations  

SP52_140.tif 140 DVD 8 
of 12 

Bathhouse Job 108 wall & gable sections 

SP52_141.tif 141 DVD 8 
of 12 

Bathhouse Job 108 window & jamb 
sections, elevations 

SP52_142.tif 142 DVD 9 
of 12 

Bathhouse Job 108 water & electric 
plans, wiring 

SP52_143.tif 143 DVD 9 
of 12 

Bathhouse Job 108 plot plan 

SP52_144.tif 144 DVD 9 
of 12 

Bathhouse Proposed Job 106 preliminary 
plan & elevations 

SP52_145.tif 145 DVD 9 
of 12 

Spectator 
shelter 

Preliminary plan & 
elevations, pool & bathhouse 

SP52_146.tif 146 DVD 9 
of 12 

Spectator 
shelter 

Preliminary plan & 
elevations, pool & bathhouse 

SP52_147.tif 147 DVD 9 
of 12 Shelters Job 170 key, sections, 

elevations 
SP52_148.tif 148 DVD 9 

of 12 
Shelters Job 162 foundation plan, 

details, sections 
SP52_149.tif 149 DVD 9 

of 12 
Shelters Job 162 elevations 

SP52_150.tif 150 DVD 9 
of 12 

Shelter area, 
Broadway 

Job 177 plot plan 

SP52_151.tif 151 DVD 9 
of 12 

Shelter area Job 177 foundation plan, 
sections 

SP52_152.tif 152 DVD 9 
of 12 

Shelter area Job 177 elevations, details, 
plans 

SP52_153.tif 153 DVD 9 
of 12 Picnic shelter Job 102 plot plan, table & 

bench details 
SP52_154.tif 154 DVD 9 

of 12 Picnic shelter Job 102 plot plan, sections, 
details, elevations 
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Digital File 
Name 

Plan 
Sheet 

File 
Location

Topic  Description of Work 

SP52_155.tif 155 DVD 9 
of 12 

Equipment 
storage house 

Preliminary plans, elevations, 
estimates 

SP52_156.tif 156 DVD 9 
of 12 Service building Preliminary floor plan, 

estimates 
SP52_157.tif 157 DVD 9 

of 12 Service building Sections, elevations 

SP52_158.tif 158 DVD 9 
of 12 Pond-pool Job 132 locator, plot plan 

SP52_159.tif 159 DVD 9 
of 12 

Tree 
preservation 

Job 102, Broadway entrance 

SP52_160.tif 160 DVD 10 
of 12 Tree planting Preliminary, Broadway 

entrance 
SP52_161.tif 161 DVD 10 

of 12 Landscaping Job 146 sections at water 
crossing, Broadway entrance 

SP52_162.tif 162 DVD 10 
of 12 

Landscaping Job 1254 location plan, east of 
pool 

SP52_163.tif 163 DVD 10 
of 12 

Landscaping Job 111 plot plan 

SP52_164.tif 164 DVD 10 
of 12 Seeding/sodding Job 160 location, clubhouse at 

golf course 
SP52_165.tif 165 DVD 10 

of 12 
Seeding/sodding Job 141/142 pool area, locator 

plan 
SP52_166.tif 166 DVD 10 

of 12 
Seeding/sodding Job 121 picnic area east pool, 

locator plan 
SP52_167.tif 167 DVD 10 

of 12 Planting Job 156 combination building, 
east pool, locator plan 

SP52_168.tif 168 DVD 10 
of 12 

Planting Job 156 combination building, 
locator plan 

SP52_169.tif 169 DVD 10 
of 12 

Planting Job 156 locations 

SP52_170.tif 170 DVD 10 
of 12 

Planting Job 166 golf course, locations 

SP52_171.tif 171 DVD 10 
of 12 

Planting Job 166 ball fields, locations 

SP52_172.tif 172 DVD 10 
of 12 

Planting Pool area, locations 

SP52_173.tif 173 DVD 10 
of 12 

Planting Ave. A entrance, locations 

SP52_174.tif 174 DVD 10 
of 12 

Planting Job 138 combination building, 
east pool, locations 

SP52_175.tif 175 DVD 10 
of 12 

Planting Job 116 Ave. A, locations 
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Digital File 
Name 

Plan 
Sheet 

File 
Location

Topic  Description of Work 

SP52_176.tif 176 DVD 10 
of 12 

Planting Job 116 pool area, locations 

SP52_177.tif 177 DVD 10 
of 12 

Planting Job 116 locations 

SP52_178.tif 178 DVD 11 
of 12 

Planting Job 116 locations 

SP52_179.tif 179 DVD 11 
of 12 

Planting Job 116 locations 

SP52_180.tif 180 DVD 11 
of 12 

Planting Job 116 locations 

SP52_181.tif 181 DVD 11 
of 12 

Planting Job 116 pool area, locations 

SP52_182.tif 182 DVD 11 
of 12 

Planting Job 118 location plan 

SP52_183.tif 183 DVD 11 
of 12 

Planting Job 118 profiles, secondary 
water lines 

SP52_184.tif 184 DVD 11 
of 12 

Planting Job 706 Broadway entrance 

SP52_185.tif 185 DVD 11 
of 12 

Planting Job 706 bathhouse locator 

SP52_186.tif 186 DVD 11 
of 12 Park & lands Park boundaries, outline 

SP52_187.tif 187 DVD 11 
of 12 Abernathy lands Boundaries 

SP52_188.tif 188 DVD 11 
of 12 Drawings North of Broadway 

SP52_189.tif 189  DVD 11 
of 12 

Master plan 
report 

General written information 

SP52_190.tif 190 DVD 11 
of 12 Master plan Drawings 

SP52_191.tif 191 DVD 11 
of 12 Signs/markers Job 121 Ave. A entrance 

details 
SP52_192.tif 192 DVD 11 

of 12 Fireplaces Job 143 plan, elevations, 
sections 

SP52_193.tif 193 DVD 11 
of 12 Table/bench Job 155 foundation plan, 

elevations 
SP52_194.tif 194 DVD 11 

of 12 Fireplaces Job 148 foundation plan, 
elevations 

SP52_195.tif 195 DVD 11 
of 12 Table/bench Job 155 plans, elevations 

SP52_196.tif 196 DVD 11 
of 12 

Drinking 
fountains 

Job 141 plans, elevations, 
sections 
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Digital File 
Name 

Plan 
Sheet 

File 
Location

Topic  Description of Work 

SP52_197.tif 197 DVD 11 
of 12 Signs Lettering detail 

SP52_198.tif 198 DVD 11 
of 12 

Signs Lettering detail 

SP52_199.tif 199 DVD 12 
of 12 Drawing Lands north of Parkway Dr., 

east of Ave. A 
SP52_200.tif 200 DVD 12 

of 12 Profiles Job 120 section soil profile 

SP52_201.tif 201 DVD 12 
of 12 Profiles Soil section profile 

SP52_202.tif 202 DVD 12 
of 12 Bathhouse Job 108 floor plan 

SP52_203.tif 203 DVD 12 
of 12 Profiles Job 120 soil section profile 

SP52_204.tif 204 DVD 12 
of 12 Map Topographical 

SP52_205.tif 205 DVD 12 
of 12 Septic tank Plans, details, sections 

SP52_206.tif 206 DVD 12 
of 12 Septic field Details (poor quality) 

SP52_207.tif 207 DVD 12 
of 12 Overall plan Poor quality, unable to read 

SP52_208.tif 208 DVD 12 
of 12 Park roads Job 505 hand drawn plan 

SP52_209.tif 209 DVD 12 
of 12 

Concession 
shelter 

Job 122 roof & foundation 
plans, elevations, sections 

SP52_210.tif 210 DVD 12 
of 12 

Concession 
shelter 

Job 122 plot plan, details, 
sections 

SP52_211.tif 211 DVD 12 
of 12 Utilities Layout plan 

SP52_212.tif 212 DVD 12 
of 12 

Concession 
parking 

Layout plan (poor quality) 

SP52_213.tif 213 DVD 12 
of 12 

Layout plan 
report 

Written information 

SP52_214.tif 214 DVD 12 
of 12 City map Plat 

SP52_215.tif 215 DVD 12 
of 12 Garbage pit Sections, detail 

SP52_216.tif 216 DVD 12 
of 12 Master plan Job 706 layout 

SP52_217.tif 217 DVD 12 
of 12 

Combination 
building 

Preliminary drawing (poor 
quality) 
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EMAIL SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

 

Example of email survey 
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Civilian Conservation Corp Survey 

 

1. What was the Original Dedication date for the park?  

2. What is the name of the owner governmental agency of the park?  
 
3. Has ownership of the park changed?  If so, what is the name of new agency? 
 
4. What is the annual visitation to the park?  What is the annual budget for the park? 
 
5. What is the average rainfall for the park?  What are the average low and high 
temperatures for the park? 
 
6. Of the original CCC improvements, how many were designed as: staff living quarters?  
overnight visitor use?  visitor center/office? group dining hall? group recreation hall?  
swimming pool?  ball courts?  pedestrian bridges? vehicle bridges/water crossings?  
water supply systems?  miles of water supply lines?  wastewater systems?  miles of 
wastewater lines?  picnic sites? day use areas? miles of roads?  feet of trails?  trail 
waysides?  acres of landscaping? 
 
7. Of the original CCC improvements, how many remain?    staff living quarters?  
overnight visitor use?  visitor center/office? group dining hall?  group recreation hall? 
swimming pool?  ball courts?  pedestrian bridges? vehicle bridges/water crossings?  
water supply systems? miles of water supply lines? wastewater systems?   miles of 
wastewater lines?  picnic sites?  day use areas? miles of roads?  feet of trails?   trail 
waysides?   acres of landscaping?  
 
8. Of the remaining improvements, rate the current general condition  (please rate each as 
one of the following choices: good, fair, poor, hazard):   
staff living quarters?  overnight visitor use?  visitor center/office? group dining hall?    
group recreation hall?  swimming pool?   ball courts?   pedestrian bridges? 
vehicle bridges/water crossings?   water supply systems?   miles of water supply lines?    
wastewater systems?   miles of wastewater lines?    picnic sites?   day use areas? 
miles of roads?   feet of trails?   trail waysides?  acres of landscaping?  
 
9. Are the CCC improvements a significant contribution to the park? 
 
10. What is the defining characteristic responsible for the importance of the 
improvements? 
 
11. Do Park visitors consider the CCC improvements as important to the park? 
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12. Have Park visitors voiced an opinion as to what characteristics they think are 
responsible for the perceived importance? 
 
13. Are any of the CCC improvements designated as National Historic Landmarks?  
 
14. Is a Heritage Management Plan in place as a preservation/protection tool for the CCC 
improvements? 
 
15. If so, does the plan clearly identify each improvement/structure and its physical 
characteristics? 
 
16. Was the plan developed as a result of an agency template, or from the contribution of 
stakeholder groups? 
 
17. Does the plan address long-term major maintenance and repair issues? 
 
18. Does the plan address use levels as a protection tool? 
 
19.  What is the greatest threat to the CCC improvements? 
 
20. Does your governmental agency contain a section or branch that focus’ on historic 

resources? 
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PARK INFORMATION: Questions 1-5 ORIGINAL USE DESIGNATION:  Question #6
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Texas State 
Parks

Abilene SP 1934 TPWD No NA 100,000 $104,975 24" 87/41 NA NA 1 NA NA NA 1 NA 1 2 1

Balmorhea SP 1937 TPWD No NA 200,000 UNKNOWN 12" 94/30 1 18 NA 1 NA NA 1 NA 1 1 NA

Big Spring SP 1934 TPWD No NA 30,000 $60,000 14" 82/40 1 NA 1 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Davis Mountains SP 1935 TPWD No NA 40,000 17 85/33 NA NA NA 1 1 NA NA NA NA 2 NA

Fort Griffin SP 1936 TPWD No NA 60,000 $74,727 27" 82/45 NA 9 NA 0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Fort Parker SP 1941 TPWD No NA 77,000 $107,000 32" 97/34 2 NA NA NA 1 NA NA NA NA 1 NA

Goliad SP 1931 TPWD No NA 60,000 $107,600 37" 85/36 1 NA 1 NA NA 1 Mission NA NA NA NA NA

Goose Island SP 1935 TPWD No NA 323,000 $157,000 37" 79/62 NA NA NA NA 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA

Indian Lodge SP 1935 TPWD No NA 52,134 $156,027 17" 85/33 1 16 1 1 1 NA NA NA NA NA 1

Lake Brownwood SP 1934 TPWD No NA 180,800 $640,943 26" 96/34 1 18 NA 1 1 NA NA NA NA NA 1

Lake Corpus Christi S 1934 TPWD No NA 139,370 $163,906 35" 94/44 1 NA 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA 6 1

Meridian SP 1935 TPWD No NA 100,000 UNKNOWN 33" 98/40 NA NA NA 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Palo Duro Canyon SP 7/4/1934 TPWD No NA 395,000 $634,000 19-21" 73/43 NA 7 1 NA NA 1 Lodge NA NA 6 8 2

Possum Kingdom SP 1940 TPWD No NA 200,000 $109,345 28" 94/55 2 6 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Arkansas 

State Parks

Devil's Den SP 1933 ADPT No No 350,000 $900,000 50" 86/35 1 17 1 1 1 NA 1 NA 4 1 1

Lake Catherine SP 1935 ADPT No NA 300,000 $600,000 54" 95/25 NA 7 1 NA NA
1 Concession, 
1 Boathouse NA NA NA 3 3

California 
State Parks

Armstrong Redwoods 1924 CDPR No NA 1,000,000 UNKNOWN 45" 110/20 NA NA 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Calaveras Big Trees 1931 CDPR No NA UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

Nevada State 
Parks

Cathedral Gorge SP 1935 NDCNR No NA 48,000 $113,700 10" 95/8 NA NA NA NA NA

1 restroom, 1 
water tower, 1 

shelter NA NA NA NA 1

Fort Churchill SP 1957 NDCNR No NA 100,000 UNKNOWN 5" 94/18 1 1 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA 3 NA
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ORIGINAL USE DESIGNATION:  Question #6 EXISTING USE DESIGNATIONS:  Question #7
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Texas State 
Parks

Abilene SP 0.5 NA NA 8 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1 NA NA NA 1 NA

Balmorhea SP NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1 18 NA 1 NA NA 1 NA

Big Spring SP NA 1 0.2 10 1 2.5 10 1,000 NA NA 1 NA 1 1 NA NA NA NA

Davis Mountains SP NA NA NA 5 NA 5 UNKNOWN NA NA NA NA NA NA 1 1 NA NA NA

Fort Griffin SP NA NA NA 16 1 NA 4 UNKNOWN NA NA NA 9 NA NA NA NA NA NA

Fort Parker SP 1 1 1 40 1 2 4 NA NA 5 1 NA NA NA 1 NA NA NA

Goliad SP NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 105,600 NA NA 1 NA 1 NA NA 1 Mission NA NA

Goose Island SP NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA UNKNOWN NA NA NA NA 1 NA NA NA

Indian Lodge SP 1 1 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA None 15 1 1 1 NA NA NA

Lake Brownwood SP 2 3 UNKNOWN 22 1 2.5 17 3,168 21 0.25 1 18 NA 1 1 NA NA NA

Lake Corpus Christi S NA NA NA NA NA UNKNOWN 2 NA NA NA 1 NA NA NA 1 NA NA NA

Meridian SP NA NA NA NA 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1 NA NA NA NA

Palo Duro Canyon SP 10 3 UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN 9 UNKNOWN 8,000 UNKNOWN UNKNOWN NA 7 1 NA NA 1 Museum NA NA

Possum Kingdom SP NA NA NA 20 NA 3 3 NA NA NA 1 6 NA NA NA
1 Concession 

Building NA NA
Arkansas 

State Parks

Devil's Den SP 2 1 2 20 6 4 NA 52,800 10 100 1 14 1 1 0 NA 1 NA

Lake Catherine SP 2 1 1 50 1 4 NA NA NA NA 0 5 NA NA NA
1 Concession, 
1 Boathouse NA NA

California 
State Parks

Armstrong Redwoods NA NA NA 20 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1 NA NA NA NA NA

Calaveras Big Trees UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

Nevada State 
Parks

Cathedral Gorge SP 0.2 NA NA 4 1 UNKNOWN NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1 water tower NA NA

Fort Churchill SP NA NA NA 12 1 NA NA NA NA NA 0 1 1 NA NA NA NA NA
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EXISTING USE DESIGNATIONS:  Question #7 CURRENT CONDITION:  Question #8
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Texas State 
Parks

Abilene SP 1 2 1 0.5 NA NA 8 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Balmorhea SP 1 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Good Good NA Good NA NA

Big Spring SP NA NA NA NA NA NA 10 1 2.5 10 1,000 NA NA Good NA Good Good NA NA

Davis Mountains SP NA 2 NA NA NA NA 5 NA 3 UNKNOWN 10,560 NA NA NA NA NA Poor Fair NA

Fort Griffin SP NA NA NA NA NA NA 16 1 UNKNOWN 4 NA NA NA NA Fair/Poor NA NA NA NA

Fort Parker SP NA NA NA NA NA NA 40 1 2 4 NA NA 5 Fair NA NA NA Good NA

Goliad SP NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 105,600 NA NA Good NA Good NA NA Good

Goose Island SP NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Good NA

Indian Lodge SP NA NA None None None None NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Good Good Good Good Good NA

Lake Brownwood SP NA NA 1 1 0 NA 8 1 2.5 17 3,168 21 0.25 Fair Good NA Good Good NA

Lake Corpus Christi S NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 2 NA NA NA Good NA NA NA Fair NA

Meridian SP NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Good NA NA

Palo Duro Canyon SP 6 NA NA NA NA NA UNKNOWN UNKNOWN 9 UNKNOWN 8,000 UNKNOWN UNKNOWN NA Good Fair NA NA Good

Possum Kingdom SP NA NA NA NA NA NA 0 NA 3 3 NA NA NA Fair Fair NA NA NA NA
Arkansas 

State Parks

Devil's Den SP NA 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 52,800 0 100 Good Good Good Good NA NA

Lake Catherine SP NA 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 NA NA NA NA NA 4 Good, 1 Fair NA NA NA Fair
California 
State Parks

Armstrong Redwoods NA NA NA NA NA NA 20 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA Good NA NA NA

Calaveras Big Trees UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

Nevada State 
Parks

Cathedral Gorge SP NA NA 0 0 NA NA 1 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Poor

Fort Churchill SP NA 3 NA NA NA NA 12 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA Good Good NA NA NA
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CURRENT CONDITION:  Question #8 SIGNIFICANCE:  Questions #9-13
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Texas State 
Parks

Abilene SP Fair NA Fair Fair Fair Fair NA NA Fair Fair NA Good NA NA NA Yes Native materials Yes Pool Complex

Balmorhea SP Fair NA Good Good NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes Spring fed pool Yes None

Big Spring SP NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Fair NA Poor Fair Good NA NA Yes Fit in environment Yes Craftmanship

Davis Mountains SP NA NA NA Fair NA NA NA NA Fair NA Fair UNK Fair NA NA Yes Rustic design Yes Unique setting

Fort Griffin SP NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Fair/Poor Fair NA Good NA NA NA No NA No None

Fort Parker SP NA NA NA Fair NA NA NA NA Fair Fair NA Good NA NA Good Yes Lake and Dam No None

Goliad SP NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Good NA NA Yes Historic importance Yes Historic value

Goose Island SP NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes
Shellcrete construction

Yes CCC Facility

Indian Lodge SP NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes Quality accomodations Yes Fit in environment

Lake Brownwood SP NA NA NA NA Poor Poor NA NA Good Good Good Good Poor Good/Poor Good Yes Craftmanship Yes Rustic design

Lake Corpus Christi S NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Good NA NA NA Yes Lake Yes None

Meridian SP NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Good NA NA NA NA NA Yes Visual Impact Yes Scenic layout

Palo Duro Canyon SP NA NA Poor NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Good NA Poor NA NA Yes Visual Impact Yes None

Possum Kingdom SP NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Fair Fair NA NA NA Yes Lake use Yes UNKNOWN
Arkansas 

State Parks

Devil's Den SP Good NA NA Ruins Ruins Ruins Ruins NA NA Good NA NA Good NA Good Yes Create a park Yes Fit in environment

Lake Catherine SP NA NA NA NA Good NA NA NA NA NA Good NA NA NA NA Yes Link to past No None
California 

State Parks

Armstrong Redwoods NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Good Good NA NA NA NA NA No Function/Preservation No No

Calaveras Big Trees UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

Nevada State 
Parks

Cathedral Gorge SP NA NA NA NA Good NA NA NA Good Good NA NA NA NA NA Yes Historic Yes No

Fort Churchill SP NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Good Good NA NA NA NA NA Yes Visitor Services Yes No
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Texas State 
Parks

Abilene SP No No NA NA NA NA Funding Yes
Balmorhea SP No No NA NA NA NA Weather Yes
Big Spring SP No No NA NA NA NA Quality of care Yes
Davis Mountains SP No No NA NA NA NA Funding Yes

Fort Griffin SP No No NA NA NA No
Age/Qualified 
Workmanship Yes

Fort Parker SP No No NA NA NA NA Repairs Yes
Goliad SP Yes No NA NA NA NA Funding Yes
Goose Island SP No UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK Coastal Environment Yes
Indian Lodge SP No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Age of structures Yes
Lake Brownwood SP No No NA NA NA NA Use/Funding Yes
Lake Corpus Christi No No NA NA NA NA Vandalism/weather Yes
Meridian SP No No NA NA NA NA Repairs Yes
Palo Duro Canyon S No No NA NA NA NA Use/Education Yes

Possum Kingdom SP No No No No No No
Age/Qualified 
Workmanship Yes

Arkansas 
State Parks

Devil's Den SP
National Hist. 

Dist. Yes UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN Neglect Yes

Lake Catherine SP Yes No NA NA NA NA Progress/Park Visitors No

California 
State Parks

Armstrong Redwoods No Yes Yes
Agency 

Template Yes Yes Funding/Staffing Yes
Calaveras Big Trees UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN Yes

Nevada State 
Parks

Cathedral Gorge SP No No NA NA NA NA Vandalism/Abuse No
Fort Churchill SP Yes Yes UNKNOWN UNKNOWN Yes No Erosion Yes
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PARK INFORMATION: Questions 1-5 ORIGINAL USE DESIGNATION:  Question #6
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National Park Service

Arches National Park 1929 NPS No NA 781,672 $1,125,700 9" 80/20 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1 NA

Big Bend National Park 1944 NPS No NA 360,087 $4,995,000 15" 78/52 4 NA NA NA NA 1 Park store NA NA NA NA NA

Carlsbad Caverns National Park 1930 NPS No NA 437,205 $5,239,500 14" 96/28 3 NA NA NA NA 2 NA NA NA NA 1

Chaco Culture National Historical Park 1907 NPS No NA 70,000 UNKNOWN 9" 90/15 NA NA NA NA NA
Erosion 
Control NA NA NA NA NA

Colonial National Historical Park 1930 NPS No NA 3,000,000 $5,881,000 45" 90/30 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1

Gettysburg National Military Park 1895 NPS No NA 1,798,821 $5,397,000 38" 97/4 NA NA 2 NA NA
3 Comfort 
stations NA NA NA NA NA

Kings Canyon National Park 1940 NPS No NA 700,000
Operated with 

Sequoia 60" 100/35 UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

Lake Mead National Recreation Area 1936 NPS No NA 9,000,000 $14,200,000 4" 107/30 NA NA NA NA NA

 1Flood 
control 

system, 1 
Dynamite 
bunker, 1 

stone planter NA NA NA NA NA

Mount Ranier National Park 1899 NPS No NA 2,000,000 $7,000,000 118" 46/30 UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

Petrified Forest National Park 1906 NPS No NA 578,310 $2,534,000 10" 90/20 7 1 NA NA NA

2 Dynamite 
shacks, 2 

maintenance 
buildings, 4 

storage 
buildings, 1 

reconstructed 
pueblo, 1 well 

house, 2 
contact 
stations NA NA NA 4 1

Sequoia National Park 1890 NPS No NA 1,000,000 $13,000,000 60" 80/20/ UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

Vicksburg National Military Park 1899 NPS No NA 1,200,000 $2,500,000 57" 77/53 NA NA NA NA NA

1 
maintenance 

shop NA NA NA NA NA
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ORIGINAL USE DESIGNATION:  Question #6 EXISTING USE DESIGNATIONS:  Question #7
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National Park Service

Arches National Park NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0 NA 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA

Big Bend National Park NA NA NA NA NA 7.2 27 22,956 NA NA NA 4 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Carlsbad Caverns National Park UNKNOWN 1 UNKNOWN NA NA 3 NA UNKNOWN NA UNKNOWN 3 NA NA NA NA 3 NA NA NA
Chaco Culture National Historical 
Park NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1 NA NA NA

Colonial National Historical Park UNKNOWN NA NA 3 2 20 NA UNKNOWN NA UNKNOWN NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Gettysburg National Military Park NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 2 NA NA 3 Comfort stations NA NA NA

Kings Canyon National Park UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

Lake Mead National Recreation 
Area NA NA NA NA NA 4 NA 105,600 NA UNKNOWN NA NA NA NA NA

 1Flood control 
system, 1 Dynamite 

bunker, 1 stone 
planter NA NA NA

Mount Ranier National Park UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

Petrified Forest National Park 13 NA NA NA NA UNKNOWN NA UNKNOWN NA 3 areas 6 1 NA NA NA

2 Dynamite shacks, 2 
maintenance 

buildings, 4 storage 
buildings, 1 

reconstructed pueblo, 
1 well house, 2 
contact stations NA NA NA

Sequoia National Park UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

Vicksburg National Military Park NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 40 NA NA NA NA NA 1 maintenance shop NA NA NA
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EXISTING USE DESIGNATIONS:  Question #7 CURRENT CONDITION:  Question #8
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National Park Service

Arches National Park 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Good NA NA NA NA

Big Bend National Park NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 7.2 27 22,956 NA NA NA Good NA NA NA NA NA

Carlsbad Caverns National Park NA 1 UNKNOWN 1 UNKNOWN NA NA 3 NA UNKNOWN NA UNKNOWN Good NA NA NA NA Good NA
Chaco Culture National Historical 
Park NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Fair NA

Colonial National Historical Park NA 1 UNKNOWN NA NA 1 1 20 NA UNKNOWN NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Gettysburg National Military Park NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Good NA NA Good NA

Kings Canyon National Park UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN Good Good Good NA NA Good NA

Lake Mead National Recreation 
Area NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 4 NA 10,560 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Flood control system-
fair, Dynamite bunker-

poor, stone planter-
poor NA

Mount Ranier National Park UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

Petrified Forest National Park 2 1 13 NA NA NA NA UNKNOWN NA UNKNOWN NA 3 areas Fair Good NA NA NA

Dynamite shacks-
poor, maintenance 

buildings-fair, storage 
buildings-fair, 

reconstructed pueblo-
fair, well house-good, 
contact stations-fair NA

Sequoia National Park UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN Good Good Good NA NA Good NA

Vicksburg National Military Park NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 40 NA NA NA NA NA Good NA
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CURRENT CONDITION:  Question #8 SIGNIFICANCE:  Questions #9-13
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National Park 
Service

Arches National Park Fair NA Fair Fair Fair Fair NA NA Fair Fair NA Good NA NA NA Yes Native materials Yes Pool Complex

Big Bend National Pa Fair NA Good Good NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes Spring fed pool Yes None

Carlsbad Caverns 
National ParkChaco Culture NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Fair NA Poor Fair Good NA NA Yes Fit in environment Yes Craftmanship

National Historical 
Park NA NA NA Fair NA NA NA NA Fair NA Fair UNK Fair NA NA Yes Rustic design Yes Unique setting

Colonial National 
Historical Park NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Fair/Poor Fair NA Good NA NA NA No NA No None

Gettysburg National 
Military Park NA NA NA Fair NA NA NA NA Fair Fair NA Good NA NA Good Yes Lake and Dam No None

Kings Canyon 
National Park NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Good NA NA Yes Historic importance Yes Historic value

Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes

Shellcrete construction

Yes CCC Facility

Mount Ranier 
National Park NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes Quality accomodations Yes Fit in environment

Petrified Forest 
National Park NA NA NA NA Poor Poor NA NA Good Good Good Good Poor Good/Poor Good Yes Craftmanship Yes Rustic design

Sequoia National 
Park NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Good NA NA NA Yes Lake Yes None

Vicksburg National 
Military Park NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Good NA NA NA NA NA Yes Visual Impact Yes Scenic layout
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HERITAGE MANAGEMENT PLAN:  Questions #14-20  
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National Park 
Service

Arches National Park Yes No No NA NA NA Lack of Funding Yes

Big Bend National Pa No No No NA NA NA

Appropriate maintenance, 
repair, & preservation 

treatments Yes
Carlsbad Caverns 
National Park No Yes UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

Heavy use, changing 
agency needs Yes

Chaco Culture 
National Historical 
Park No No NA NA No No Environmental Factors Yes
Colonial National 
Historical Park No No NA NA NA No Lack of Funding Yes
Gettysburg National 
Military Park No No NA NA NA NA Lack of Funding Yes
Kings Canyon 
National Park No No NA NA NA NA

Heavy use, changing 
agency needs Yes

Lake Mead National 
Recreation Area No Yes Yes

Agency 
templates Yes No Environmental Factors Yes

Mount Ranier 
National Park Yes Yes Yes

Agency 
templates Yes Yes

Appropriate maintenance 
and repair Yes

Petrified Forest 
National Park

Yes, Painted 
Desert Inn Yes No

Agency 
templates Yes No Neglect Yes

Sequoia National 
Park No No NA NA NA NA

Heavy use, changing 
agency needs Yes

Vicksburg National 
Military Park No No NA NA NA NA NA UNKNOWN
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